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Abstract 
This thesis examines, through a comparative study, the relationship between nationalism 
and women which brought about the "sending women back home" discourse. In times of 
national crisis, especially when the country was preparing for war, not only men but also 
women were requested to sacrifice themselves for the nation. For women, their traditional 
roles and virtues were especially emphasized by nationalism to back up the state. This 
phenomenon can be illustrated by comparing the rhetoric in Germany and China during the 
1930s-1940s when the two states enthusiastically promoted patriotism on the one hand and 
familism on the other, claiming that this would benefit the nation and the female population 
as well. 
From the 1930s, the Nazi in Germany and Guomindang in China rejected the diversified 
images of "new women" emerging after the First World War. Keeping women home was also 
the strategy to alleviate the problem of unemployment. It was believed that women managing 
their home well would help strengthen the nation. While men were fighting in the battlefield 
during the war, women were confined to the ‘‘home front", playing a supplementary and 
supporting role. Despite discourses of women in the two countries both being related to 
"sending women back home", differences in focuses and methods in conveying the message 
took place due to the different cultural and national contexts. Through laws and policies，the 
National Socialists who dominated Germany repeatedly reminded women to take up the 
duties as fertile mothers so as to solve the problem of low birth rate. In Republican China 
where the central government was not strong, modernization was the top priority. Women 
were thus defined as female citizens who devoted themselves to their families and the state. 
While nationalism constituted the "sending women back home" discourse in the two 
countries, discursive variations also existed because of different types of nationalism, cultural 
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Chapter 1 Introduction: Sending the women back home 
Discourses of women are constantly changing in society and the state. In times of 
national emergency, discourses will change from protecting individual's liberty or safety to 
demanding for obligation by the state. Both men and women have to be devoted to the state, 
each contributing their ability according to the nature of their gender. Men have been destined 
to play the role as soldiers in war times for their physical and mental toughness. Women's 
roles in war were insignificant in the past and they played limited and passive roles as wives 
and mothers even when the state was under crisis. 
In the past hundred years, however, attitudes towards women experienced rapid changes. 
The first half of the Century allowed women to play some new roles even when the 
country was in difficult times. During the First World War, many European states inclined to 
request women to cross the gender boundary and play various roles to back up the nation at 
war. It was found that women in the labour force or even in the auxiliary troops would benefit 
the state most. The decade following the War recognized women's contribution and ability in 
the war effort and they were rewarded with further rights by their states. Women were also 
welcomed to play various roles in the pubic sphere in peace time. Discourses on women 
became more liberal under the tide of feminism. While gradually women were given more 
opportunities in the public sphere, a few countries stepped back to the conservative notion 
that women's roles should be only within the “home” sphere when nationalism predominated 
in the state. 
In the 1930s and 1940s, Nazi� Germany and Nationalist {Guomindang, or GMD) China 
were two representative states returning to the "sending women back home，，discourse. These 
two highly nationalistic regimes, when preparing for war, both claimed that keeping women 
in the private sphere would benefit the state as well as women themselves most. Thus, their 
1 "Nazi" is derived from the German abbreviation of National Socialist, representing another extreme against 
the Socialist (Sozi). 
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nationalistic discourses switched from one rather liberal in the 1920s to one highly 
conservative. According to these nationalists, women should still be confined in the "home 
front" instead of going to the battlefield despite a shortage of labour in war time. This thesis 
is going to study the nationalistic discourses on women in Germany and China and compare 
how women were persuaded to go back home under the influence of nationalism when the 
states were preparing and fighting a war in the 1930s and 1940s. 
The state’ nationalism and women 
The state or the nation is a political entity which is constructed in a gendered way. 
Under the social division of labour which is necessary to maintain the survival of the state,^ 
gender is one of the many dimensions to determine what roles men and women should play in 
society. In the traditional gender division of labour, women seldom stepped into the political 
and military world. In tribal, agrarian and industrial societies throughout history, rulers 
frequently turn out to be men. Max Weber defines state as “an agency within society which 
possesses the monopoly of legitimate violence’’.4 The power of using violence to control thus 
rested on men instead of women. In the eyes of these male rulers who possess legitimate 
authority to maintain order and discipline within the state,5 the power of the state is usually 
determined by political and military supremacy. Again, these domains belong to the public 
sphere and have always been dominated by men. Thus, a strong sense of masculinity is 
developed in the state-building process. 
2 Even though state and nation are not totally synonymous, here in this thesis the two terms will be used 
interchangeably. Nation refers to a certain piece of land where a group of people with the same ethnic or racial 
origin attached to. People in the same nation would share a common language, history as well as destiny. 
According to Tamar Mayer, "[w]hile a nation can live without a state, a state usually does not exist without a 
nation." States accommodating national subjects would exert nationalism when the state is facing political 
threats from the outside. For further details of the definition on nation and state, please refer to Tamar Mayer, 
"Gender Ironies of Nationalism: Setting the Stage," in Gender Ironies of Nationalism: Sexing the Nation, ed. 
Tamar Mayer (London: Routledge, 2000), pp.2-3. 
3 Ibid., P.4. 
4 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1983), p.3. 
5 Ibid., p.5. 
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The notion of “biology is destiny" was rather popular in traditional assumption in the 
West. It was argued that women could not become active in the public sphere because of the 
nature of the female sex. It was male who were tougher, stronger, more rational, and they 
were often regarded as the standard of superiority. Female were unable to possess the “better’’ 
qualities and thus disqualified by birth to play any roles in the important sectors within a state. 
Greek physician Galen illustrated women as the less perfect form of men through the 
examination and anatomy of the human body. The women sex organ is inverted compared to 
that of men's, hence women are less perfect men，This notion implies that men are the 
standard perfect bodies. Women showing signs of difference means that they are the ones 
with faults. According to the influential philosopher, Aristotle, “...for a male, unless he is 
somehow constituted contrary to nature, is naturally more fitted to lead than a female."^ 
Aristotle also believed that it is natural for men to be leader, because men are born with more 
Q 
virtues than women. The biological interpretation determined women as inappropriate to 
learn the art of politics and war. Therefore in the political and military aspects, women rarely 
played decisive roles. 
In China, even though the biological feature of female was not so much emphasized, 
there were similar traditional practices which confined women to the home sphere and 
regarded men as naturally the leaders. In the Confucius Classic of Filial Piety, which 
consisted of a collection of accounts of women's good deeds, women who were 
self-sacrificing to their husband and father and those showing loyalty to the rulers were 
highly praised.9 Women being submissive and dependent on men were regarded as virtuous, 
and thus they were very natural to be confined to the private sphere. Their natural roles were 
6 Thomas Walter Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1990), p.26. 
7 Aristotle, Politics (Indianapolis: Hackett Pub., 1998), p.21. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Patricia Buckley Ebrey ed., Chinese Civilization and Society: a Sourcebook (New York: Free Press, 1981), 
p.33. 
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within the family but not in the outside world. 
Meanwhile, nationalism has a close relationship with the state. According to Ernest 
Gellner, "the definition of nationalism is parasitic to the definition of the state." 
Nationalism refers to the emotional feeling of national consciousness felt among the 
population within the state. When the state is under pressure or in deep crisis, national 
sensation is most deeply felt. The gender division of labour might experience changes under 
nationalism. It is usually said that nationalism and feminism are two streams of ideas which 
are not compatible to each other." When nationalism overwhelms the state, low priority 
would be given to individual's needs, especially the women's. 
As a result of the traditional understanding of state and nature of women discussed 
above, women used to play passive roles in war times when nationalism was most severely 
felt. Even though there were several famous female soldiers, their images and spirit were 
highly masculinized. When a country was at war, women's roles have been very limited due 
to the stereotypical viewpoint on women since ancient civilizations in the West and in the 
East. Even though there were a few women warriors in ancient Greece, they had to fight in 
the guise of men. 12 Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine, Joan of Arc and the Chinese folktale 
character Mulan all dressed themselves as men to join the army. The female body and code of 
dressing were totally rejected in war. With the disguise, it was hoped the gender differences in 
terms of physical strength and appearances could be hidden. In addition, protecting the state 
and the female population at home became one of the ultimate goals in war. According to the 
“biology is destiny" notion, women's most natural roles are wives and mothers in the private 
sphere. As a result, they were too weak and helpless and could not protect themselves. Men 
have been considered as the more proper and reliable leading characters for a decisive victory. 
iG Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, p.3. 
11 Gisela Kaplan, "Comparative Europe: Feminism and Nationalism: The European Case," in Feminist 
Nationalism, ed. Lois A. West (New York: Routledge, 1997), p.3. 
12 Rosemarie Skaine, Women at War: Gender Issues of Americans in Combat (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & 
Company, 1999), pp.45-6. 
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Physically and psychologically, thus, women are conceived as less suitable to become 
politicians or militants. Under nationalism, women's natural roles were reinforced instead of 
experiencing any real changes. 
Since the late 1 C e n t u r y , the above traditional understanding of women by the state 
and society began to be challenged with the rise of feminism. It revolutionized the 
understanding of nature of women and questioned the limited rights women possessed in 
society. According to Gisela Bock, the biological explanation of sex roles was indeed a 
cultural and social f o r m u l a t i o n ” Women should not be deprived of the basic human rights 
enjoyed by men only because of their biological differences. In the 19 Century, John Stuart 
Mill and Harriet Taylor followed Mary Wollstonecraft to question the unequal opportunity of 
women in education, political rights and job o p p o r t u n i t y / 4 These early feminists challenged 
the traditional social construction of women based on their biological features and suggested 
new roles women could play in the public along with their male counterparts. 
The relationship between nationalism and women also experienced changes in an age of 
new interpretations of women inspired by the feminists. When nationalism emerged in 
national crisis since the late Century, certain roles were opened to women at the same 
time. Florence Nightingale demonstrated to the world that woman who was from the 
middle-class family could also contribute to the war by serving in military hospitals and 
tending wounded soldiers in the Crimean War (1854-56). She proved that women's nurturing 
and caring nature could be extended to play significant roles in war. In the First World War, 
many countries admitted women into the labour force as well as in auxiliary corps. Women 
also became workers producing armaments and food or working in the hospital c o r p s ” 
13 Gisela Bock, "Women's History and Gender History: Aspects of an International Debate," in Gender and 
History in Western Europe, ed. Robert Shoemaker and Mary Vincent (London: Oxford University Press, 1998), 
p. 30. 
Rosemarie Putnam Tong, Feminist Thought: a Comprehensive Introduction, 2nd ed. (Boulder, Colo.: 
Westview Press, 1988)，pp.15-23. 
15 Renate Bridenthal, "Something Old, Something New: Women Between the Two World Wars," in Becoming 
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Since it was the first total war'^ ever fought and huge manpower was more urgently needed 
than before, the states tried to modify their attitude towards women, believing that women 
would benefit the nations most through working in the public sphere in the new nationalistic 
era. Nationalism this time became a liberating force inviting women to play various roles that 
only men were preferred during peace time, or in war time in the previous centuries. The 
increasing number of roles women could play in the war and post-war periods was a positive 
sign to challenge traditional correlation between nationalism and women. In the post-war era, 
many countries rewarded women with their contribution and recognized their ability. For 
example, the Weimar Republic in Germany (1919-1933) allowed women to vote and secure 
seats in various Parliaments, above all the Reichstag.'^ Meanwhile in China, the May Fourth 
Movement (1919) also led to a larger degree of liberation of Chinese women, particularly in 
marriage, education and political participation.^^ Even though women in both Germany and 
China had made huge steps by entering the pubic sphere and carving out spaces for 
themselves, the political rights acquired and the advancement in the emancipation 
movement did not go progressively unchallenged. 
Discontinuity: Problems and questions 
Visible: Women in European History, 2nd ed , ed. Renate Bridenthal, Claudia Koonz and Susan Stuard (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1987), pp.473-475. 
16 Beginning with the First World War, the era of total war arrived when war was fought both in the battlefront 
as well as in the home front. Labour force to keep the country running as in peacetime was very much treasured. 
Modem warfare is characterized by the following features: 1) the theatres of war extend simultaneously into 
where the civilians reside; 2) mobilization for war no longer limit to the men fighting in the frontline but include 
the mighty efforts of the whole population to conduct a victorious war; 3) "all members of the belligerent states 
are now the legitimate targets of military action". For detail, please refer to Manfred F. Boemeke, Roger 
Chickering and Stig Forster ed., Anticipating Total War: the German and American Experiences, 1871-1914 
(Washington, D.C.: Cambridge University Press, 1999)，and Karen Hagemann and Stefanie Schiiler-Springorum, 
Home/Front: The Military, War and Gender in Twentieth-Century Germany (Oxford: Berg, 2002), pp. 5-6. 
17 Information Office of the Federal Government ed., Women s Affairs ([Bonn]: s.n., 1961), p.669. 
18 Liu Shisheng and Liu Yang 劉士聖，劉揚，Z/zc?"双wo/wmHo"识/?/cfi國婦女通史[a general history on 
Chinese women] (Qingdao: Qiangdao chubanshe, 1999), pp.611-627. 
19 Emancipation generally means the extension of rights or privileges from a dominant group to another group 
of people in society. For detail, please refer to Jill Stephenson, "'Emancipation' and its Problems: War and 
Society in Wuittemberg 1939-1945," in European History Quarterly, Vol.17 (1987), p.345. 
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Going against the continuity of progress that women achieved in the public sphere, 
several countries asked women to go back home before the outbreak of the Second World 
War. These countries showing such a tendency were conservative nationalistic states such as 
Nazi Germany, GMD China, fascist Italy and Japan. Among these countries, Germany and 
China shared very similar features in other aspects in the same period as well. Indeed, 
Germany was the closest partner to China since the late Germany was also the 
model for China in military, economic, political and ideological aspects. Under Hitler's and 
Chiang Kai-shek's (Jiang Jieshi) rule, similar political traits such as nationalism, militarism 
and the establishment of secret organizations were found in the two countries, despite their 
rather different cultural and traditional development. There were even debates on whether 
China was a fascist^^ state under Chiang. In addition, within China when the nationalists 
were convincing women to go back home, the German notion of 3K {Kinder — children, 
Kuche - kitchen, Kirche - church) was borrowed and applied. The discontinuity that 
took place in both Germany and China could not be just a coincidence that we found in 
history books. Comparing the conservative notions on women in Germany and China during 
the inter-war period not only allows us to understand what were the common reasons which 
led to the rise of the “sending women back home" rhetoric and what was unique. Moreover, 
the study can also respond to the debate on whether China was a fascist state from a gender 
perspective. 
Despite the apparantly improving social status and growing opportunities for women 
William Kirby, Germany and Republican China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1984). 
21 In examining Hitler's political ideology, historians and social scientists are likely to identify it as fascism or 
Nazism. The origin of the word "fascist" or "fascism" was from the Latin word "fascia" or in Italian, "fascio", 
literally meaning a bundle. It later became the name of the group formed by Mussolini in Milan in 1919. 
22 The 3K ideology originated in the Century in the era of Wilhelm II. It defined women's proper roles in 
taking care of the children, cooking in the kitchen, and going to church only. This "slogan" of conservative roles 
of women was adopted by the Nazis in its propaganda of Nazi motherhood. 
23 Lu Fongshang 呂芳上，"Kangzhan shiqi de nuquan lunbian,"抗戰時期的女權論辯[debates on feminism 
during the anti-Japanese War], in Jindai Zhongguo funUshiyanjiu 近代中國婦女史硏究[research in women in 
modern Chinese history], vol.2, June 1994，pp.92-3. 
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to work in the public sphere in the 1920s in both Germany and China, women under the 
nationalistic expectation were again back to a conservative track right before the outbreak of 
the Second World War (1939-1945)24. It was a return to the conservative understanding of 
women, claiming that by nature they should be wives and mothers belonging to the home 
sphere. While women in democratic countries like the United States and the United Kingdom 
participated in the Women's Auxiliary Air Forces and Women's Royal Navy Service, and at 
the same time when women in communist Russia were flying aircrafts to fight in the air and 
holding guns on the land battlefield, women in Nazi Germany and Nationalist China were 
both "persuaded" to go back "home". It was a sharp contrast to what happened in other 
countries in the contemporary time as well as in Germany and China in the 1920s. 
Adolf Hitler's Nazi Germany was a male-superior Reich with no women playing the 
roles as decision makers. From the relatively liberated Weimar Republic to the totalitarian 
Third Reich, a gradual change of attitudes to women's roles emerged in the German nation. 
Women were invited to raise children and work in factories at the same time to support their 
families in Weimar Germany. But when the Nazi came to power, women were expected to act 
only as mothers and wives in the private sphere. "Sending women back home", in the Nazi 
language, was the "equality" women should enjoy. Women should stay at home as men stay 
in the public. Despite an urgent need for women to participate in the war industry, Nazi 
leaders reluctantly gave alternative roles for the German women with hesitation to convert 
Nazi mothers into war industry workers. 
In China, a similar retreat from the emancipation of women took place. Women in 
China struggled to liberate themselves from the confines of the family from time to time, and 
24 To be more specific, the war in which China fought was against the Japanese (1937- 45) mainly and not the 
"world" as Germany faced. China was facing the Sino-Japanese War which later became part of the World War 
in the Asia-Pacific region. 
25 Caroline Lang, Keep Smiling Through: Women in the Second World War (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1989), pp. 34-36. 
26 Brenda Ralph Lewis, Women at War: the Women of World War II - at Home, at Work, on the Front Line 
(Pleasantville: Reader's Digest, 2002)，p. 122. 
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th 
only in the 19 Century were some emancipation efforts made. The Hundred Days Reform 
(1898) had the slogan of establishing school for girls and forbidding foot-binding as 
97 
suggested by Kang Youwei. In the New Cultural Movement and May Fourth Movement 
(1919), the demand for women's liberation and individual rights were publicized. With the 
establishment of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in 1921, the emancipation of women 
became “one of the largest planks in its policy platform".^^ In spite of all the gains in 
emancipating women, a decade later, in the same country, the Nationalist Party called for a 
completely different tone for women in the nation to follow. The New Life Movement 
beginning in China in 1934 initiated by the Nationalist Party implied that women should not 
neglect the home sphere and they should return home to take care of the family.^^ The call 
urging women to return to the traditional and conservative roles existed in both Germany and 
China and the discontinuity amid the progress women made in the previous decades is the 
issue that triggers my interest in writing this thesis. 
In this thesis, I would like to answer the following questions: 
1. What was the political context which led both the Nazi and the Chinese Nationalist 
parties to support the notion of ‘‘sending women back home"? 
2. How did the Nazis and the GMD rule women respectively? What were the similarities 
and differences in their attitude towards women in relation to family and employment? 
3. In what ways were the expectations on women of the two parties preached? 
4. In the period of 1933-1945, were there any changes in the practices and policies toward 
27 Ono Kazuko, ed. Joshua A. Fogel, Chinese Women in a Century of Revolution, 1850-1950 (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1978), pp.25-33. 
28 Fan Hong, Footbinding, Feminism and Freedom: the Liberation of Women 's Bodies in Modem China 
(London: F. Cass, 1997)，pp.25-30. 
29 Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，"Xinshenghuo yundong - Zhonghua minguo ershiwu nian xinshenghuo 
yundong er zhounian jinian zuo , "新生活運動-中華民國二十五年新生活運動二週年紀念作 [ t he New 
Life Movement - Republic of China, 1936, a piece of memorial writing for the second anniversary of the New 
Life Movement], in Jiang furen yanlun ji vol.1 蔣夫人言論集 [a collection of speeches and writings by 
Madame Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling蔣宋美齡,ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼(Taipei: Zhonghua 
funii fangong lianheihu, 1977)，pp.43-4. 
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women in these two countries? If so, what were the changes and the forces that brought 
about such changes? 
5. In the atmosphere in which women were convinced to stay in the domestic sphere, were 
there any woman figureheads represented in public in the two nations? If yes, how can 
their backgrounds and achievements be compared? 
After answering these questions, it is hoped that a better understanding of the 
relationship between nationalism and women in times of national crisis will be uncovered. In 
addition, it is hoped to find out what constituted the similarities and differences in the 
conservative discourse in the two nationalistic states. 
Literature review 
Several research projects on the relationship between Germany and Republican China 
have been conducted, and there have been heated debates on whether these two states were 
fascist. No universal agreement has been achieved on the nature of fascism by historians, 
sociologists, and political theorists. Some believe that fascism is a European phenomenon, 
while others believe non-European countries could also become fascist. 
Stanley G. Payne represents scholars who consider Fascism as merely a European 
epochal phenomenon.^^ He is among those who believe that fascism took place in a certain 
time of history and spread from that point and place to other countries over time. In this case 
the first fascist state, widely believed to be Italy, is authentically studied and the Italian fascist 
syndromes and features are identified as the definition of fascism. Under this generic 
approach, Payne suggests six criteria of fascism: anti-communism, anti-liberalism, 
anti-conservatism, leadership principle, party-army and aim of totalitarianism. The 
Stein Ugelvik Larsen, "Was There Fascism Outside Europe? Diffusion from Europe and Domestic Impulses," 
in Fascism Outside Europe: the European Impulse against Domestic conditions in the Diffusion of Global 
Fascism, ed. Stein Ugelvik Larsen (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001)，pp.350-3. 
31 Stein Ugelvik Larsen, Bemt Hagtvet and Jan Petter Myklebust ed., Who were the Fascists: Social Roots of 
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approach is questioned for its validity, since the first case may not be the most typical. The 
generic approach would also include many specific experiences which were unique in Italy, 
preventing fascism from arising in a diversity of national contexts. There were other 
generalizations of the fascist ideology applicable in different national contexts such as the 
Marxist, the Weberian, and totalitarian approaches.^^ These definitions only offer some of the 
possibilities reflecting various epistemologies. Regarding the nature of fascism, no consensus 
has been reached. 
While some definitions would fit in the European national contexts only, there was 
further complexity in the debates on whether fascism existed outside the European continent, 
and spread as far as to China.34 Lloyd Eastman argues for the existence of fascism in Chiang 
Kai-shek's China by giving examples of the militaristic outlook of the Nationalist 
Government, the one-man rule in the Republic, and the formation of the secret societies (e.g. 
the Blue Shirts) which were similar to that in Germany. Frederic Wakeman, Jr. has revised 
Eastman's view on "Chinese fascism" and puts it in a more specific Chinese context by 
calling it "Confucian fascism".^^ After researching on the nature of the secret societies in 
China, he claims that a modified form of fascism integrating Confucian culture lived in 
European Fascism (Bergen: Universitetsforlaget, 1980), pp.14, 19-24. 
32 Stein Ugelvik Larsen, "Was There Fascism Outside Europe? Diffusion from Europe and Domestic Impulses," 
in Fascism Outside Europe: the European Impulse against Domestic conditions in the Diffusion of Global 
Fascism, ed. Stein Ugelvik Larsen, pp.720-1. 
33 The Marxist approach focuses on analyzing the causes of fascism and find out capitalism to be the scapegoat 
for the birth of fascism. When the proletariat exert pressure for the destruction of capitalism, capitalists resort to 
terror to defend their control over the means of production. As a result, capitalists manipulate fascist means to 
combat for control and power. The Weberian approach blames the pre-industrial, or feudal, ruling class to be 
responsible for the birth of fascism. The pre-industrial elites and the reactionary petty bourgeoisie spread mass 
nationalist movements to preserve their nation from being contaminated by democracy and socialism. There is 
also the totalitarian definition on fascism, emphasizing not the cause of fascism but the characteristics and ideas. 
It defines fascism as one-party/one-man rule, a system of terror such as the secret societies, a monopolistic 
control of mass media, central control on military and economy, and most importantly, an ideology which had a 
religious effect. For detail, please refer to Kevin Passmore, Fascism: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), pp. 15-23. 
34 There is an analysis claiming that Chinese fascism was influenced by the Japanese who adopted fascism. For 
detail, please refer to Chung Dooeum, Elitist Fascism: Chiang Kaishek 's Blueshirts in 1930s China (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2000), pp.43-87. 
35 Frederic Wakeman, Jr., "A Revisionist View of the Nanjing Decade: Confucian Fascism," in Reappraising 
Republican China, ed. Frederic Wakeman, Jr. and Richard Louis Edmonds (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2000), pp.141-178. 
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Republican China to eradicate the evil practices of greed, laziness and extravagance. The 
similarity of European fascism might only be a c o i n c i d e n c e ， 
William Kirby offers a more convincing and pragmatic reason for why traces of 
“fascism” existed in China. He argues that features of fascist Germany did appear in Chiang's 
Nationalist Government. It was due to the emergence of a close Sino-German relationship. 
The interpretation and degree of appreciation of fascism by Chinese officials varied. Most 
importantly, in Chinese society, there was no mass mobilization which had constituted a large 
portion of the fascist movement as in Hitler's Germany. Kirby’s approach aims at finding 
the common features of the political structure behind the two nations. He claims that it was 
the close contact between the two nations that formed their commonalities. 
Whichever argument is more convincing, the debates show incredible interrelations and 
the resemblance between Germany and China in their political organization and structure. 
Abundant literature was produced on the political similarities between the two nationalistic 
states, but literature comparing the states' practices towards women was rare and yet to be 
explored. 
On the relationship between women and policy making in Nazi Germany, historians 
have developed increasing interests in this field since the 1970s. They have analysed Nazi 
38 
policies towards women, Nazi labour policy and its impact on women in the workforce. 
Despite Karen Offen's description on National Socialism to have organized a radical feminist 
programme^^ instead of being anti-feminist and limiting women's roles, the mainstream of 
the literature on Nazi women condemned Nazism for hampering the liberation of women. It 
Ibid. 
William C. Kirby, “Images and Realities of Chinese Fascism," in Fascism Outside Europe: the European 
Impulse against Domestic conditions in the Diffusion of Global Fascism, ed. Stein Ugelvik Larsen, pp. 233-268. 
Tim Mason, Nazism, Fascism and the Working Class (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 
pp.131-211. 
For reference, please refer to Karen Offen, "Defining Feminism: a Comparative Historical Approach," in 
Signs, 14, 1988, P.154. 
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was generally agreed that the Nazis believed in "biology became destiny，,.40 The sex of 
women already determined their roles. In the 1980s, Claudia Koonz wrote a classic piece of 
work: Mothers in the Fatherland — Women, the Family and Nazi Politics. Koonz's main focus 
of the book is to explain why women voted for the Nazis who later imposed fanatically 
anti-feminist practices on women. Gisela Bock argues against Koonz's conclusion which 
holds women responsible for voting for the Nazis. Bock believes that women were victims in 
the “sending back home" process and this was closely related to the racist policies the 
country carried out.4i Even though these well-analysed works did not only aim at analyzing 
how the Nazi state ruled women, the discussions are significant in giving insights on the 
relationship between the Third Reich and women in the 1930s and 1940s and providing 
excellent examples on the state's practices on women. Other works by Gisela Bock offer a 
good understanding between the relationship of sexism and racism in Nazi Germany. She 
demonstrates how women in the Third Reich were doubly victimized by their sex and race.42 
In addition, Jill Stephenson's research on women and their organizations in Nazi Germany 
explains how the German women tried to voice out their needs in the male-dominated Third 
Reich43 and p r o v i d e solid pieces of work for reference in this field. 
There is no lack of literature on Chinese women and the anti-Japanese war campaign 
from 1937 to 1945, but relatively less research work was done in comparison to that on 
German women. After all, research with a gendered perspective in China was still in infancy 
compared to the West. 
Renate Bridenthal, Atina Grossmann, and Marion Kaplan ed., When Biology Became Destiny: Women in 
Weimar and Nazi Germany (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1984), pp. 1-29. 
41 Gisela Bock, "Equality and Difference in National Socialist Racism," in Beyond Equality and Difference: 
Citizenship, Feminist Politics and Female Subjectivity, ed. Gisela Bock and Susan James (London: Routledge, 
1992), pp.89-109. 
42 Gisela Bock, "Racism and Sexism in Nazi Germany: Motherhood, Compulsory Sterilization, and the State," 
in When Biology Became Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi Germany, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Atina 
Grossmann, and Marion Kaplan, pp.271-296. 
43 For reference, please refer to Jill Stephenson, The Nazi Organization of Women (New Jersey: Barnes & Noble 
Books, 1981) and Jill Stephenson, Women in Nazi Germany (Harlow: Longman, 2001). 
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Among works on women in Republican China, two of them showed similarity of 
public opinion on women to the German model. Both claim that GMD held conservative 
attitude towards women and enforced the policy to send women back home. Lu Fongshang, 
the author of one of the works entitled “Debates on feminism during the anti-Japanese 
War”,44 explores the status of Chinese women under GMD during the anti-Japanese War. He 
discusses the lively debate over women's roles within the GMD government and among the 
elites. Some argued that women should return to the home sphere where women naturally 
belonged. Women's roles should be limited to being virtuous wives and good mothers {xianqi 
liangmu 賢妻良母).Others opposed this group, asserting that women belonged to areas both 
outside and inside home. Lii compares the stance of Chinese voices arguing for women's 
return to home with Germany's notion of the 3K. Another piece of literature comparing the 
GMD practices on women to that in Germany was Norma Diamond's “Women Under 
Kuomintang [Guomindang] Rule: Variations on the Feminine Mystique". Diamond concludes 
that "during the 1930s the ideal role for women, in both Nazi Germany and 
KMT(GMD)-ruled areas of China from 1927 on, is motherhood.”斗，The comparison of 
China's situation to that of Germany's raises interesting questions and provides basis for 
further comparative studies. The literature on Chinese women coincidentally recognized the 
similarity between Nazi and GMD practices on women, but the literature on German women 
did not reveal this point. How and why did the two societies with very different traditions and 
cultures share similar attitudes and policies in relation to women's roles? Current research 
comparing these two societies in terms of their gender issues to provide an answer for their 
similarities and differences is still lacking. 
44 Lu Fongshang 呂芳上，“Kangzhan shiqi de nuquan lunbian,"抗戰時期的女權論堯辛[debates on feminism 
during the anti-Japanese War], in Jindai Zhongguo funushiyanjiu 近代中國婦女史研究[research in women in 
modem Chinese history], pp.81-113. 
45 Norma Diamond, "Women under Kuomintang Rule: Variations on the Feminine Mystique," in Modem China 
v.l 1975, p.l3. 
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Research significance and originality 
This study aims at doing an evenhanded comparison of the expectations on women in 
the German and the Chinese states, telling the similarities and differences in the period of 
1933-1945. The period chosen began with the consolidation of power by the nationalist 
parties in Germany and the beginning of the New Life Movement of China. It ended with the 
end of the Second World War. Even though there was literature comparing Germany and 
China around this period in terms of political structure and organization, there is not yet any 
comparative study focusing on the relationship between the German and Chinese nationalist 
states and their women. Indeed, as Rosemarie Buikema comments, “[h]istory is a male 
discipline in which women — not just objects but also as writers of history — have played a 
marginal role.”46 History used to be perceived as the story of men. Historians were only 
interested in politics, in military, in how the state should be run, and so forth, i.e. men's 
activities mainly. The studies of the state, nationalism and war were some of the major topics 
where women were seldom given any attention to. They were invisible in these "men's 
games". Only when the second wave of feminist movement gave birth to a gender 
perspective in history writing were we reminded that women also lived through the national 
crisis along with men. However, they were treated differently, or as the "second sex". 
According to Joan Scott, "...gender might be used as a category of analysis, not only for 
direct study of the relationship between women and men, but also for a more complex 
understanding of politics, power, state policy and so on.，’47 What Scott suggests is to rewrite 
history taking the concept of gender into consideration in previously men-dominated spheres. 
It is hoped that this research will shed some new insights on the topic. When the two 
46 Rosemarie Buikema, "Windows in a Round House: Feminist Theory," in Women's Studies and Culture: a 
Feminist Introduction, ed. Rosemarie Buikema and Anneke Smelik (London: Zed Books, 1995)，p.23. 
47 Joan Scott, "Rewriting History," in Behind the Lines. Gender and the Two World Wars, ed. Margaret 
Randolph Higonnet, Jane Jenson, Sonya Michel and Margaret Collins We its (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1987)，p.22. 
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countries were previously discovered to have similarities and connections in political aspects, 
it is likely that the same took place in the gender attitude as well. Yet the similarities and 
differences of the nationalistic states in the gender aspect are yet to be explored. 
Another reason for doing this research is to help build communication between Western 
and Chinese literature. In previous historical studies on women, European and American 
women's history has been the mainstream. Thus, many historians studying Nazi women could 
not see that China and Germany shared similar ideologies on women's roles in the 1930s -
1940s. On the contrary, the few historians studying Chinese women in Republican China 
were able to discover that China's "sending women back home" discourse was similar to that 
of Hitler's 3K notion. With a comparative approach studying what the nationalists expected 
women to be, the two countries with different cultural and social contexts can be examined at 
the same time to detect whether there were singular or different forms of relationship between 
women and state that led to the eventual “sending women back home" notion. It is also worth 
investigating how these two countries fighting on different sides in the same World War 
would have similar policies and public opinions on women. The comparative approach of this 
thesis hopefully can become a tool of communication in the study of women's history 
between the Western and Asian worlds. 
This thesis also aims at contextualizing social changes in the 1930s and 1940s in the two 
countries in the West and in the East, paying attention to the relationship between nationalism 
and women in different cultural and national contexts. Contextualization in the study of 
women's history is very important since there is always a false assumption among feminists 
on the universal experience of women under sisterhood. Indeed, different national and 
cultural contexts would influence the experience of women.^^ It will be misleading to think 
48 Floya Anthias and Nira Yuval-Davis, "Contextualizing Feminism: Gender, Ethnic and Class Divisions," in 
Deefming Women: Social Institutions and Gender Divisions, ed. Linda McDowell and Rosemary Pringle 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1992), p. 107. 
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that every woman had the same experience. Black feminists/womanists realized the problem 
that feminisms so far developed were mainly white middle-class feminisms. Given the 
possible similar features of nationalistic public opinion on women, it is worth investigating 
the reasons for this similarity, and more importantly, how the unique national, social and 
cultural contexts of China and Germany influenced the leaders' decision on policies and 
practices towards women. In many aspects China was far more backward and lagged behind 
Germany in the inter-war period; yet in the gender issue, the two states shared similar views. 
The similar discourses shared by China and Germany on women might be similar in the basic 
tone only and they might differ greatly in content if examined thoroughly. Through a 
comparative study, it is hoped to find out what was universal under the "myth of sisterhood’，， 
and what was not. 
However, owing to limitation of source materials, the thesis will not discuss women's 
response to the state's practices and policies but only focus on the nationalistic discourses on 
women. Nevertheless, the study on the discourse constructed by the German and the Chinese 
nationalists is still significant. Discourses on women as formulated by the mainstream public 
show how women should properly behave and what roles they should take. The rhetoric is 
powerful and dominant in influencing the lives of women, regardless of whether they accept 
or reject it. To a certain extent, the nationalistic discourse, when became popular, would 
affect the development of feminism and thus women's movements would experience barriers. 
Women's resistance might not be effective under strong nationalist sentiments calling on 
women to play the conservative roles. Therefore, before investigating women's responses to 
the mainstream expectations, studying the nationalistic discourse on women is an appropriate 
step to begin to understand the situation better. 
Source materials and thesis outline 
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Given the extensive interests in what happened in the Nazi era, many primary sources 
were revealed and edited as sourcebooks for references. Speeches, autobiographies and 
writings left behind by prominent Nazi leaders such as Adolf Hitler, Joseph Goebbels and the 
female leader Scholtz-Klink were useful in studying the National Socialist discourse on 
women. Since the Nazis bestowed systematic legal rights and social welfare during the Third 
Reich, laws and policies will also be examined to see how women were ruled in wartime 
Germany. On the China side, primary sources on the New Life Movement, a nationwide 
social movement held by the GMD, provided useful materials to show how the Party 
prescribed women's roles through the social campaign. Speeches given by Chiang Kai-shek 
and Madame Chiang Soong May-ling (Madame Jiang Song Meiling) were also first-hand 
references regarding the attitudes of GMD leaders towards women. Since some nationalistic 
intellectuals also participated in the "sending women back home" debate, their opinions 
revealed in the newspaper columns and magazines would also be useful in giving us a clearer 
picture on the Chinese nationalist discourse on women. 
The main body of this thesis consists of four chapters. Since the literature on Nazi 
control of women is more abundant and the German nationalist discourse on women was 
more systematic than that of the Chinese, the comparison would usually be demonstrated by 
discussing the German side first. Before studying what attitudes the German and Chinese 
states held towards women, it will be useful to first understand the political background of 
both Germany and China. Therefore, Chapter 2 will be devoted to a discussion on the 
connections between Germany and China, analysing their similar experiences in international 
politics and the close connections developed between the two states. The third chapter will 
discuss the achievement of women's movement in the decades of the 1910s - 1920s as a 
breakthrough from the past. This chapter will analyse the roles, images and sexuality of the 
liberated new women in both Germany and China. Chapter 4 will closely examine the 
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nationalist discourses on women in Nazi Germany and Nationalist China. Comparing the two 
states, it is discovered that the discourses shared very similar foundation, but they differed in 
various degrees owing to national and cultural uniqueness. The fifth chapter will contribute to 
the study of women leaders in Nazi Germany and GMD China. Even though they were 
prominent women in the nationalistic regimes, their power was still limited under the shadow 
of the “sending women back home" notion. While the women leaders were among the 
ministry of public figures in the political world, they did not play the role as decision-makers 
under the patriarchal social structure. In fact, they were also advocates of the "sending 
women back home" notion and the representative female promoters of the policies 
concerned. 
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Chapter 2 Connections between Germany and China 
"China should learn from a country that is solid, not fancy. 
We cannot do things yet in the fancy way. We have 
nothing to leam from the Japanese - their goods are too 
cheaply made. The Americans are too fancy, the British 
too slow. Germany is the only country from which we can 
learn something. They can give us the base from which to 
develop our own style: firm and solid." 
- Chiang Kai-shek"^^ 
Countries with similar experiences in politics, particularly during difficult times, will 
more likely become friends of each other. In the early years of establishment, both the 
Weimar Republic and the Republic of China were troubled by internal and external pressures. 
The two countries both felt disgruntled by the unfair treatment in the post-First World War 
settlement. In addition, there were the common experiences of political instability and 
economic problems. The national sovereignty and independence of Germany and China were 
both infringed in an age of nationalism. Similar experiences of political setbacks caught the 
attention of the Chinese. The Germans who were also having similar difficulty in politics 
became a potential friend to the Chinese. 
The effectiveness of the Germans in tackling the political problems impressed the 
Chinese. They tried to imitate the German success since the late 1920s. According to William 
Kirby, Germany was the western country which had the closest tie with the Republic of China 
in the 1920s and 1930s. The years 1928-1938 were even described as ‘‘a decade of German 
influence in China,，.5�Germany was the ideal model for the Chinese to learn from, since she 
could revive and recover economically and militarily from the imposition of a harsh treaty. 
The Chinese hoped that through a close relationship with Germany, military and 
49 An interview with Chiang Wei-kuo on January, 1978 conducted by William Kirby, quoted in William 
Kirby, Germany and Republican China, p.147. 
5G William Kirby, Germany and Republican China, p.3. 
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technological skills could be imported and business relationship could be established. This 
will help China break away from military and economic backwardness. 
An intimate relationship could not be developed if advantage only existed for one party. 
It was very clear that China could learn from Germany and benefited from her skills and 
economic investment. However, if Germany could not gain any benefit, the Sino-German 
relationship could not get any closer. Indeed, there were mutual needs from each other: China 
longed for Germany's military advice and technology, and Germany, China's raw materials. 
With this mutual need, contacts between the Germans and the Chinese were thus frequent 
during the early Republican years. 
In addition to mutual needs, the Chinese were further impressed by the political and 
ideological traits in Hitler's nationalistic regime. Similar goals could be perceived between 
National Socialist leader Adolf Hitler and Guomindang Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. 
They both revealed an obsession with nationalism, a fascination on the use of military skills 
and force, and an inclination towards political conservatism and modern economic 
advancement. After the rise in power of the Nazis, Chiang was increasingly impressed not 
only by Germany's technology and military development, but also the order, discipline, and 
unity as demonstrated within the organization of the Third Reich. Even though Chiang could 
not obtain absolute control in politics as Hitler did, the basic political ideologies shared by the 
two countries were very similar. 
Studying the close Sino-German relationship, together with the similarities in their 
ideological aspect, is important in knowing the background of why similar conservative 
discourse in women appeared in both countries. Therefore, in this chapter, it is worth 
studying the political experience of Germany and China after the First World War, examining 
the development of Sino-German relationship in the republican years, and shedding light on 
the similarities between the two nationalist parties in Germany and China. After examining 
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the close connections between Germany and China, it is not hard to understand why similar 
attitudes towards women were developed. 
Post-First World War experience 
Germany and China in the post-First World War years shared similarly disappointing 
political experiences. They faced common disgruntlement from the world of international 
politics. While the Versailles Treaty was generally regarded as a harsh treatment punishing 
Germany for initiating the War, China, despite allying with the winning side, also felt that it 
was being unfairly treated by the world powers. The former German colonies were not 
returned to China but transferred to Japan. Dissatisfaction was shared by the two nations, 
though with different reasons. They both felt that they were betrayed by the international 
powers and at the same time their government was not strong enough to revive the nation 
from external oppression. Under such discontent, nationalism gradually emerged as a 
powerful and useful means in both Germany and China to solve the problems when strong 
and determined leaders armed with this ideology came into the political scene. 
The legacy of the First World War was more than what Germany could endure. The 
Empire under Kaiser Wilhelm II was beaten and Germany was condemned as the sole bearer 
of responsibility for starting the First World War. The Weimar Government established in 
1919 reluctantly accepted the humiliating Versailles Treaty which put Germany in a situation 
to be politically, militarily, and economically weakened. Not only all German colonies but 
also parts of the territories were confiscated, accounting for the loss of 13% of the land 
possessed by the Germans before 1914.^ ^ Germany was also put in a devastating situation 
since the Treaty demanded demilitarization, the stationing of foreign troops, and heavy 
indemnity. The loss of territories and the presence of foreign soldiers on the German soil took 
51 Tim Kirk, The Longman Companion to Nazi Germany (London: Longman, 1995), p.5. 
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away the German national pride. Rapid advancement in military strength since its unification 
was what the Germans were being proud of. With the limitation of German armed soldiers to 
be less than 100,000, they could no longer uphold the mighty military power. Economically, 
the war reparation was so heavy that Germany could hardly pay when the domestic industry 
and export markets were not yet recovered. Economic conditions worsened when soldiers 
returned home and found themselves unemployed. Above all, the war guilt clause in Article 
231 in the Versailles Treaty humiliated the Germans most by stating that the damages were 
caused by the Germans and they should bear all responsibility for their aggressive actions.^^ 
With all the unfavourable terms ruining the national pride, this much-hated Treaty was signed 
by the Weimar Government. 
The Weimar Republic not only had to find practical solutions to the political and 
economic hardship resulted from the Versailles Treaty, but at the same time it was looking for 
methods to win the support from the population who lost confidence in the government. The 
Weimar Government was incapable of recovering the lost export market and industrial 
strength except for the illusory stability brought by Stresemann in the 1920s. Dissatisfied 
extremists struck several putsches during the Weimar period. The Weimar Government was 
further exacerbated by the Great Depression spread from the United States in 1929. Since 
America lent money to Germany to pay war reparations, the Wall Street Crash directly 
affected the American's ability in providing loans to the Germans. The German public was 
discontented with the hardship in the post-war period. They believed that the hard times were 
brought by the weak Weimar Republic, since it was the representative party to accept the 
harsh war settlement. The Republic was also unable to regain international reputation and the 
former German economic strength. Different political parties thus rose and competed for 
leadership under the Weimar parliamentary constitution, or even more ambitiously aimed at 
52 Versailles Treaty 231-247, http://liistorv.acusd.edu/gen/text/versaillestreatv/ver231.htiTil, browsed on 27出 
June, 2005. 
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overthrowing the current government. 
Parties, both on the left and the right, conservative or liberal, were working within the 
Weimar system, hoping to seize power to save their nation from within. The major parties in 
the Reichstag included: Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (Social Democratic Party 
of Germany, SPD), Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (Communist Party of Germany, 
KPD), Zentrum/Bayerische Volkspartei (Centre Party/Bavarian People's Party, BVP), 
Deutschnationale Volkspartei (German National People's Party, DNVP), and the 
Nationalsozialistische Arbeiterpartei (National Socialist Party for the Workers, NSDAP, or 
the Nazis). Except the SPD, which was formed in the Century and became the dominant 
party in the Reichstag in the early 1920s, all the other political groups were newcomers in 
late 1910s. The new bloods in the political world were eager to seize power in the coalition 
government to compete with the old forces. Extreme leftists and rightists were especially 
welcomed, since they could offer alternatives to solve the current problems in a relatively 
extreme manner, or at the very least provide a way for their supporters to vent out the anger. 
Among the popular parties with an extreme attitude was the NSDAP. 
The NSDAP, originally known as the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (German Workers Party, 
DAP), was founded in Munich by Anton Drexler, a self-claimed socialist worker, on 
CO 
January, 1919. It was renamed to become the National Socialist Workers Party a year later 
and Hitler took the lead in 1921. Their primary task was to tackle the post-War problems 
through uniting the Aryan race under nationalism. The Nazis suggested overturning the 
Versailles Treaty and establishing a centralized country to unify all Germans. Non-Aryan race, 
particularly the Jews, should be persecuted because they would only harm the nation. Though 
the Party itself had radical ideas on racial hygiene and drastically ignored the post-War Treaty, 
it was essentially rather conservative. To eliminate the harsh Treaty, every German should 
53 Richard Evans, The Coming of the Third Reich (London: Penguin Books, 2003), p. 170. 
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obey the leader and sacrifice for the nation. An emphasis was put on the use of military force 
and mass propaganda. In the early Reichstag elections, the Nazi Party was not very successful. 
In 1924, the NSDAP could only secure 3% of the vote from the public.54 It only gathered 
momentum gradually and saw its growing success in the early 1930s. In the 7 Reichstag 
elections between 1930 and 1932, NSDAP became the Party earning the largest percentage of 
votes. It proved that their method of boosting the population's patriotism and nationalism was 
useful and could help them gain power to control. 
In the meantime, the newly born Chinese Republic was also displeased by the Great War 
settlement even though she sided with the winning Allies. In 1914, Japan joined Britain to 
declare war on Germany. The Japanese then occupied the German colonies of Shandong and 
Jiaoji Railway in China. A year later, under the pressure of Japan's Twenty One Demand, 
China was forced to recognize the formal transfer of the German colonies and economic 
rights to Japan after the War. Tempted by the Allies who guaranteed to provide China with 
economic benefits including a reduction on customs tax on export and a delay on the 
redemption payment of the Boxer Uprising, China was willing to participate in the First 
World War in 1917. There were hopes for China to reclaim the former German colonies when 
the Paris Peace Conference planned to declare all secret treaties signed during the War annul. 
However, the allied powers favoured Japan, who insisted on claiming the rights to possess the 
Shandong province through the secret agreement with China. Chinese students and workers 
felt betrayed by this decision and expressed great discontent, leading to the patriotic May 
Fourth Movement in 1919. There were protests and demonstrations against the decision 
which unfavourably left China in semi-colonial status. The invasion of Manchuria in 1931 
was another obvious signal of Japanese ambition in conquering China. Throughout the 
Tim Kirk, The Longman Companion to Nazi Germany, p.5. 
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inter-war period, China was overshadowed by Japanese invasion. The Japanese assault 
ignited the Chinese nationalist sentiments, and it was realized that the first step to counteract 
the Japanese was to modernize China. 
Both Germany and China experienced political dissatisfaction from world politics, but 
the internal chaos in the Chinese Republic was even more serious than the hot competition 
among different political parties in the German Reichstag. Before Chiang secured 
Guomindang's authority in the mainland, there was a series of political crises in early 
Republican years. The political stability of the central Republican government was threatened 
by different groups such as the monarchists, the warlords and the communists. Despite 
stepping down from the throne after just three months, the restoration of an empire revealed 
the weakness of the early Republican government. Meanwhile, Dr. Sun Yat-sen (Sun 
Zhongshan) and other nationalists were still preoccupied with further revolutions in order to 
unify the nation and protect the constitution. Moreover, the warlords were scrambling for 
power and fought each other in a ruthless manner, stirring up more lawlessness and brutality. 
It was only after the Northern Expedition against the warlords and the communists that 
Republican China in the Nanjing era achieved unity. Yet, it was merely a superficially 
peaceful period. 
In China, there did not emerge a number of new political parties as in the German 
Reichstag, but the rise of the only political rivalry, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), 
proved a great threat to the nationalists. At first, the success of the Bolshevik Revolution 
impressed Sun Yat-sen, who was determined to follow a policy by allying with the Soviets 
and admitting the Communists as individual GMD members. On one hand the GMD wished 
to continue its goal of national revolution and at the same time attracting the peasant and 
working classes' support through cooperating with the CCP. On the other hand, it also hoped 
to introduce the unity and discipline as shown by the CCP model of organization, since the 
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GMD was lacking these qualities. However, the two sides distrusted each other. Chiang 
Kai-shek, who held military power in the GMD, was particularly sensitive to the admission of 
CCP members within the Republic. He could not tolerate the coexistence of the Chinese 
Communists and the nationalists in his party. The first United Front thus collapsed, halted by 
the purge of the Communists from the GMD since 1927. From that time onwards, the 
Republican government only consisted of nationalists, and the country was at last unified 
under one-party rule. 
Eventually it was Chiang who secured the nationalist leadership in China. Guomindang 
followed Sun Yat-sen's Three People's Principles: minzu (people's national 
consciousness/nationalism 民方笑),minquan (people's rights 民權),and minsheng (people's 
livelihood 民生尸.His goal for the future of China was embedded in the Three People's 
Principles. Nationalism meant to deter an inequality among different races and unite the 
Chinese nation. The Chinese nation should be defined by the cultural features rather than 
racial differentiation. Nationalism, after overthrowing the Manchus, could be shared not only 
by the Han people but also among the five major races in China. On the people's rights, 
universal suffrage and freedom of speech, religion, and publication were rights citizens under 
Republican China could enjoy. Concerning people's livelihood, the goal was to improve the 
living standard of the general public and prevent any unequal distribution of wealth from 
happening after China became wealthy and prosperous in the future. In 1933, the GMD 
successfully pushed the Communists to found new bases in peripheral areas and united China 
after years of turmoil. Under Chiang Kai-shek, nationalism was the most important principle 
to unite everyone within the country, be they nationalists or warlords, and military force was 
regarded as the most useful means to achieve this end. 
Under similar political context and similar political setbacks in world politics, Germany 
Translation according to Immanuel Hsu, Rise of Modern China, ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000), p.459. 
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and China both faced devastating situations and sought ways out. Germany was apparently 
the better survivor in the hard times of the inter-war years. She regained strength and respect 
from the world powers much faster than the Chinese. Since China was looking for a nation to 
leam from and establish good relationship with, Germany was an ideal model. Together with 
historical contact made since the late Qing period, the Sino-German relationship turned a new 
page in the inter-war period. 
Sino-German relationship 
A good impression on the Sino-German cooperation had been left in the minds of the 
Chinese since the beginning of their contact in the 1 C e n t u r y . During the late Qing reforms, 
reformers intended to improve the Empire's military power. German warships were thus 
imported and the German technology and military training programmes were adopted. 
Armaments in the important Chinese naval bases before the First World War were made by 
Kmpp, a German corporation for steel m a k i n g . In the Sino-Japanese War in 1894-95, the 
Qing Dynasty hired German military advisers to help fight the Japanese.^^ The Germans 
provided sufficient assistance to the Chinese in the military aspect and a potentially good 
Sino-German relationship began to develop. 
Despite being militarily superior, Germany posed no real threats to the Chinese after 
the First World War. The Chinese felt comfortable to befriend Germany. The Versailles Treaty 
took away all German colonies. The transfer of German colonies of Qingdao to Japan meant 
that Germany was no longer a colonizer on the Chinese continent. She merely remained an 
c o ^^ 
industrial world power without the potential to acquire colonies. The harsh post-war 
56 Immanuel Hsu, Rise of Modern China, ed., p.289. 
57 Fu Baozhen 傅寶真，"Kangzhan qian zaihua zhi Deguo jiinshi guwen yu Zhong De jingji ji jiinshi hezuo zhi 
fenxi"抗戰前在華之德國軍事顧問與中德經濟及軍事合作之分析[Analysis on German military advisers 
and Sino-German economic and military cooperation before the Sino-Japanese War], in Jindai Zhongguo 近代 
中國 [modem China] vol.45, February 1985，p.ll5. 
58 Xu Daolun 徐 道 鄰 ， Z / z o ^ / / ^ f ^ g w o z//•/：/’/卯 德意志與中日兩國之外交關係[The 
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treatment towards Germany was identified to be similar to what the Chinese experienced. 
They were both restricted in military, economic and political aspects.^^ Both countries felt 
discontented under the oppression from the European powers. Sharing similar fate with the 
Chinese, Germany was readily accepted as a prospective partner. 
The attempt to look for German aid in the Republican era actually began with Sun's 
leadership and the Sino-German friendship became more intimate in Chiang's time. Sun was 
looking for German aid in the early 1920s. However, at a time when close contact was under 
construction with the Russians and the CCP, Sino-German contact was thus not 
well-developed before Sun's death in 1925. Some prominent GMD officials had no faith in 
the Sino-Russian cooperation, and would rather turn to seek German assistance. Chiang 
himself was very interested in learning from the Germans. He leamt the German language 
and prepared himself to study in Germany. Even though he eventually did not become a 
student there, he sent his son to Munich to study military strategy.^^ This showed that Chiang 
seized every opportunity to import Germany's superior military skills into China. Zhu Jiahua 
also regarded Germany as a promising partner for the Republic of China to gain international 
bargaining power. Having studied in Germany, Zhu realized Germany's potential should not 
be only limited to be a model in the military aspect. He was certain that Germany could 
introduce their civil administration, police organization, judicial system and social welfare 
policy to China. German investment and economic contact would be beneficial to China as 
well.61 Zhu was one of the most enthusiastic GMD officials to import further German 
influence into China. His attitude was treasured since he was quite an influential figure within 
the Party, serving as the Governor of Jiejiang, Minister of Communications，Head of the 
foreign relations among Germany, China and Japan] in Zhong De waijiao mi dang: 1927 nian - 1947 nian 中 f恵 
夕 交密檔[Sino-German secret diplomatic archives, 1927-1947], ed. Zhongguo dier lishi danganguan 中國第 
二歷史檔案館(Guil in shi: Guangxi shifan daxue chubanshe, 1994), p.34. 
59 Ibid., pp.34-5. 
6G F. F. Liu, A Military History of Modern China, 1924-1949 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956), 
p.61. 
61 William Kirby, Germany and Republican China’ p.44. 
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Organization Department and Education Minister. ^ ^ His pro-German advice generating 
positive feedback was also due to the generally good impression towards the Germans among 
the Chinese. 
Several German advisers arrived in China as unofficial assistants to the Republic of 
China in Chiang's era. Max Bauer was the first and perhaps the most favourable adviser 
highly praised by the Generalissimo. After paying a visit to China and impressing Chiang 
with his viewpoints and farsightedness on solving the problems in China, Chiang welcomed 
Bauer in 1927. Bauer was formerly a German colonel and political consultant under 
Ludendorff .63 He critically analyzed that China should tackle the weaknesses in military 
force and simultaneously modernize Chinese industry. Bauer then led a team of German 
experts to land on China, establishing a German advisory mission which stayed in China until 
1938. The experts in the mission included police system advisers, geologists, statists, 
architects and town planners.64 To take the initiatives in choosing suitable assistants, the 
GMD also sent Chen Yi to visit Germany in a Chinese Commission in 1928. This is related to 
the Chinese ambition to modernize the arsenals.^^ After the visit, some industrialists were 
employed by China and business connections in Germany were established through Bauer's 
help. The military and economic contact between Germany and China under the assistance of 
Bauer played a significant role in the development of Sino-German friendship. 
Other German advisers continued to cultivate the Sino-German relationship. Bauer died 
of disease in 1929 and could not execute all the proposals to empower China. Succeeding 
62 Ibid.，p.43. 
63 XinDamo 辛達言莫,“Nanjing guoming zhengfu shiqi Deguo guwen zhi gongxian,” 南京國民政府時期德國 
顧問之貢獻[German advisers in the days of the Nanjing Government], in Jindai 近代中國[modem 
China], vol.45, February 1985, pp.137-8. 
64 Ma Zhendu, Qi Rugao, Zhang Yufa 馬振f賣，戚如高，張玉法 ed., Jiang Jieshiyu Xitele: Minguo shiqi de 
Zhong De guanxi 蔣介石與希特勒-民國時期的中德關係 [Ch iang Kai-shek and Hitler: Sino-German 
relationship in the Republican period] (Taibei: Dongda tushu gongsi, 1988), p.63. 
65 Shanghai/15.3.28/Thiel an AA/Ber. 374/1V Chi 690/L 464142-4, in Deguo waijiao dangan: 1928-1938 nian 
zhi Zhong De guanxi 德國外交檔案：1928-1938 年之中德關係[The German diplomatic archives: the 
Sino-German relations in 1928-1938], ed. Zhongyang yanjiuyuan jindaishi yanjiusuo 中央研究院近代史研究 
戶斤(Taibei: Zhongyang yanjiuyuan jindaishi yanjiusuo, 1991)，p.9. 
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Bauer's positions were several leading German advisers including Kriebel, Wetzel 1, von 
Seeckt, and Falkenhausen (See Table 1). Not all German advisers had influential power as 
much as Bauer. For example, Kriebel, Bauer's successor, stayed in the Nanjing Government 
only for a short and unhappy period.66 Wetzell replaced him and his significance lied on 
establishing some more formal contact between the Reichswehr Ministry and the Nanjing 
advisership.67 This tied the Sino-German contact on a more official, governmental level. 
Hans von Seeckt, a member of the DNVP, was perhaps the German adviser whom Chiang 
Kai-shek admired most after Bauer. He provided Chiang's Nationalist government with a 
comprehensive memorandum on military modernization. He drafted emergency plans to fight 
against the Japanese with Chiang and he provided military and strategic advice with the 
AS -
GMD officials in the War Ministry. These German advisers not only offered precise 
military advice to GMD but also boosted Sino-German economic contact. German 
investment in China's heavy industry provided a basis for China to develop its own superior 
armament, generate national profit and assist her to gradually become self-sufficient in the 
future. The advice from the German retired soldiers was significant in preparing China for the 
war against the Japanese. 
Table 1: German advisers in China, 1926 - 1938^^ 
German Max Hermann Georg Hans von Alexander von 
adviser Hermann Kriebel Wetzell Seeckt Falkenhausen 
Bauer 
Time staying Nov 1926- Apr 1929 — May 1930 - May 1934 - March 1935 -
in China Apr 1929 May 1930 March 1934 March 1935 July 1938 
66 William Kirby, Germany and Republican China, p.62. 
67 MA, W 02 44/4, 1-206, letters, Wetzell (Nanking) to Brinckmann (Berlin), 1931-33, quoted in William Kirby, 
Germany and Republican China, p.62. 
68 William Kirby, Germany and Republican China, pp.111-126. 
69 Ma Zhendu, Qi Rugao, Zhang Yufa 馬 振 犢 ， 戚 如 高 ， e d . , Jiang Jieshiyu Xitele: Minguo shiqi de 
Z/zo^ gw^mx/蔣介石與希特勒-民國時期的中德關係 [Chiang Kai-shek and Hmer-Sino-German 
relations in Republican China], p.53. 
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Germany's military and economic advancement was at first what impressed China, but 
Chiang also valued the “national characteristics" of the German people a lot and intended to 
leam from them. Since the late Century, the Chinese were looking for a western model to 
leam from. The Americans and the British were also advanced countries, but they posed 
threats territorially and economically to China. Their democratic political ideologies were 
considered by Chiang as too fanciful and not practical enough. In the eyes of the Chinese, the 
Germans were regarded as being tough, firm and decisive/^ Only these qualities could build 
a solid foundation for a country. It was natural for China to turn to Germany for help and 
cooperation. 
The Nazi seizure of power in Germany did not discourage Chiang from following 
Germany as the learning model. Quite the contrary, Chiang was impressed by how fascist 
nationalism could unite the German population in a disciplined and united manner. To Chiang, 
Nazism was impressive because it emphasized nationalism on one hand and the state could 
tightly control the national interests on the other. This ensured that industrialization and 
economic development would not be out of control/' In addition, the German ‘‘national 
characteristics" were able to prevent social disturbance and communist revolution from 
arising in China. Given that Germany had no direct or obvious territorial or economic threats 
to the Chinese, the Germans looked a lot more friendly and thus became a much more 
optimal model than the other international powers such as the British, the Americans, or the 
Russians. Chiang wished that the future of China could achieve as much as Germany did. 
That was why in the New Life Movement, Chiang simply set Germany as the model to 
follow. 
The New Life Movement was a comprehensive social movement carried out 
70 Danny S. L. Paau, "Survival, Revival and Nationalization of the People: The German Alternative in 
Republican China," in Sino-German Relations Since 1800: Multidisciplinary Explorations, ed. Ricardo K. S. 
Mak and Danny S. L. Paau (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2000), p.261. 
71 Ibid., p.265. 
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nationwide in Republican China, and Germany was the targeted model that China should 
follow. The name of the Movement was a bit awkward since its essence was indeed to 
advocate a life embracing the old and traditional culture rather than creating a brand new way 
of living. Chiang Kai-shek was aware of the undisciplined and disobedient “old，’ life led by 
the Chinese people. Based on the belief that morality and ethics were the foundation of a 
society, Chiang inaugurated the New Life Movement in 1934 and the ultimate goal was to 
retrieve a new life for every Chinese citizen through the revival of traditional values. He 
highlighted the Confucian virtues of li (rites or propriety,,禮)，yi (righteousness or justice 
義),lian (honesty 廉)，and chi (self-respect 耳5).72 He urged the Chinese to revive their lives 
according to these traditional merits. 
To carry out this social movement smoothly, Chiang even called for the “militarization 
of society". He wished that the Chinese citizenry would be built with tidiness, obedience and 
dutifulness through the prescription of li, yi, lian and chi. To "militarize" civilians' life meant 
to train every Chinese to become tidy, neat, simple, and strictly disciplined. Every Chinese 
should begin the new life by walking on the street properly and not spitting on the floor. 
Since the country's moral improvement would benefit and strengthen the population and the 
nation as a whole, the Chinese nation would be empowered through every citizen's proper 
behaviour. 
Even though the movement was absolutely Chinese in essence, the eventual modem 
Chinese state should look like Germany. Chiang compared China to Germany in the 
following way: the latter was weakened upon their defeat in the First World War and the 
imposition of the Treaty of Versailles. Yet it could recover and be awakened to become a 
powerful country in merely a decade. China was not even demilitarized after the War, but she 
72 Guan Zhigang I f l ^ i i , Xinshenghuo yundong yanjiu 新生活運動硏究 [a research on the New Life 
Movement] (Shenzhen: Haitian chubanshe, 1999), p.175. 
73 Xinshenghuo congshu she ed.新生活叢書社 ,Xinshenghuo yundong xuzhi 新生活運動須知(All about 
the New Life Movement) (Nanjing: publisher unknown, 1935), p.15. 
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was still despised in world politics for over a decade. Chiang concluded that this difference 
was due to the high level of morality of the Germans who possessed a good civic education 
which the Chinese was lacking. It was this difference which led to the discrimination of the 
Chinese in world politics.74 Germany was heroic and worth learning from, since it shared 
China's hardship but recovered speedily. Albeit the Germans had no Confucian practices in 
their tradition, Chiang still claimed what the Germans practiced were exactly the rites and 
righteousness he wished to teach all the Chinese. If the New Life Movement ever brought any 
changes to the Chinese society，in Chiang's eyes, he wished he would see the success of 
Germany being repeated in New China. 
The German influence also had great impact on the Chinese intellectuals. In the early 
20th Century when Chinese students sought knowledge in the West for modernization, 
Germany was one of the most popular destinations for further studies. Moreover, the 
ideologies of certain German philosophers, such as Nietzsche's and Schopenhauer's, 
impressed the Chinese intellectuals. Lin Tongji, who became a member in the Zhanguo ce 
Clique (戰國策、派even believed that Nietzsche's ideas were the origin of the Western 
civilization/^ Nietzsche's thoughts were regarded as important to save the Chinese nation 
from backwardness and revise the bad habits of Chinese.77 Therefore, besides the political 
aspect, the German way of thinking was also popular among the Chinese intellectuals in 
society. 
In addition to the desire for German friendship from the Chinese side, Germany also 
had a reason for making friends with China. Even though China was not a learning model for 
74 Jiang Zhongzheng 蔣中正（Chiang Kai-shek), “Xinshenghuo yundong zhi youyi,，，新生活運動之要義 
[The essence of the New Life Movement], in Xinshenghuo yundong xuzhi 新生活運動須知 [All about the 
New Life Movement], ed. Xinshenghuo congshu she 新生活叢書；社，pp.4-6. 
75 The Clique would be introduced in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
76 Jiang Pei、江？市，Zhanguo ce pai sichao yanjiu 單戈國策派思、掉月硏究[a study on the thought of the Zhanguo ce 
Clique] (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin chubanshe, 2001), p.69. 
77 Ibid. 
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Germany, Germany still treasured the friendship due to the eagerness to obtain Chinese raw 
materials. Germany was in need of the raw material to develop its own military industry. Raw 
materials were short of supply under the restrictions set by the Treaty of Versailles. In the 
Nazi regime, German rearmament accelerated and strategic raw materials such as tungsten 
and antimony were urgently in need.78 As a result, Germany also did not wish to lose China 
as a friend who would indirectly help Germany in their rearmament project. Moreover, a 
friendly Sino-German relationship would allow Germany to secure a position in Asia. A sense 
of German influence was injected into the GMD from the last years of the First World War, 
when Berlin intended to introduce a pro-German faction to China to counteract Russia and 
Japan in the Far East/^ Therefore, the warm Sino-German relationship was on one hand 
largely due to the Chinese reliance on Germany for its support, and in return, Germany could 
also benefit from such a relationship. 
The period of close Sino-German relations almost coincided with the golden ten years of 
Republican China. Not only the German military advice but also the cultural and moral 
standards were highly valued in the Nanjing decade. It should be noted that the German 
influence on China might not be recognized as an official diplomatic connection, because the 
formal export of German military advice and technology was still under restriction by the 
Versailles Treaty. Even though the relationship was made mostly through unofficial contacts 
of veterans and businessmen, this Sino-German relationship was highly celebrated and 
proved to be vital in bringing the resemblance of the political ideologies between Hitler and 
Chiang in the 1930s. The Chinese absorbed the German spirit selectively and applied it to the 
Chinese context. As Kirby describes, China was not entirely attracted by the National 
Socialist Party's activities, but the unity and discipline eventually achieved throughout the 
78 William Kirby, Germany and Republican China, p. 106. 
79 Chung Dooeum, Elitist Fascism: Chiang Kaishek 's Blueshirts in 1930s China, p.69. 
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Nazi Party was what the Chinese aimed to accomplish.^^ Therefore, the Chinese thought that 
the Nazis were not a bad influence after all, and a pleasant Sino-German relationship thus 
prevailed in the inter-war period. 
Similar characteristics in nationalistic leadership and political ideology 
Beyond similar political contexts immediately after the First World War and a close 
Sino-German relationship, Germany under Hitler and China under Chiang from 1933 
onwards shared further similarities. The two parties securing dominant control of the country 
resembled each other in political ideologies in terms of nationalism, militarism, and 
conservative modernity. 
i. Nationalism 
Both Hitler and Chiang inclined to urge their fellow countrymen to support the nation 
and put the benefit of the nation as top priority. However, the nature of nationalism 
emphasized by the two leaders was quite different, with the former putting emphasis on race, 
and the latter, culture, and modernization of the country. 
Hitler explained that Germany's suffering was the fault of the Jews. He blamed the 
Jews for all the post-war problems and the economic depression. Pointing at the Jews as the 
source of problem, he attempted to unite the Aryan race to get rid of the Jews for the good of 
the nation. Hitler made it clear in Mein Kampf that his definition of nation and nationalism 
was tightly related to the concept of race, "... nationality or rather race does not happen to lie 
in language but in the blood... For the German nation it was better that such a process of 
mixture [of races] did not take p l a c e . I n other words, Hitler only included the pure blood 
German people in the nation, and all other races were only threatening the Aryan race to 
80 William Kirby, Germany and Republican China , pp.264-5. 
81 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph Manheim (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1971), pp.389-390. 
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different degrees. The kind of nationalism in the Third Reich was to honour the superior race, 
and racially discriminated other people. The goal was to expand the superior race and get rid 
of the inferior races. Every German should be aware of their racial origin. This racist 
nationalism was meaningful to Hitler and received support from the population. As what 
Roger Griffin describes, “…the Hitler movement alchemically transformed a generalized 
despair at the present order of society, a sense of being a foreigner in one's own country, into 
SO 
hope for the future, a sense of belonging." Hitler's anti-Semitic policies to persecute the 
Jews served as an outlet to vent the anger. Racist nationalism became a trademark of the 
Third Reich. 
In Chiang Kai-shek's China, racial purity was not the major concern. Nationalism 
uniting the Chinese objects in a cultural sense to fight against the Japanese was elevated in 
importance instead. Despite the fact that Chiang was not a faithful follower of Sun's ideology, 
he still agreed to the Three People's Principles to a certain extent. Nationalism meant to the 
Republic of China that the nation would unite all the five major races. Race and ethnic 
origins did not bother Chiang as much as Hitler, when obviously in the eyes of Chiang the 
biggest enemies were the communists and the Japanese, not the threat from any particular 
race towards the Han people. Chiang might not have a comprehensive concept of nationalism, 
and he was not a very good theorist. However, it was apparent that he tried to unite the 
Chinese and urged them to put national interests above other things. To him, nationalism 
remained a useful tool to unite the countrymen to defend the country in times of foreign 
threats. In China, the concern on racial purity was not in the agenda. It was likely that 
scientific advancement in the West never had deep-rooted effects in the Chinese community. 
As a result, there was no differentiation of racial superiority of human beings. Instead, 
Chinese nationalism in the Nanjing decade was more inclined to the physical protection of 
82 Neil Gregor ed., Oxford Readers: Nazism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), pp.90-91. 
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the state from being invaded by Japanese imperialism and cultural preservation of the 
Chinese traditional values and virtues. 
ii. Militarism 
Both Hitler and Chiang gave high priority to militarism. They were both former 
soldiers and raised the use of arms as an important means to achieve national sovereignty and 
enforce absolute power. Armies and secret police were assigned vital roles in maintaining 
order of the community. On the other hand, the population and the party members should also 
be organized in a militarized way in both countries against not only the external but also 
internal threats. A sense of militarism overshadowed the two countries. 
Since both Germany and China were preparing for war, military power was elevated as 
an important constituent in Germany and China. In the Nazi state, the Fuhrer was interested 
in the expansion of arms since conquering more land as Lebensraum (living space) was one 
of his goals. The rearmament process accelerated rapidly after 1933, when Hitler ignored the 
limitation set against Germany in the Treaty of Versailles. Along with the development of the 
NSDAP, the Sturmabteilung (storm troopers, SA) and the protection guards of the Nazi 
leaders Schutzstaffel (SS) also grew in numbers. These armies were the country's military 
force and were very faithful to the Fuhrer. There were also the Gestapo (Geheime 
Staatspolizei, secret police) to prevent any activities from jeopardizing the stability of the 
state. A heavy sense of militarism swept over Germany during the 1930s. 
Meanwhile, Chiang was also very interested in building a strong army. He was the 
Principal of the Whampoa Military Academy whose graduates joined the army. In 1929, more 
than 50 percent of the Chinese Nationalists were soldiers instead of civilians. In GMD 
China, there existed some secret police organizations such as the Blue Shirts as well, but their 
83 Denis Twitchett and John K. Fairbank, Republican China, 1912-1949 part 2, vol.13 of The Cambridge 
History of China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978)，p. 124. 
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activities were more undisclosed than the Gestapo and only an invisible connection was made 
with the Nationalist Party. The promotion of military values prevailing in both China and 
Germany in the 1930s was partly the reason for the close contact between the two states. The 
German military advisers provided exactly the kind of advice which would enable Chiang to 
secure an indispensable control over the military force in China.各斗 
In addition to the military force being important to the national strategy, both the Nazis 
and the GMD wished to develop a military sensation within the Party organization. Hitler 
designed a number of organizations, such as the Hitler Jugend (Hitler Youth, HJ), which 
emphasized on participants' fitness, obedience to the leader, and strict discipline. The HJ 
wore uniforms and joined activities compulsorily. The features and characteristics of these 
organizations coincided with soldiers' training. In China, militarization of everyday life 
within the nation could also be found. Chiang Kai-shek initiated the New Life Movement and 
also hoped that the daily lives of the public would be “militarized，，. Chiang expressed his 
wish that the spirit the Chinese population possessed should resemble that of a soldier. 
Chiang further elaborated that the ultimate goal of the New Life Movement was to make the 
whole Chinese population become tidy and unified {zhengqi huayi 整齊畫[I一)，and the 
militarization of life would achieve such goal. He believed that the training of the soldiers or 
even young students should aim at the same thing: to instruct them to be obedient and to stay 
united.85 As a result, both Germany under NSDAP and China under GMD emphasized not 
only military forces against enemies, but also military spirit to strengthen the nation. 
iii. Conservative modernity 
Both Hitler and Chiang showed an intention to modernize the country's economy, but 
84 F. F. Liu, A Military History of Modem China, 1924-1949, p.68. 
85 Jiang Zhongzheng 蔣中正（Chiang Kai-shek), “Xinshenghuo yiyi he mude,，’ 新生活意義和目的 [The 
meaning and goals of the New Life Movement], in Xinshenghuo yundong xUzhi 新生活運重力須矢[][all about the 
New Life Movement], ed. Xinshenghuo congshu she 新生活叢書；社，pp.35-6. 
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in terms of political system, a conservative structure remained. 
Both Nazi Germany and Nationalist China had no hesitation to show their desire to 
industrialize in order to achieve a modern economy. The German industrialization under 
Nazism aimed at providing enough national income for rearmament. Germany had the 
Four-Year Plan in 1936 to improve the deteriorating economy and allowed the country to 
become self-sufficient. Only till then could the country be well prepared for war. China also 
prepared to nationalize heavy industry to increase industrial productivity and maximize profit. 
The creation of heavy industry in China was a major task for the GMD. A large part of the 
Sino-German cooperation involved economic and business investments. The established 
connections in economy and military with Germany had a goal in mind: to build a planned, 
national defense economy in C h i n a , 
At the same time, traces of conservatism could be found in both countries in terms of 
the political structure. Despite economic and military modernization, both nations revealed a 
backdrop of authoritarian conservatism in dictating the party politics. Modern political 
structure would be a democratic or liberal one in which citizens would be protected by 
constitution, but the conservatives still embraced the old-fashioned one-man rule. Hitler 
gained popularity through mass propaganda and he successfully created the autocratic Third 
Reich. The Fuhrer not only controlled the mass media but also the police and the army. 
Though there was no obvious tendency that Chiang decided to restore an empire, his power 
and authority overwhelmed all other officials and obviously secured a one-man rule. He 
retired in 1927 after a new, more unified nationalist government was established. When he 
returned after a five-month retirement break, he held the Nationalists' power triad: the party, 
the government, and the military.^^ He was simply at the top of the nation without any 
86 William Kirby, Germany and Republican China, pp.77-8. 
87 Denis Twitchett and John K. Fairbank, Republican China, 1912-1949, vol.13 of The Cambridge History of 
China, p. 118. 
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institution or official to challenge his decisions. 
Even though the two terms, conservatism and modernity, seem incompatible or even 
paradoxical, indeed they helped each other if the former concept applied in political structure 
and the latter applied in economy. Political dominance and one-man rule were effective in 
carrying out the nationalization of heavy industry and thus the nation would gather future 
capital to build modern army and economy more easily. 
Despite the similar political characteristics shared by the German and the Chinese, the 
uniqueness in an individual political context should not be neglected. Apart from the 
difference in the emphasis of nationalism, the most obvious one was the difference in the 
degree of supremacy and dominance within the state. Since Hitler was assigned as the 
Chancellor in January, 1933, the NSDAP progressively dominated every aspect of life of the 
German people. In contrast, China was still in disorder in spite of the superficial unity under 
GMD. Chiang was not paying much attention to the peasants and his government was often 
criticized as dominated by the bourgeois elites. His power was threatened when he was 
kidnapped by Zhang Xueliang in the Xi'an Incident on the eve of the Sino-Japanese War. 
Though the two leaders were indispensable in their respective countries, Hitler's supremacy 
was more absolute and secure than that of Chiang's. 
Chapter conclusion 
Germany and China had a close connection with each other since the late 1920s. The 
Chinese realized that the German hardship was similar to what the Chinese experienced. 
They were also impressed by how fast the Germans had recovered from war and became 
powerful again. Germany regained respect from the world and rebuilt its economic and 
military strengths within a few years. This ability was what the Chinese longed for. Germany 
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thus became an ideal model for China. The Chinese approached the Germans and received 
German advice in a variety of areas, including military, economic, as well as other civil 
developments. The Chinese intellectuals were also impressed by the thoughts and ideologies 
of German philosophers. It could be said that the attractiveness of German model was 
QO 
multi-dimensional. There were no other countries which the Chinese had so much contact 
and cooperation with as compared to Germany in the Republican years. 
The appreciation of German success and German values did not come to an end in the 
1930s. Instead, Chiang Kai-shek showed further admiration for Germany and even modeled 
after her in the New Life Movement. Owing to the appreciation of Germany and personal 
interests in nationalism, militarism and conservative political structure, Chiang's political 
ideologies resembled that of Hitler's. 
With the prevailing nationalism and militarism, it was obvious that both Germany and 
China were dominated by male-centred leadership. Both nationalistic leaders were male and 
formerly soldiers. They both advocated the use of arms, which was masculine by nature. The 
one-man dictatorship allowed them to be the only men worshipped by the public. Nationalism 
also referred to benefiting the states. Under such political circumstances, it was obvious that 
the two states were patriarchal. Conservative states followed strictly conservative attitude 
toward gender issues. It was held that men should work in the public sphere and protect 
women in the private sphere. This pre-defined gender division of labour could hardly be 
challenged, and women were asked to perform their natural role as biology destined them to 
be. It was a very common phenomenon that took place in patriarchal states in ancient times. 
However, what happened to women's emancipation in the early 20出 Century made this 
"return" to the conservative attitude towards women problematic. 
Danny S. L. Paau, "Survival, Revival and Nationalization of the People: The German Alternative in 
Republican China," in Sino-German Relations Since 1800: Multidisciplinary Explorations, ed. Ricardo K. S. 
Mak and Danny S. L. Paau, p.274. 
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In the Weimar Republic and during the May Fourth period in the 1910s, the political 
atmosphere in Germany and China was both rather liberal and democratic. Women gained 
rights and participated in activities in the public. But when the nationalistic sentiments 
overwhelmed Germany and China in the 1930s, a discontinuity of women's advancement was 
shown in the 1930s in the two countries. The waves of “new women" in the 1920s were 
replaced by the notion of “sending women back home". Both Germany and China showed 
such a reversal trend. Was the “sending women back home" notion the same in the two 
politically resembling but culturally and traditionally different states? How did the “sending 
women back home” notion operate in similar yet different political contexts, one in the West 
and one in the East? 
The discontinuity on women's emancipation all began with the breakthrough made in 
the 1920s. It was a decade of liberation and conservative tone towards women. Yet there were 
still many diversifying voices on women's roles and images. Studying the new women in the 
1920s would help us understand the background of the problematic discontinuity before 
moving on to compare the different versions of the ‘‘sending women back home’，notion in 
both Germany and China. 
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Chapter 3 "New women, liberated women": The 1920s 
" . . . the woman of today is oriented exclusively toward 
the present. That which is decisive for her, not that which 
should be or should have been according to tradition." 
- E l s a Herrmann, "This is the new Woman"^^ 
“Today，it is patently impossible to continue to use 
traditional customs and habits to limit women 's freedom 
and to imprison them in the family. It is no longer possible 
to claim that women must remain under the control of 
their parents or husbands, since patriarchal control has 
already become a fact of the past." 
- Z h a n g Weici "Emancipating Women 
by Reorganizing the Family”卯 
The 1920s was a decade of newness and liberation. Before Adolf Hitler and Chiang 
Kai-shek led their nationalist parties to reach complete control of the states, the Weimar 
Republic and Republican China were new forms of constitutional governments. Along with it 
came the emergence of new culture. The alternation of political structure from an 
imperialistic reign to democratic republicanism, together with the impact of war, emitted 
great forces of change to the two countries in terms of values and division of labour across 
class and gender. In countries transitioning from autocratic to democratic rule, new 
socio-cultural standards were likely to formulate, redefining gender roles, images, sexualities 
and moralities within society. Diversifying new roles and images of women thus emerged, 
and they shared a commonality: women becoming more visible in the public sphere and their 
roles were no longer attached only to the domestic sphere. 
Women in the 1920s were being called "new women'' in the contemporary time because 
89 Elsa Hemnann, "This is the New Woman,” first published as So ist die neue Fran (Hellerau: Avalon Verlag, 
1929), pp.32-43, in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, ed. Anton Kaes, Martin Jay and Edward Dimendberg 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), p.207. 
Zhang Weici, “Emancipating Women by Reorganizing the Family," (August 10, 1919), in Women in 
Republican China: A Sourcebook, ed. Hua R. Lan and Vanessa L. Fong (Armonk: M. E. Sharpe, 1999), p.23. 
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they showed a divergence compared to the past. This newness was not superficial in the roles 
they played or the images they represented. New thoughts of sexuality and morality towards 
women also arose. In Germany, the Weimar Constitution allowed women to become voters, 
politicians, and civil servants. With the opportunity to study in university, more women were 
trained to become professionals. In China, even though the Constitution in the Republic did 
not include universal suffrage, women's consciousness in participating in politics was also 
awakened during this period. Women in China acquired higher education level and became 
financially self-sufficient as well. In terms of the outlook, both Germany and China showed 
new images of women who dressed up as men or wore fashionable clothes, revealing a 
distinctive difference from the images of housewives or cooks in the kitchen. 
While women were taking up new roles and given new opportunities, the traditional, 
conservative attitude keeping women at home as housekeepers and child bearers was also 
questioned. Whether women should embrace new sexuality and morality, and specifically if 
they should decide to have babies or not by themselves instead of fulfilling their "natural" 
duty, generated fierce debates in Germany. In China, discussion on abortion and child birth 
also sparked off discussion, but the Chinese were more concerned with the morality issue. 
Chinese intellectuals were eager to know which type of new morality was appropriate for 
women to match with their new roles. 
Diversifying representation of new women became some of the new trademarks in the 
1920s, yet it is significant not to overlook the controversy within this notion when there was 
the co-existence of old images in the two countries. It should be noted that new women rose 
earlier than the 1920s, but it was this decade which witnessed the thriving of women's new 
roles. At the same time when the images of new women were flourishing, traditional 
perception and stereotype of what women should be still prevailed. The new women were 
often blasted as selfish creatures disregarding the well-being of the family and the nation by 
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neglecting the traditional female duties. Worst of all, they were criticized and condemned as 
the source of decline in morality in a society according to the conservative definition. Yet 
these discussions revealed a sense of newness in this decade for the young post-war 
generation as well. The diversified discussions were fruitful in opening various possibilities 
for women to be what they should, could and would be. A new age was born with various 
voices contributing to a symphony of the old and the new opinions about women. 
This chapter will introduce the new roles and images of new women in the 1920s, the 
new understanding on morality issues and the prevailing traditional ideas in a decade of 
change. 
New roles and images 
In Germany, the Weimar Constitution which was established in 1919 provided basic 
foundation for the emergence of new women. The new Republic recognized basic equality to 
the two sexes. Universal adult suffrage was granted, and women were included. Whatever 
their political views were, active political parties all recognized the importance of women's 
votes. Nationalists, socialists, communists, as well as the parties with a confessional basis 
vied with each other to attract the support of women. In addition to the new roles in the 
political arena, female presence was increasing in the white-collar industry and gradually 
their professionalism was developed when university education was opened to them. 
The Weimar Constitution made some promising guarantee to recognize women's status 
by putting gender equality in the written document. Article 109 in the Weimar Constitution on 
the Chapter about "Fundamental Rights and Duties of the Germans" declared, 
All Germans are equal before the law. Men and women have the same 
fundamental civil rights and duties. Public legal privileges or disadvantages of 
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birth or of rank are abolished.^^ 
The Article guaranteed that all Germans, be they male or female, rich or poor by birth, 
with or without noble connections, would enjoy equal civil rights and responsibilities. 
However, the term ''grundsdtzlicK\ literally meaning fundamental, was added in the phrase 
granting equality between men and women. This implied that the government had not been 
ready yet to regard men and women to be essentially equal and so the Constitution allowed 
enormous space to configure the differences between men and women behind the promised 
basic rights. This was criticised as an insincere approach to recognize gender equality 
because it could not specify what rights were outside the scope of ‘‘basic,，for men and 
women. In 1921, for example, women were rejected to be lay assessors and jury members in 
courts since they were regarded as incapable of performing the duty satisfactorily due to their 
emotional nature. Thus, they would be easily persuaded to make irrational judgments.^^ In 
such case, the Weimar Constitution might not be effective to uphold the gender equality 
because the emotion of women might hinder them from enjoying rights other than those 
granted basically in the Constitution. However, this Weimar Constitution did show its intent 
to bestow equality to every citizen regardless of their gender. Including women in the adult 
universal suffrage in the democratic Weimar campaign was also significant in opening up an 
entrance for women to participate in the political ground. 
The most obvious new roles German women played in the Weimar Republic were voters 
and politicians. Both new positions encouraged women and recognized their ability to 
concern about affairs happened in the public world. Under the proportional voting system, 
political parties wished to guarantee that as many of the new women voters as possible would 
be attracted. Therefore, women politicians who were supposed to understand the concern of 
91 "The Constitution of the German Republic," in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, ed. Anton Kaes, Martin 
Jay and Edward Dimendberg, p.49. 
92 Richard J. Evans, The Feminist Movement in Germany, 1894-1933 (London: Sage Publications, 1976), p.246. 
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women better were put on the list of candidates in the Reichstag election. It was hoped that 
the enfranchised women would vote for the party representing women's interests and 
appeared to be most appealing to them. Between 1919 and 1933, nearly 8% of the national 
legislature was composed of women. There were 112 women participating at the national 
• • 93 
level of politics. In the first Reichstag election in 1920, there were 37 women politicians 
elected. In 1924, the figure dropped to 27, but it went up to 41 in the parliament in 1930. 
These female politicians were mainly representing the Social Democratic Party or the 
Communists. Indeed, they readily identified themselves as political party members first and 
then as women. They were not very aware of their gender identity and put the class or party 
interests ahead of that of women's. Their major concern in politics was known as muttliche 
Politik (mother pol i t ics ) , s ince the issues they were concerned most were that of the social 
welfare, education and religious affairs. They did not share the male-dominated sphere of 
military and diplomatic issues.^^ Still, the number of women politicians found in the German 
Reichstag was rather high to other parts of Europe and the United States. At the turn of the 
century, women were still forbidden to discuss politics publicly. Nevertheless, these women 
politicians entered into a new world of politics and tried their best to fit in a new place in the 
public sphere. It was a huge step forward in terms of different roles women played. 
In addition to gender equality in basic rights and universal suffrage, the government also 
intended to set an example in recruiting women in the labour market. In Article 128 in the 
Weimar Constitution, it said that, 
All citizens without distinction are to be admitted to public office in 
accordance with the laws and according to their ability and qualifications. All 
93 Claudia Koonz, "Conflicting Allegiances: Political Ideology and Women Legislators in Weimar Germany," in 
Signs, Spring 1976，vol.1, no.3, pt.l , p.665. 
94 Ute Frevert, Women in German history: From Bourgeois Emancipation to Sexual Liberation, trans. Stuart 
McKinnon-Evans (Oxford: Berg, 1990), p. 170. 
95 Claudia Koonz, "Conflicting Allegiances: Political Ideology and Women Legislators in Weimar Germany," 
pp. 671-5. 
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discriminatory regulations against female civil servants are lifted.^^ 
The offices in the Civil Service departments were opened to women through Article 128. 
Gertrud Baumer, a leading figure in the German middle-class women's movement since the 
th 
19 Century, proclaimed in the same month as the Constitution was bestowed, that "[t]hrough 
the German Constitution the German woman has become the freest in the world.’’97 Before 
1908, it was illegal for women to attend political gatherings and only certain German 
universities admitted female students.^^ Along with the downfall of the Kaiser's Empire, the 
barrier for women to step into the public sphere was also overthrown, at least in the written 
legal documents. The Weimar Constitution officially permitted both men and women to work 
in the public sphere. The new women thus welcomed their new roles as wage earners in 
different sectors and even as civil servants in the government administration. 
Along with the emancipation of women in different sectors in society, it was no longer 
surprising to have female professionals in the public sphere. In the past, women could hardly 
become professionals owing to the lack of opportunity to acquire relevant knowledge and 
skills obtainable only in universities. After the Great War, the number of educated women 
sharply increased and thus they could pursue professional careers such as lawyers, physicians, 
or even as professors in tertiary academic institutes. Together with the official admission of 
women into the civil service sector, a variety of new professions were opened to women. The 
most popular careers for women to choose from in the 1920s were white-collar semi-skilled 
jobs such as clerks, secretaries, and shop assistants, contributing to the rise of new, sexually 
attractive women. Teachers and medical practitioners ranked first and second among the most 
96 Helen Boak, "The State as an Employer of Women in the Weimar Republic," in State, Social Policy and 
Social Change in Germany 1880 - 1980, ed. W. R. Lee and Eve Rosenhaft (Oxford: Berg, 1997), p.71. 
97 Gertrud Baumer, "Die neuen Grundrechte der deutschen Frau," Karlsruher Zeitung, 15 August 1919, quoted 
in Helen Boak, "The State as an Employer of Women in the Weimar Republic," in State, Social Policy and 
Social Change in Germany 1880 - 1980, ed. W. R. Lee and Eve Rosenhaft, p.64. 
98 Claudia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Family, and Nazi Politics (New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1987), p.25. 
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popular academic professions for women.^^ German women became quite active in the 
labour market as well. In addition to the different possibilities for women to take part in 
different fields, the reason for women joining the workforce might also be the need to bring a 
salary home to alleviate the economic burden for the family. Either way, women were 
encouraged to play new roles in the public arena. 
The emergence of new women in Weimar Germany had roots in the women's 
movements since the Century, and the First World War turned out to be a catalyst 
pushing for the solutions of women's questions. Feminists, most of them were middle-class, 
had different viewpoints but generally agreed that women should receive higher education 
and thus marriage would no longer be an institution women depended upon for economic 
reliance. There was also the demand for certain professionals such as female physicians, since 
female patients wished to be examined by medical staff of the same gender.脚 The debate on 
whether women should be allowed to attend university began from around 1865 onwards, i � ' 
In the late Century, the German curriculum for high school female students generally 
aimed at developing their domestic skills. The curriculum before entering university for girls 
was also three years shorter than that for boys. The advocates of women's admission in 
university had some success in 1900 in Baden. Eventually by 1909, all German regions 
1 AO 
admitted women to university. However, debates still centred on the Studentin (female 
university student) question. It was the First World War which assured women's position in 
German universities. Since men were fighting in the war zones and left vacancies in the 
tertiary education, women were given more chances to study in university. The number of 
female students doubled from 4000 in 1914 to 8000 or 9.2% of the total in the summer of 
99 Comelie Usbome, The Politics of the Body in Weimar Germany (Ann Arbor: Macmillan, 1992), p.85. 
• Richard J. Evans, The Feminist Movement in Germany, 1894-1933, p.27. 
101 Patricia M. Mazon, Gender and the Modem Research University: the Admission of Women to German 
Higher Education, 1865-1914 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003), p. 16. 
102 Richard J. Evans, The Feminist Movement in Germany, 1894-1933, p.20. 
Patricia M. Mazon, Gender and the Modern Research University: the Admission of Women to German 
Higher Education, 1865-1914, p.2. 
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1919.104 The War indirectly helped women obtain ‘‘academic citizenship"/^^ and assisted 
them to equip themselves as new professionals in the public. 
The new roles of women as voters and subsequently as politicians already stirred 
controversy among feminists since the 19(卜 Century, but eventually it was once again the War 
which helped women emerge in the public. In Wilhemine Germany, military service was 
regarded as a sacred duty and only men were requested to serve as soldiers. As a result, men 
were rewarded with more basic civil rights such as voting. Women were not qualified to ask 
for the voting right because they did not serve in the military. ^ ^^  The liberal and socialist 
feminists were enthusiasts in bargaining for women's suffrage as a basic right equal to that of 
men's. However, the Catholics and conservative feminists were opposed to universal 
suffrage. 107 When the debate was still going on, the First World War struck Germany. The 
War provided occasions for women to show their ability in managing both the private and 
public spheres when men were fighting on the warfront. After 1916, when the Empire was 
quite convinced that the war would drag on, the government recruited women to take up 
strategically important work including coal mining, mail delivery, and even jobs in heavy 
i n d u s t r y . 108 The First World War thus became a catalyst in altering the stereotype of gender 
ability and gender division of labour in s o c i e t y . • On a humanitarian basis and as a reward 
for women's patriotism in the war effort, the democratic Weimar government allowed women 
to vote for the candidates they favoured most to the Reichstag on January, 1919. After all 
the effort put together by the feminists throughout the late Century has gone astray, 
Comelie Usbome, The Politics of the Body in Weimar Germany, p.85. 
105 The concept of "academic citizenship" {akademisches Burgerrecht) originated in the medieval times. 
Through a certain ceremony, the student was formally admitted as a citizen in the university community. For 
further explanation on this term, please refer to Patricia M. Mazon, Gender and the Modern Research University: 
the Admission of Women to German Higher Education, 1865-1914, pp.20-1. 
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107 Ibid., p.224. 
108 Claudia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Family, and Nazi Politics, p.25. 
109 Willem Melching, '"A New Morality': Left-wing Intellectuals on Sexuality in Weimar Germany," in Journal 
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women were suddenly given the voting rights for the first time in German history in 1919, 
just like their male counterparts. As Claudia Koonz comments, “women suffrage, like 
democracy, came as a by-product of chaos and defeat rather than as the immediate result of a 
long and hard-fought battle.，’^^  in addition, the Bund Deutscher Frauen (Federation of 
German Women's Organizations, BDF), the umbrella organization of liberal middle-class 
feminist groups, demanded the government to employ women as civil s e rvan t s "�The i r 
demand was also only responded to as another by-product in the Weimar constitution. To the 
middle-class feminists, the gain was a bonus beyond initial expectations. 
While the War and the effort of the German middle-class feminists ignited most of the 
changes in the gender roles in Germany, in China it was the recognition of the state's 
weaknesses after encounters with foreigners that led to the opening of new opportunities for 
women. Women revolutionaries participated in the 1911 Revolution and convinced the male 
intellectuals that women could be as brave and intelligent as men. "2 In the May Fourth 
period, there was an even more urgent call for the emergence of new women. To modernize 
China, women should be emancipated as well. As a result, new opportunities were given to 
them and they were allowed to play more new roles which they were previously 
discriminated against to indirectly save the country. However, since the Chinese constitution 
did not grant women the right to vote, women in Republican China were fighting harder to 
locate a more assured position in the public (and especially the political) sphere than German 
women, whose rights were fundamentally protected by the Weimar Constitution. The 
discourse of new women in China among the Chinese male intellectuals bore the ultimate 
110 Claudia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Family, and Nazi Politics, p.22. 
111 Ute Frevert, Women in German history: From Bourgeois Emancipation to Sexual Liberation, trans. Stuart 
McKinnon-Evans, p.162. 
112 Du Fangqin and Wang Zheng 杜芳琴，王政 ed.，Zhongguo lishizhong de funii yu xingbie 中國歷史中白勺婦女 
與 1�生另U [women and gender in Chinese history] (Tianjin Shi: Tianjin renmin chubanshe, 2004), pp.423-4. 
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goal to eventually achieve modernization of the nation. Women were encouraged to take part 
in the modernization project as well. They would play the role as modern women in the 
public sphere and try to become economically self-sufficient. 
The May Fourth Movement and the New Cultural Movement initiated in the 1910s had 
the goal to modernize China by throwing away Confucian teachings and importing Western 
ideologies. Since the Chinese intellectuals firmly believed that Confucianism was out-dated 
and only suitable in the feudal age,"; it was blamed as the obstacle to modernization in 
China. As women composed half of the national population, Confucian teachings confining 
women's roles and duties to home should also be overthrown if China was to modernize. As 
commented by historian Wang Zheng, "Attacking Confucianism and advocating a Western 
liberal concept of human rights at that historical juncture led necessarily to an inclusion of 
women.”n4 To modernize, China must liberate and emancipate women from conservative 
practices. Therefore, in the May Fourth period, education opportunity and economic 
independence for women were highly advocated. 
The wish to provide education for women was expressed decisively by late Qing 
reformers and those voices were at last responded to in the early Republican period. Ever 
since ancient China, there was the well-known idiom that “it is a virtue for women not to 
possess any talent or knowledge’，(M z^/ wucai bianshi de 女子無才f更是t患).These values 
became an obstacle for women to receive formal education at schools. Without knowledge 
and skills, it was impossible for them to be economically independent, and therefore women 
had to rely on their family - their father before they got married, and their husband 
afterwards. This social problem originated from the inability of women to finance themselves 
with a salary. To make women self-sufficient in their lives, they should receive better 
"3 Chen Duxiu, "The Way of Confucius and Modem Life," in Women in Republican China: A Sourcebook, ed. 
Hua R. Lan and Vanessa L Fong, p.7. 
114 Wang Zheng, Women in the Chinese Enlightenment: Oral and Textual Histories (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999), p.l2. 
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education to enable them to find jobs. The traditional values and old social structure which 
hindered women from better education were questioned by the male intellectuals. They no 
longer held the attitude that women should be confined home. 
Gradually in the May Fourth era, women were given a chance to be educated and seen in 
the public as economically independent. An increasing number of public schools was opened 
to girls. Co-education, which used to be regarded as immoral since men and women should 
not breach the gender boundary and mix together in the same classroom to leam, was 
gradually accepted.� 
The remarkably new atmosphere was brought by the lifting of the ban of female students 
for the university {nujin 女禁) .Deng Chunlan, a graduate of Beijing Nushi, proposed a 
demand for women's right to enter university. Deng commented, "As for the sequential order 
of the issues we address within the project of women's emancipation, I think we should first 
deal with education, then deal with employment, and then deal with political r i g h t s . , " S h e 
put female education as the top priority of the agenda of Chinese women's emancipation 
since educated women would find a gateway to secure a job in the public sphere. Cai Yuanpei, 
the principal of Beijing University, was deeply influenced by the waves of new ideas and 
declared that if women reached the standard and demonstrated their capability, they would 
also be admitted to university/^^ Thus, university in China cancelled nujin in 1920, around a 
decade later than in Germany. This was significant for women who were granted a new role 
while in the past women were confined to the home sphere and obtained only limited and 
1丨5 Lu Fangshang 呂芳上，"Wusi shiqi de flmii yundong，” 五四時期的婦女運動[Women's movement in the 
May-Fourth period], in Jindai Zhongguo funii yudong shi 近代中國婦女運雲力史[The History of women's 
movement in modem China], ed. Chen Sanjing 陳三井(Taibei Shi: Jindai Zhongguo Chuban she, 2000), 
pp. 180-1. 
116 Deng Chunlan, "My Plan for Women's Emancipation and My Plan for Self-Improvement," (Originally 
published in Young China, vol. 1, no. 4), in Women in Republican China: A Sourcebook, ed. Hua R. Lan and 
Vanessa L Fong , p.122. 
117 Lu Fangshang 呂芳上，“Wusi shiqi de funii yundong [Women's movement in the May-Fourth period]五四 
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informal education. Other universities then followed suit. In 1923, prominent universities 
including Dongnan University, Nankai University, Beijing Normal University, Xiamen 
University and others began to admit female students, though the number of intakes remained 
low. In a survey conducted between 1921 and 1923, 2.6% of students in universities 
• • 1 1 o 
nationwide were women. Although admission rate of women was lower than that in 
Germany, the admission of women in universities was also significant in China. It 
symbolically and practically produced new women with an educated and intelligent mind. 
During the May Fourth period, women's economic independence was another issue 
which the intellectuals paid much attention to. Without a career of their own, women could 
not become self-sufficient and therefore they could not preserve their own personality (renge 
人格).After women could study in university, they were qualified to become teachers and 
professionals. They were educated and had the ability to find a job which allowed them a 
greater degree of independence. Similar to Germany, the Chinese local government also 
employed females in civil service departments as policewomen, female customs officers and 
reporters. Women were no longer confined to low-pay factories or farms, doing unskilled or 
semi-skilled jobs. More women became white-collar workers in banks and firms. It was 
hoped that through such jobs, they could earn money and support themselves. Women thus 
played more diversified roles in the public sphere and could possess job titles as men did. A 
few women were no longer just known as someone's mothers or wives. With the salary paid 
to these working women, it was hoped that the new women in China could march away from 
home and acquire their own renge fully. 
According to Deng Chunlan's priority, Chinese women should be given education first 
and then job opportunities, and eventually, political rights. In China, the constitution of the 
Republic drafted in 1912 unfortunately did not grant the equality of men and women as 
118 Ibid., p. 185. 
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clearly written as the Weimar Constitution did. Also, women did not enjoy voting rights 
immediately after the 1911 Revolution. If the arrival of universal suffrage in Germany came 
as a sudden yet delighted surprise after all previous hard work and struggles through women's 
movements, to the Chinese feminists, a constitution without mentioning women's voting 
rights or equality with men was definitely a serious disappointment. Yet in the 1920s China, 
there still emerged women suffrage movements, highlighting this period as the rise of 
women's consciousness and awareness to fight for political rights equal to men. 
Educated women in the late Century began to realize the importance of political 
rights. Foreign missionaries set up girls' schools providing education to a limited number of 
Chinese girls. Chinese reformers in the late Qing period also realized gradually that female 
education should be in the reform agenda if they wished to modernize China as a whole. As a 
result, in the Hundred Days Reform, Kang Youwei advocated the establishment of schools for 
girls. The educated women, together with the members of some women's groups, had two 
goals in mind: to expel the Manchus, and to struggle for gender equality. As long as China 
was under the imperial rule, neither men nor women could obtain voting rights. Therefore, 
these awakened women agreed that they should expel the Manchus first, then establish a 
democratic republic, and finally bargain for equality between men and women. 
However, when the Republic of China replaced the Manchu rule, the content of the 
Provisional Constitution was a disappointment. At first, the Provisional President approved 
that women would be granted the right to vote. However, when the Constitution was 
announced, wordings guaranteeing gender equality were removed. It was rephrased as, 
"People in the Republic of China are all equal, without any differences among race, class, and 
religion." ^^ ^ There was further setback for women to acquire the rights to vote. The 
119 "Zhonghua minguo linshi yuefa quanmin,"中華民國臨日寺,約法全文[full text of the Provisional 
Constitution of the Republic of China], in Zhongguo jindaishi sijiang 中國近代史四言薄[four events in modem 
Chinese history], ed. Zuo Shunsheng 左舜生 (Hong Kong: Youlian chubanshe, 1962), p.412. 
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Parliament would only reserve seats for women to audit. Female suffrage should be granted 
in the future when women's political knowledge grew and developed accordingly.'^^ 
The setback in the Constitution did not mean that women's issues were neglected in the 
newly born Chinese Republic. In the manifesto of the first congress of the GMD 
representatives, the Party declared it would "legally, economically, educationally and socially 
recognize the principle of gender equality and help developing feminist movements.”� 
Throughout the Republic of China's era in the mainland, women themselves were also 
unceasingly struggling for further formal participation in politics as decision-makers. 
Different political groups were set up by females who were enthusiastically marching 
towards female enfranchisement. Their effort was eventually recognized in 1947. The 
failure to gain equal enfranchisement along with the birth of the Republic was an impediment 
for the Chinese new women to play the role as voters as the German women did. However, 
the Chinese women had not given up the chance to participate in the male-dominated political 
sectors by forming local or nation-wide groups pushing for further legal rights for women. 
To sum up, women in both Germany and China increasingly appeared in the public 
sphere, including the academic intellectual world and the workforce in the 1920s. The forces 
giving rise to new women might be different in the two countries though. The influences of 
the middle-class women's movements since the 1850s and the War brought surprising 
advancement to German women's emancipation. The birth of new women with many 
different roles to play in the public sphere was also related to the economic downturn and 
120 Wang Jiajian 王家儉,"Minchu de nuzi canzheng yundong,"民初的女子參政運重力[Women's movement 
for political participation in early Republican years], in Zhongguo funiishi lunwenji vol.2 中國婦女史言命文集 
[The essay collection of Chinese women history], ed. Li Youning, Zhang Yufa 李又寧，張玉法(Taibei: Taiwan 
Shangwu yinshuguan, 1981), p.587. 
121 “Zhongguo guomindang diyici quanguo daibiao dahuai xuanyan, 31 St January, 1924"中國國民黨第一次全 
國代表大會宣言，民國十三年一月三十一曰[the manifesto of the first congress of the GMD representatives] 
Zhongguo guomindang xuanyan ji, vol.69 of Geming wenxian 革命文獻第 69 輯,中國國民黨宣言集 
[manifesto of the Chinese Nationalist Party, vol. 69 of the archives of the revolution], ed. Luo Jialun and Huang 
Jilu 羅家倫，黃季陸(Taibei: Zhongguo guomindang zhongyang weiyuanhui dangshi shiliao bianzuan 
weiyuanhui, 1976), p.97. 
122 Ibid. 
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inflation. Hence, more members within the family participated in the workforce. Meanwhile 
in China, the liberation of women was closely related to the campaigns to save the nation and 
to establish a strong and powerful modern state. This idea had emerged since the Qing 
dynasty and carried on to the Republican era. Liberating women and modernizing China 
• J 23 
became inter-related. The German women experienced a progressive historical 
development of change when they stepped into the public sphere. At the same time, the 
Chinese women awakened and provocatively split from traditional values. 
Despite the different forces of change behind the birth of new women in Germany and 
China, similar outlook and images of these new women were formulated according to the 
new roles women then obtained. 
In Germany, the ‘‘new women" were characterized as independent women, wearing 
avant-garde fashion, and having short hair. It symbolized the "rupture in traditional gender 
roles during and after the First World War.，，i24 They refused to be labelled ladies or 
housewives 一 the roles originated from traditional ideas. They preferred to depart from the 
past and marched on their own way] 25 After transforming themselves into new women, they 
no longer needed to depend on their maiden families or their husbands. In order to 
accomplish a self-reliant personality, these new women tried to support themselves through 
paid employment. 126 Women should be accepted as full human beings but not objects of men. 
This would be the basic rights that only these new women could and should enjoy, 
123 Charlotte L. Beahan, "In the Public Eye: Women in Early Twentieth-Century China," in Women in China: 
Current Directions in Historical Scholarship, ed. Richard W. Guisso and Stanley Johannesen (Lewiston: E. 
Mellen Press, 1981), p. 231. 
124 Julia Roos, "Weimar's Crisis Through the Lens of Gender: The Case of Prostitution," (Ph.D. diss., Carnegie 
Mellon University, 2002), p.4. 
125 Elsa Herrmann, "This is the New Woman," first published as So ist die neue Frau (Hellerau: Aval on Verlag, 
1929), pp.32-43, in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, ed. Anton Kaes, Martin Jay and Edward Dimendberg, 
P.206. 
126 Ibid., p.207. 
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representing an obvious change from the old women's dependent livelihood.^^^ 
One feature of the new women was the Vermdnnlichung der Frauen (masculinization of 
women). It was a particular communist trait to portray women as combatants and comrades 
marching towards revolutions. They appeared as women who were slender, had short hair, 
wore plain and yet fashionable clothes. Portraying women in this image was vital to depict 
them as combatants in revolution as their male counterparts did in the cause of socialism.^^^ 
Though highly praised by the communists and socialists, this masculinized image of women 
could sometimes be seen in the Weimar Republic with no connections to the communists or 
socialists. Women imitating men in wearing suits and smoking on the streets were regarded as 
modem and new in the 1920s in general. 
German new women in the white-collar industry were usually young, sexually appealing 
and wearing fashionable and elegant clothing to demonstrate their modernity and awareness 
as new women. These women could now earn a living by themselves and had their own 
money to spend on luxurious goods. 
China produced very similar images of new women in the 1920s. Almost all mass media 
agreed that the term modeng 摩登 came from the direct translation of "modern", meaning 
I 2q 
stylish and fashionable and thus demonstrating a sense of “new，，in the public:” In the 
enlightened May Fourth period, the younger generation of women were socially open and 
active, and wished to achieve a full "humanhood" instead of being “vases” or "admired 
objects" only. 13� 
Consumerism also had deep influence in China. In Shanghai, which was one of the more 
127 Ibid., p.208. 
Eric Weitz, Creating German Communism, 1890-1990 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), p.215. 
129 Xu Huiqi 許慧倚，"Nuola “ zai Zhongguo: xinnuxing xingxiang de suzao ji qiyanbian, 1900s-1930s, 「娜 
拉」在中國：新女1生形象的塑造及其演變，1900S-1930S ["Nora" in China: the shaping of new women's 
images] (Taibei: Guoli Zhengzhi Daxue Lishi Xuexi, 2003), p.263. 
130 Lu Fangshang 呂芳上，"Wusi shiqi de funu yundong"五四時期的婦女運動 [Women ' s movement in the 
May-Fourth period], in Jindai Zhongguo funiX yudong shi 近代中國婦女運動史 [The History of women's 
movement in modem China], ed. Chen Sanjing 陳三井，p.195. - 5 9 -
affluent cities in China, the modern new woman was featured as "highly desirable individual, 
a glamorous consumer". ^ ^^  Since women were increasingly accepted as workers with a 
salary in the public sphere, they became potential consumers of luxurious goods. Even 
though this kind of “external manifestations of modernity" including clothing, hairstyles and 
accessories were dismissed as “superficial t r app ings"bea t i f i ca t ion was very popular 
among women of the younger generation in the urban area. These modern external 
appearances could be a result of the influence by the global female archetype that 
1 o o 
overwhelmed the 1920s worldwide. Therefore, similar phenomenon of new women 
images arose in both China and Germany under this global trend. 
One unique new image of Chinese women was the liberation of their bounded feet. Foot 
binding used to be preferred especially in noble families, signifying the nobility of this 
custom. However, foot-binding restricted physical freedom of movement and was condemned 
since the late Qing period as a product of patriarchal feudal practice. Women with bounded 
feet had difficulty in attending school because they could not walk properly with the 
unhealthily broken feet. Natural sized feet became a feature of new women who shared much 
higher mobility and freedom of movement. After the provisional government was established 
in Nanjing, Sun Yat-sen immediately bestowed an official document to terminate the habit of 
foot binding. In the 1920s, both the Nationalists and the Communists forbade this tradition as 
a whole�34 New women then could walk freely and they even wore stylish high-heel shoes 
131 Louise Edwards, "Policing the Modem Woman in Republican China," in Modem China, vol.26 no. 2, April 
2000, p. 123. 
132 Ibid., p.115. 
133 Sarah E. Stevens, "Figuring Modernity: The New Woman and the Modem Girl in Republican China," in 
NWDA Journal, Vol. 15 No. 3 (Fall), p.90. Indeed, new women and new morality did not just appear in 
Germany and China. Similar form of emancipation of women took place in the United States and the United 
Kingdom as well. For further information, please refer to Carolyn L. Kitch, The Girl on the Magazine Cover: 
the Origins of Visual Stereotypes in American Mass Media (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2001), Barbara Caine, English Feminism, 1780-1980 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 131-172’ and 
Nancy Woloch, Women and the American Experience: a Concise History (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2002), 
pp.274-280. 
134 Du Fangqin and Wang Zheng杜芳琴，王政 ed.’ Zhongguo lishizhong de funii yu x/wg办/e 中國歷史中的婦女 
與性別[women and gender in Chinese history], pp.430-1. 
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to show their modishness. 
New images echoed the new roles of women, and women's new images being noticed 
meant that women became more visible in the public. They no longer only appeared in 
magazines or advertisements as women preparing meals in aprons or sweeping the floor. The 
new images corresponded to their new identity as figures in the public, mobilizing themselves 
from the private sphere to the public one. 
New roles and new images emerged and together with these changes came along the 
changes in social order, and the attitude to sexuality and morality. New women were 
recognized as full human beings and they should also enjoy sexual pleasure and possess 
control of their own body. Therefore, in both Germany and China, such new sexualities and 
new definition of moralities followed the birth of new women. 
New sexualities and moralities 
When society underwent changes in the roles and images of women, traditional 
viewpoints towards morality were also under re-examination. During the interwar period in 
Germany and China, intense debates on the subject of sex preoccupied the whole Europe 
including Germany. ^ ^^  Sexual anxieties of married women were addressed in magazines and 
newspaper columns. This revealed that sex was no longer a repressed subject for discussion. 
The attitude towards sex had changed from one which was secret to something which could 
also be celebrated and enjoyed, provided that there was mutual pleasure and it was serving 
the good purpose in society by maintaining the stability of nuclear f ami l i e s .Young girls 
working in the factories in the urban area were said to regard sex as a "fashion, like silk 
stockings and smoking". New sexuality replaced the old, and it was acceptable to discuss 
135 Renate Bridenthal, "Something Old, Something New: Women Between the Two World Wars," in Becoming 
Visible; Women in European History, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Claudia Koonz and Susan Stuard, p.491. 
136 Ibid., p.494. 
Comelie Usbome, The Politics of the Body in Weimar Germany: Women 's Reproductive Rights and Duties, 
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sex publicly. 
The birth of new sexualities directly attributed to the change in the definition of morality. 
While in the traditional world sex was only secretly gossiped or was even regarded as a social 
taboo, now certain groups of people, for example, new women and sexologists, were 
vociferously generating discussions and debates on sexuality. These people did not hold 
traditional viewpoints and did not regard their new insights on sexual freedom as breaking the 
standards of correct or good conduct. Quite the contrary, they believed that it was simply 
natural to be interested in sexual activity. A new understanding towards morality was thus 
bom. So long as the sexual behaviour could bring these new women a sense of integrity and 
modernity, the open discussion about sex and sexual behaviour became rationalized under 
their new standard. 
Certain issues relating to sexuality was more controversial than others in Germany. 
Among them were the rights to abortion and the necessity of contraception. These matters not 
only directly affected women's right to access and control their own bodies, but was also a 
matter relating to the population pattern of the nation. Since emphasis had been put on the 
ability of new women to be independent, the power to decide whatever happened in their own 
bodies should therefore rest with them alone. According to the spirit of new morality, the 
decision to reproduce a baby or not after sexual intercourse should be left to these women. 
However, when there was anxiety that the birth rate was declining to the degree that it would 
affect the national manpower, different voices debating in public argued that it was no longer 
merely a question of women's control of their own body. It became one issue directly 
affecting national survival. 
Article 218 concerning abortion and sterilization had existed in the German penal Code 
since its unification, but the content was under constant revision. Bourgeois women's 
pp.88-9. 
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movement tried hard to eliminate this section from the legislation and came very close for its 
termination in 1908, but they still ended in failure.^^^ In 1918, operation to sterilize a person 
or to kill a foetus approved and performed by a registered medical practitioner was still 
allowed. ^^ ^ The revision made in 1926 which tightened the abortion law received 
controversial responses from different sectors in society. Articles 218-20 were replaced by a 
new article 218 on May, 1926 declaring that: 
A woman who kills her foetus by abortion or permits this by somebody else 
will be punished with imprisonment. 
The same penalty applies to any person helping to procure an abortion or to 
kill a foetus. 
Attempted abortion is punishable. 
Anybody who procures an abortion without consent or for money will be 
punished with penal servitude. The penalty also applies to any person who has 
supplied abortifacients for money. Under mitigating circumstances the penalty 
is reduced to imprisonment of not less than three months. 
At that time the country was alarmed by the declining birth rate (see Table 2) and it was not 
surprising that such policy mandating the control of women's bodies was carried out. The 
birth rate gradually increased from 1918 to 1920, but throughout the 1920s it declined again. 
The Weimar government was anxious about this decline in manpower and was eager to find 
out a reason and a corresponding solution. 
Table 2 Marriages and live births � 
138 Richard J. Evans, The Feminist Movement in Germany, 1894-1933, p.136. 
139 Appendix 1，"Abortion Legislation and Penal Reform" in The Politics of the Body in Weimar Germany: 
Women 's Reproductive Rights and Duties, Comelie Usbome, p.214. 
14G Ibid.,p.215. 
141 Statistisches Jahrbuch des Deutschen Reiches: 1938: 47; 1941/42: 77; 1952: 36, in Jill Stephenson, Women 
in Nazi Germany, p.24. 
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Year Per 1000 of the population Per 1000 of the population live births 
marriages 
1900 8.5 35.6 
1905 8.1 32.9 
1910 7.7 29.8 
1915 4.1 20.4 
191 8 ^ 14.3 
191 9 ^  
192 0 14.5 25.9 
192 1 25.3 
192 2 ^ ^  
192 3 9A  
1924 _7A  
1925 7.7 20.8 
192 6 
192 7 ^ ^  
1928 ^  
1929 ^  
1930 i r ^  
1931 ^  
1932 7.9 15.1 
1933 





1939 11.2 ^  
1940 ^ 2 m  
1941 _72  
1942 ^ ^  
1943 7.3 16.0 
The reproduction of the next generation in Germany relied on the lower/working class, 
and the declining birth rate was explained to be the result of a high abortion figure and 
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women's unwillingness to reproduce. The socialists defended the workers by saying that the 
working class was merely surviving in the expensive urban cities, and the more children they 
had, the harder for them to survive. At a time when sexual pleasure was celebrated, and the 
contraception methods such as using condoms were expensive, the working class felt most 
depressed and oppressed with the imposition of the abortion law. 
The communists and socialists were against the harsh punishment on abortion because it 
doubly oppressed the blue-collar women for their gender and their class. The women 
undergoing abortion surgery usually belonged to the working class. The communists (KPD) 
viewed the lack of rights to abort the foetus in women's bodies as a violation and 
encroachment on a woman's individual right to control her body and a brutal and violent 
form of sex- and class-specific opp re s s ion .They raised the slogan “Dein Korper gehort 
Dir!” (“Your body belongs to you!,，/^ ] to support women's rights to decide whether or not 
to give birth. Helene Stocker, a leftist feminist belonging to the League for the Protection of 
Motherhood, believed that through the advocacy of upgrading motherhood, women would 
not deliberately escape from the responsibility of childbearing. According to her, sexuality 
should be made freer and she used scientific studies and hygiene to explain that sexual 
pleasure was every person's right.(44 All in all, the leftists firmly believed that women's 
sexuality was their private sphere and should not be intervened by any outside forces. 
There were alternative voices responding to the new sexualities and abortion issue in 
Weimar Germany. Else Kienle wrote, 
I am against so-called abortion, and am instead an advocate of birth control... 
142 Atina Grossmann, "Abortion and Economic Crisis: The 1931 Campaign Against Paragraph 218," in When 
Biology Became Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi Germany, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Atina Grossmann, and 
Marion Kaplan, p.74. 
143 Comelie Usbome, The Politics of the Body in Weimar Germany: Women s Reproductive Rights and Duties, 
P . 1 6 3 . 
144 Amy Hackett, "Helene Stocker: Left-Wing Intellectual and Sex Reformer," in When Biology Became 
Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi Germany, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Atina Grossmann, and Marion Kaplan, pp. 
1 0 9 - 1 3 1 . 
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the termination of a pregnancy means to every woman: it is an enormous 
invasion of her entire physical and psychological being. Aside from a few 
snobbish exceptions, it is incorrect to say that the modern woman no longer 
wants to have children for reasons of convenience or because she lacks 
maternal f e e l i n g s . � 
She believed in preserving women's rights to control their bodies. Yet she believed that 
certain degree of birth control should be executed to prevent unnecessary abortion before it 
was too late. Rightists and confessional parties were firmer against both birth control and 
abortion. They glorified motherhood and still clung to traditional moral standards. To the 
conservatives, large family size would be the norm and blessings of the family. These 
rightists accused of the side effects of poverty under the influence of new sexuality. Certain 
new women became poor and were forced to become prostitutes,!46 creating a pool of poor 
fellow women and degrading the social morality. Prostitution, rape, abortion, venereal disease 
and pornography were the worries and nightmares of traditional w o m e n , a n d the rightists 
and religious population complained that all these problems were the result of the promotion 
of new women images and new sexuality. Even though traditionalists still upheld their 
conservative viewpoints on sexuality and morality of women, socialists and sexologists had 
given them great setbacks by introducing new concepts on the matter of sex and liberation of 
women's body. 
In China, sexuality and morality were under re-examination as well. Husband-wife 
relationship and women's responsibility were guided by traditional Confucius values. Wives 
should be submissive and respect the husband. Women's responsibility would be taking care 
145 Else Kienle, "The Kienle Case," first published as "Der Fall Kienle," Die Weltbuhne, no. 15, pp.535-539, in 
The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, ed. Anton Kaes, Martin Jay and Edward Dimendberg, p.213. 
146 Claudia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Family, and Nazi Politics, p. 47. 
147 Ibid. 
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of the husband and educating the next generation. However, in the early Century, the 
Chinese intellectuals regarded the Confucian values as the greatest obstacle to modernization 
and despised the old definition of virtue. Intellectuals were enthusiastic about promoting 
reforms in Chinese culture to break away from the traditional family institution�48 However, 
since sexuality was seldom explicitly mentioned in Confucian teachings, it was also 
accordingly less spoken of in the New Cultural Movement, except for a few discussions 
which were obviously under the Western influence to criticize the conservative attitude 
towards sex. 
New ideas on sexuality similar to that advocated in Germany could be seen in China as 
well. Zhou Jianren expressed his opinion towards sex in the Funii Zhazhi (Women's 
Magazine) in 1925, 
Ever since people began to pay attention to genetics and eugenics, it is revealed 
that the good and the bad of the next generation are both inherited from parents. 
Producing good quality children and preventing the reproduction of children of 
weak and bad quality has become the morality guidance in top priority. 
Therefore, a certain degree of contraception is necessary in the new morality... 
The new morality we need is nothing else but something which can serve two 
purposes. Firstly, it is to fulfill the personal desire and at the same time it 
should harm nobody, and secondly, it is an issue relating to the future of the 
nation. One should also consider the benefit to the nation. This is the basis of 
today's scientific sexual morality. 
148 Xu Huiqi 言午慧 " N u o l a “ zai Zhongguo: xinnuxing xingxiang de suzao ji qiyanbian, 1900s-19S0s, �娜 
拉」在中國：新女 1 生形象的塑造及其演變，1900S-1930S ["Nora" in China: the shaping of new women's images] 
p . 2 0 4 . 
149 Zhang Shishen 章錫深，"xin xingdaode shi shamme,"新'|生道f患是什麼[what new sexual morality is], and 
Zhou Jianren 周建人，"Xing daode zhi kexue de biaozhun,"性道德之科學的標準[The scientific standard on 
sexual morality], originally published in Funii zhazhi, Vol. 11, No.l, January, 1925, in Wusiyundongyilai de 
lumhan ziliao 五四運重力以來白勺言命單戈資料[Information on the debate since the May Fourth Movement], ed. 
Chen Mei 陳梅(Shanghai: Daguang shuju, 1937), pp.140, 146. 
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This new morality on the one hand allowed equality in terms of men and women both to 
enjoy sexual pleasure as long as the behaviour did not threaten the stability of society. In 
addition, science was promoted in sexuality, which implied that couples should be conscious 
of their sexual behaviour and by all means should take into consideration the scientific 
notions of contraception and eugenics. This new morality opened up space for women to 
enjoy sexual practice as men who were always legitimized in society to have sexual pleasure. 
New morality regarding sex also requested the couple to be conscious of the consequence of 
their sexual behaviour on the nation state. In other words, both men and women could enjoy 
sexual pleasure so long as they could fulfill the social duty. 
Compared to the issue of sexuality, Chinese intellectuals and reformers were more 
concerned about how new woman's appearance and ideas would affect the redefinition of 
morality, and what responsibilities women should bear after emancipation. Zhang Shishen 
mentioned that, “The rules of new morality on sex should be able to satisfy the demand for 
equality and liberty of every walk of life."^^^ This showed a strong sense of equality and 
liberty to everyone in society, catering for the desire and demands of new women who wished 
to be economically and sexually liberated and to share equal rights with men. In the 
traditional Chinese world, men were allowed to practice polygamy. At the same time men 
could suggest a divorce as long as their wife or concubine broke one of the seven rules 
(Qichu zhi tiao 七出之ff条).In return, women had no rights to initiate a divorce. There was a 
large gap of the rights and power of initiation between men and women. However, under the 
new morality, men and women should possess the same rights to terminate an unsatisfactory 
marriage. In addition, not only the husband but also the wife should be granted the right to 
Zhang shishen 章錫深，“xin xingdaode shi shamme,，’ 亲斤 1生道德是什麼[What new sexual morality is], 
originally published in Funii zhaji, Vol.11, No.l, January, 1925, in Wusiyundongyilai de lunzhan ziliao 五四 
運動以來的論戰資料[Information on the debate since the May Fourth Movement], ed. Chen Mei 陳梅， 
P.137. 
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initiate a divorce.^^^ This circumstance was unprecedented and the right to divorce initiated 
by either men or women became one acceptable principle in the new morality. 
New morality in China was obviously quite a sharp contrast to the old. In traditional 
morality, a woman was an obedient daughter and after marriage, a gentle wife, a devoted 
mother, and a dutiful daughter-in-law who prolonged the ancestral line for the husband's 
family. Wives should be completely devoted to the husband's family after marriage. However, 
the new era allowed women to run away from traditionally-defined morality. Under new 
definition of morality, women running away from the kitchen and even from the husband's 
family were no longer condemned but their bravery in preserving their own personality was 
praised. Chinese intellectuals tried to introduce a role model to the Chinese women by 
translating A Doll ’s House, a play written by Henrik Ibsen. The main character, Nora, was 
very upset by the family institution and felt absolutely hopeless in staying in the family. As a 
result, she left her husband, her children and her family and sought a new world of her own. 
She immediately became the model of Chinese women defined by the new morality. 
A Doll，s House did not end by telling where Nora went to after she left home, but this 
radical action was soundly praised by male intellectuals. The notion of Nora as formulated in 
China became popular because China was in need of women as determined as Nora to 
rejuvenate the nation with a clear split from the past. Therefore, the ideal image of Nora was 
both beneficial to the new women themselves as well as the nation which was urged to 
modernize. In Hu Shi's interpretation of Ibsen's play, Nora was significant on two levels: one 
was to save herself from frustration, and the other was to be responsible to modernize society 
1 C'J 
by breaking away from the shackle of family. To the May Fourth reformers, Nora's 
sensible decision to depart from her family would light up the hope to modernize China. This 
151 Ibid. 
152 Xu Huiqi 言午慧绮，"Nuola" zai Zhongguo: xinniixing xingxiang de suzao ji qiyanbian, 1900s-1930s 「娜 
拉」在中國：新女性形象的塑造及其演變[“Nora” in China: the shaping of new women's images, 
1900s-1930s],p.l31. 
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kind of new morality for woman cast differences from the past, which used to condemn a 
wife abandoning her family as an irresponsible, disobedient, and unchaste person. Under the 
influence of this play and the interpretation by the male intellectuals, wives leaving the 
family then became tolerable and legitimized. 
In summary, new sexuality and new morality emerged alongside with the birth of new 
women. Germany was burdened by the declining birth rate and thus the abortion and 
contraception issues aroused more enthusiastic discussions. New women being moral or not 
depended on the commentator's viewpoint on whether women should possess every human 
right including the control of their own body. In China, the intellectuals readily attacked the 
Confucian sexual morality in a radical way. ^^ ^ Like what happened in Germany, the 
development of new sexuality and morality was closely related to the current events in the 
national context. While the lowering of birth rates was the source of headache in Germany, 
modernization was China's foremost national project. After all, new morality and sexuality 
emerged in the 1920s matched the country's national social contexts. 
Indeed, how much support did the new morality and new sexuality receive in Germany 
and China? In one or two decades, could the traditional old values be dumped and replaced 
by the new ideas? In reality, old values still existed and received support by the conservatives 
in both countries. The fierce discussions on the abortion issue in Germany were evident when 
the new clashed with the old. The following would illustrate how the supporters of old values 
responded to the new women's movement. 
The “old” values 
New women appeared as modern in outlook, intelligent in their ways of thinking, and 
physically strong. They were also educated and economically independent. This was regarded 
153 Wang Zheng, Women in the Chinese Enlightenment: Oral and Textual Histories, p.53. 
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as the result of the emancipation and liberation of women from traditional boundary. 
However, in both Germany and China, there was no lack of old values in counter-attacking 
the new women. Struggles between old culture and new culture were still severe. 
In Germany, new women working in the public sphere were often criticized. Married 
women in the workforce were called the Doppelverdiener, literally meaning the second wage 
earner in the family. The husbands were widely accepted as the bread winner of the family in 
the German society. Married women in the workforce were criticized for stealing the job 
opportunities from the male population. Thus, new women with the so-called economic 
independence were often denounced especially at a time when inflation and unemployment 
problems swept over Germany in the 1920s. These women were strong competitors to the 
male counterparts because their wages were lower, usually 40-60% of men's wages. There 
was a lack of recognition of women's ability and need to earn the same amount of money as 
men did. In a time when the Doppelverdiener was discriminated, equal pay for equal work for 
new women could hardly be realized. Real emancipation of women was thus far from being 
achieved. 
The German government also expressed signs to hold back women from moving into the 
public sphere. The Reich Finance and Transport Ministers also believed that marriage had 
already provided women with economic security and as a result, female civil servants who 
were married were asked to resign unless they gave evidence to show their living standard 
was far below a v e r a g e . ! 54 The imposition of the Constitution in supporting new women to 
enjoy gender equality and their right to become civil servants was one matter, the 
implementation of the law in reality was another. Prejudice still existed against full-time 
working w o m e n . O n l y single women were accepted to work in the public sphere. Forces 
Helen Boak, "The State as an Employer of Women in the Weimar Republic," in State, Social Policy and 
Social Change in Germany 1880-1980, ed. W. R. Lee and Eve Rosenhaft, p. 79. 
155 Anton Kaes, Martin Jay and Edward Dimendberg ed., The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, p.81. 
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to move and bring married women back home did not cease its existence. 
The new women were also accused of escaping from the responsibility of bearing and 
rearing their children, which should be the primary female duty. This was obviously the 
standpoint of the religious groups or conservative population. Conservatives believed that 
large family should be the norm and bring blessings to the family. The nationalists were also 
inclined to such a view that the higher the fertility of women, the more powerful the country 
would be. When women devoted time and effort to their jobs, they definitely could not 
concentrate on their “primary female duty" as much as before. Therefore, the conservatives 
and the nationalists would request women to return to the private sphere. 
In spite of advocating women to be active in the public sphere, the communists did not 
break away from the traditional stereotype that women were housekeepers. In an issue of 
Rote Fahne published in 1920, the German communist party advised men to send their wives 
to the party meetings and asked these husbands to convince the women not to worry about the 
housework left u n f i n i s h e d ] 56 Even though these new women were declared emancipated, 
fulfilling civic duties and pursuing a career in public life, household work was still women's 
duty. When women's career in the public sphere was challenged, the conservatives found 
solutions in the traditional virtues by arguing that women's primary role was in the 
household. 
In China, resistance to accept new women was not so obvious, since the whole country 
was under the tide of the New Cultural Movement and May Fourth Movement. There was 
little doubt that the Confucian values, particularly those relating to women, posed obstacles 
for the country to modernize. The two major political parties: Guomindang (GMD) and the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) at first were rather liberal in accepting the voices of new 
women. However, in shaping new women, traces of old ideas were found from within. Wang 
156 Eric Weitz, Creating German Communism, J890-1990, p. 220. 
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Jiting, an author in the Funu Zhazhi, tried to differentiate two types of new women: one type 
was criticized for possessing limited knowledge and wearing fabulous clothes and then 
became self-centred, another type was praised for upholding morality, possessing modern 
knowledge and being physically strong. The latter type should be regarded as the typical New 
Woman. The former type of women should learn how to be loving mothers and perfect wives, 
embracing the ideology of being virtuous wives and good mothers (xianqi liangmu zhuyi 賢 
妻良母主義).i57 
Political parties in China also held traditional standards on what kind of women should 
be qualified as moral. In the years of northern expedition in the late 1920s，the two major 
political parties in China tended to link women to the nation's destiny. New morality of new 
women was modified to include responsibility for the nation. Those neglecting the benefit of 
the nation and only looking for their own good were also regarded as immoral women. 
From the above, it was clear that when new women became a hot topic nationwide, 
voices upholding the old traditions in both Germany and China still survived. Women's new 
roles in the public sphere were not enjoyed by everyone in the country, and new morality was 
not recognized universally. Instead, conservatives attacked the new culture as a “moral 
decay". New women were criticized for being drawn away from the family and becoming 
addicted to self-beautification and spending money for their own pleasure to satisfy their lust 
and desire, economically and sexually. The conservatives believed that this gave rise to 
profound crises in marriage and family. They worried that when the basic unit of a state was 
affected, society was likely to become unstable. 
Chapter conclusion 
157 Xu Huiqi 言午慧倚，"Nuola" zai Zhongguo: xinnibcing xingxiang de suzao ji qiyanhian, 1900s-1930s「娜泣」 
在中國：新女性形象的塑造及其演變，1900S-1930S ["Nora" in China: the shaping of new women's images], 
p.57. 
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To conclude, there were numerous discussions analysing women's new roles, images 
and ability in Weimar Germany and May Fourth China. In both countries, new values existed 
and clashed with the old after the birth of new political systems and challenges to the 
traditional images of women. It was a huge step forward from the first-wave feminist 
movement in the Century when only the middle-class women participated in shaping 
women's roles and raising the public awareness about women's ability. The 1920s concerned 
women in wider aspects, bringing changes in their roles, their education opportunities, their 
civil rights, and even injecting a new sense of social morality and standard of sexuality. To 
liberate women was to provide different choices to women instead of stereotyping them into a 
single monolithic mode. 
New women in both Germany and China had a very important common feature: their 
activities were no longer confined to the domestic sphere. Instead, they were allowed to play 
more diversified roles in the public world as politicians or professionals. With these positions 
acquired by women, they were no longer only kept in the private sphere serving the family. 
With women taking a more active role in society, their appearance and fashion became more 
visible. This explained why the new images of women could be seen almost everywhere. 
There were traces of similarities of new women in China and Germany because the 
1920s was universally seen as the era for the rise of new women worldwide. However, the 
reasons behind the birth of new women in the two countries were quite different. While in 
Germany new women emerged as a natural historical progressive development spontaneously 
taking place at the turn of the political power, the creation of the Chinese new women was 
rather consciously a distinctive split from Confucianism which was not seen as modern 
enough for the Republican age. 
Yet these new women did not completely replace the notion of "old women". New 
women were concentrated generally in the urban population, and among the younger 
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generation. The older generation of women still clung to the traditional viewpoints on the 
duties and roles of women in the past. There were many forms of new women. Sometimes, 
the old values intermingled with the new. The attack on new women continued throughout the 
1920s, and this only represented one of the many discourses on the new women phenomenon. 
The co-existence of the conservative voices was still significant because it proved that the 
1920s heard diversifying voices, including the new as well as the old. Many different types of 
new women instead of a universal type of New Woman thus emerged. 
As challenged by many historians, the 1920s seemed to be a period of liberation, 
but indeed the achievements of women's movement might not be completely satisfactory. In 
Germany, the guarantee of gender equality in the constitution remained very much a written 
promise only. In China, the fierce discussions on women's questions reached no further than 
the elite spheres. Yet the 1920s should still be celebrated for the breakthroughs it had made so 
far. The achievements attained by the women's movements in the Weimar period and the 
Republic of China should be assured, but the influence of new women was not strong enough 
to last long. The new women phenomenon could not extend to the next decade when political 
changes took place. 
In the decade to follow, both countries showed a tendency of “retreat” in these debates 
on women in response to the political atmosphere and gender-related political discourse in the 
public. The rise of the NSDAP and its complete takeover of power in Germany in 1933 
silenced all other discourses on women overnight. In China, the Nationalists and the 
Communists broke their alliance and turned into bitter enemies since 1927 with Chiang 
eventually secured control in the mainland in 1933. To counteract the CCP, the Nationalists 
developed their political as well as gender discourses on an opposite track against its enemies. 
Its nationalistic tone on women was practically a conservative one. The flourishing debates 
on women's roles came to an abrupt end. 
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Chapter 4 Women under NSDAP and GMD 
"The goal of female education must invariably be the 
future mother." 
-Adolf Hitler, Mein Kamp严 
“If women who are wives and mothers can firstly behave 
well and live an austere, clean and tidy life, as well as 
develop virtue in their personality, then they can support 
their husbands and educate their children. [Fellow women, 
you should] extend the virtue from yourselves to the 
family, and from the family to society. This is the easiest 
way to carry out the New Life Movement." 
-Xu Ruoping's speech in the New Life Movement丨亏今 
The NSDAP and the GMD secured one-party control in their respective countries in the 
early 1930s. The Nazis enjoyed resounding success in the elections of 1933, becoming the 
largest bloc in the Reichstag. President von Hindenberg appointed Adolf Hitler Chancellor, 
calling upon him to form a government. Through the Enabling Act on January, 1933, 
Hitler effectively killed the Weimar Republic and expanded his power as a Chancellor. In 
China, the first United Front formed by the GMD and the CCP to fight against the warlords 
for the unity in China was broken in 1927 when Chiang Kai-shek radically expelled the 
communists from the Nationalist Party. The break-up of the alliance benefited Chiang, who 
emerged as the dominant authority in the mainland in 1933. The CCP followed Mao Zedong 
on the Long March to safety in Yan'an, temporarily leaving the mainland to Chiang. Both 
Hitler and Chiang possessed power to control the central government, though Chiang's power 
was far less prevailing and consolidated than Hitler's. Still, in both cases, what emerged was 
a highly nationalistic, one-man dictatorship. 
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph Manheim, p.414. 
159 A speech by Xu Ruoping 徐若萍，in 例g/mo 新生活運動須矢口 [All about the New Life 
Movement], ed. Xinshenghuo congshu she 新生活叢書社，pp.319-320. 
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After securing domestic control, both leaders were busy preparing for a possible war. 
Hitler was demanding further Lebensraum for the superior Aryan race through military means. 
Chiang's power did not allow him to be as aggressive as Hitler, but China was very likely to 
face an invasion at the Chinese border by the Japanese. In both cases, the political rhetoric of 
the leaders elevated the importance of the nation prior everything else. Though Germany and 
China were preparing for war with different reasons, the former being offensive and the latter, 
defensive, gender became a vital dimension in formulating the propaganda discourses and 
designing the country's policies. When a nation is under domestic and external pressures, 
coercive means will be applied to control sexuality. • The nation did not exist for the good 
of citizens. Rather, the citizens existed to serve the nation. Different citizens served the nation 
in different ways, and sex emerged as a very important characteristic in defining the duties of 
different citizens. 
The nationalists in both Germany and China suggested what roles women could and 
should play in national crisis. They both agreed on the basic principle that women being 
home would most benefit the nation. During the war years, the German and Chinese 
nationalist parties still upheld the responsibility to protect women in the home sphere, be they 
in the form of a family home or in a broader sense, a national home front. 
However, the Nazi and Chinese discourses on women were not identical. The 
fundamental differences in terms of culture and political structure in Germany and China 
gave birth to differences on the viewpoints on women. The duty of mothers and women's 
ability were interpreted differently. Owing to the far less absolute power within the GMD 
state, there did not emerge a discourse on women as consolidated and systematic as in 
Germany. Within the Chinese state, there was still room for debate among the nationalist 
elites on whether women being sent back home or being mobilized would benefit the state 
160 Tamar Mayer ed., Gender Ironies of Nationalism: Sexing the Nation (London: Routledge, 2000), p.7. 
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most. While Hitler transformed the Nazi discourse on women effectively through laws and 
policies, Chiang could only spread this idea in the form of a social movement. 
In this chapter, the ‘‘sending women back home" discourses in Nazi Germany and 
Nationalist China will be compared and contrasted. They will be analysed in terms of the 
changes in the rhetoric when the country was facing threats. Different degrees of similarities 
and differences between the two countries will also be illustrated, though the “sending 
women back home" notion remained a key note throughout the period. 
Home and family 
Long before women acclaimed any position and title to the public sphere, their identities 
were known as wives, mothers, and daughters — those associated with and being called within 
a family only. Being a housewife was probably the only “career” women could pursue. It was 
usually understood as a virtuous job without financial rewards, implying that women could 
fh 
hardly support themselves financially. The early 20 Century enormously enlarged the sphere 
for women, but the nationalists in Germany and China both reminded their women that they 
should not forget their home. Some of them even suggested that women who stepped into the 
public sphere should be sent back home, staying in and sticking to the private sphere. 
Despite the many opportunities opened up to women during the Weimar period, the Nazi 
Party only valued women's identity as wives and mothers. What expectation did the Nazi 
state cast upon women? As early as the 1920s, Hitler outlined his vision for women in the 
future Nazi state, that “[t]he German girl is a subject and only becomes a citizen when she 
marries.,'161 In addition, “[e]very woman who as wife and mother devotes unconditionally all 
her energies to our people and fatherland is a citizen of the coming Third Reich."'^^ These 
161 Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph Manheim, p.441. 
162 Document 27, "Women against the Nazis, Germany, 1930s," in European Women: A Documentary History, 
1789-1945, ed. Eleanor S. Riemer and John C. Fout (New York: Schocken Books, 1980), p.llO. 
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statements implied that citizenship would only be granted to women after they married and 
had babies. In Western countries, men and women were recognized as citizens of the nation 
legally and theoretically, enjoying the basic civic rights and liberty by birth. However, in 
reality, women under the Nazi state needed to rely on the marriage institution to acquire 
citizenship with practical meaning and recognition. They only became citizens through their 
relationship with men. As a result, welfare policies were unlikely to concern single women 
because they were not yet "citizens". Civic rights and liberty would only be enjoyed by men 
and married women because they were the true German citizens. 
Being wives was only the first expectation the Nazi party held towards women. 
Ultimately these married women were expected to reproduce a healthy and racially superior 
race. When the Nazi state was established, Joseph Goebbels, the head of the Nazi Propaganda 
Department, spoke to the public in Berlin about the role of women as follows, 
The first, best, and most suitable place for the women is in the family, and her 
most glorious duty is to give children to her people and nation, children who 
can continue the line of generations and who guarantee the immortality of the 
nation... the best place for the woman to serve her people is in her marriage, 
in the family, in motherhood. 
According to the speech delivered by Goebbels, the most glorious task assigned to 
women was reproduction. Giving birth to children was important since the children would 
become the nations' new blood. Therefore, the glory came along for women's contribution to 
the nation as mothers. Goebbels further argued that the NSDAP was not discriminating 
against women by limiting their roles and preventing them from being emancipated. Instead, 
the German women always possessed a liberated mind and spirit! 64 and therefore she need 
163 Josephe Goebbels, "Deutsches Frauentum," Signale der neuen Zeit. 25 ausgewahlte Reden von Dr. Joseph 
Goebbels (Munich, Zentralverlag der NSDAP.，1934), pp. 118-126, from German Propaganda Achive, 
http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/aoeb55.htm’ browsed on 10th May, 2005. 
164 Ibid. 
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not look for any other forms of liberation or emancipation fought for by the feminists in 
earlier decades. Some Nazi leaders even suggested that feminist movement was initiated and 
suggested by the Jews. To the Nazis, bearing and raising children were magnificent tasks 
which women could take pride in. Jobs other than that related to be mothers and wives were 
highly discouraged, since this would distract women from serving the nation as mothers. In 
the Nazi discourse, women would be good citizens when they carried out their only duty -
maternity - for the fatherland. The women's children would become future Volksgenossen 
(national comrades) and mothers were the essential agents of the state�65 Thus, mothers were 
honoured because they performed the holy tasks of extending the nation's superiority. 
Even though the way for women to contribute to the national cause was very limited, the 
Nazis denied that they were discriminating against women. Quite the contrary, they claimed 
that women and men were equally important for the nation. Women were particularly 
important because they possessed the reproductive power. When the national aim was to 
increase the population and develop more offspring of the pure superior race, women became 
the key players in this task. Hitler's speech given to the National Socialist Women's 
Organization in 1934 might reveal the Nazi ideology more clearly. He said, 
That is the wonderful thing about nature and providence: no conflict between 
the two sexes is possible as long as each party fulfils the task assigned to them 
by nature... The German woman never needed to be emancipated in the really 
good times of German life. She possessed exactly the gifts that nature had 
perforce given her to manage and preserve, exactly as man in his good times 
never needed to fear that he would be forced out of his role in relation to 
woman... we perceive it as natural when these two worlds remain separate ... 
Both man and woman must therefore value and respect each other, when they 
165 J. Noakes and G. Pridham ed., State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 1919-1945 (Exeter: 
University of Exeter, 1984)，p.454. 
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see that each accomplishes the tasks that nature and providence have 
ordained. 166 
This speech delivered in 1934 revealed Hitler's ideology that nature determined 
women's duty. The Nazi leader believed firmly that this maternal duty was natural and inborn 
in female. If women were not staying in the sphere they were biologically assigned to, they 
were breaking the laws of nature. Hitler praised this natural order and adopted it without 
much intention to question or challenge it. On the other hand, this could also be interpreted as 
a persuasion, or a conviction, that if women wished to step into "men's" public sphere, they 
were not only violating the rules of nature, but also displeasing the Fuhrer and thus became 
social rebels. Strictly following the natural order, the Nazis explained why they kept women 
away from the parliamentary-democratic political system in the past: it was because the Nazis 
respected women too much and protected them from violating the laws of nature. Politics and 
military services were men's spheres in which women should not become involved. ^ ^^  
Women's biological feature became their destiny and they were ordained to stay at home. 
In China where nationalistic sentiments also overwhelmed the population in the interwar 
period, the nationalists sent women home just the same as the Germans. The Chinese 
nationalists believed that family was the most suitable place for women. Yin Ji (尹及)，an 
intellectual who often published his conservative ideas towards women in the magazines and 
newspapers and with nationalistic spirit, spoke in a highly similar tone to that of Goebbels. 
He wrote, 
The real position of women is in the "family", because it is where they can 
attain truly biological and permanent equality. Outside the "family", for 
166 Hitler's speech to the National Socialist Women's Organization, September 1934, in The Nazi Germany 
Sourcebook: an Anthology of Texts, comp. Roderick Stackelberg and Sally A. Winkle (London: Routledge, 
2002), p. 182. 
167 Joseph Goebbels, "Deutsches Frauentum," Signale der neuen Zeit. 25 ausgewahlte Re den von Dr. Joseph 
Goebbels (Munich, Zentralverlag der NSDAP., 1934), pp. 118-126, from German Propaganda Achive, 
http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa/goeb55.htm, browsed on 10th May, 2005. 
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example in the Parliament, the equality women acquired is only artificial and 
temporary. This may seem like turning the clock back, but I believe that it is 
the undeniable truth. Many women request for equality outside "family" by 
participating in government, being secretaries of women's youth clubs, 
lawyers and doctors, etc. It is because they do not fully make use of the 
resources in the family and see clearly where the equality lies. They think the 
moon on the other side is a better world. However, when they get there, they 
will know that the moon is cold and barren and much worse than here on 
earth! • 
Yin's writing supported women to stay at home to achieve eventual equality for women. 
Like the Nazis, Yin thought that having women in the Parliament and political world was not 
good for women. He did not mention in what ways women could gain equality by staying at 
home, but it was very obvious that he was against women who crossed over the border 
between the public and private sphere. He argued that the outside world was far worse than 
that at home, and so women should treasure the opportunity of staying at home. 
Even though Yin Ji was not a GMD official, his ideas constituted part of the nationalistic 
discourse of “sending women back home" in China. Unlike Germany where the nationalistic 
discourse was mainly formulated by the state officials, the nationalistic discourse on women 
in China was not only developed by the Chinese Nationalist Party leaders but also by the 
pro-nationalist intellectuals, including members in the Zhanguo ce Clique. Members 
belonging to this Clique such as Yin Ji were extremely nationalistic. They emphasized that 
the state was, for every citizen, in a superior position above everything else. They also 
developed a strong patriotic bond to live and die with the nation. They were also very faithful 
to the leader of the state. As a result, their writings revealed a similar tone to that of the 
168 Yin Ji 尹及,"Tan funu,"談婦女 [Talk ing about Women], in Nuquan lunbian 女權論辯 [ a debate on 
women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 慕紺弩（N.P.: Baihung shudien, 1942), p.9. 
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Nationalist Party. In addition, this Clique was deeply influenced by German philosophers 
such as Nietzsche and Schopenhauer. Certain members in this group favoured fascism. The 
inclination towards the national socialist ideas made their thoughts not only similar to that of 
the nationalists in China but also to that in Germany. Even though the Clique was not an 
official GMD group, their ideology resembled that of the central government. ^^ ^ These 
intellectuals were enthusiastic in debating the issues under the influence of nationalism, and 
their consideration was in favour to the nation. They were active in publishing and 
publicizing their ideas, contributing to the development of the nationalistic discourse towards 
women along with the GMD officials who tried to spread this idea through the New Life 
Movement. 
Together with Yin, some other pro-nationalist elites and intellectuals also joined the 
debate on women and developed conservative discourse towards women in China. These 
elites opened fierce debate within the intellectual world on the question whether women 
should be sent back home after taking jobs in the public sphere. Shen Congwen, a 
well-known professor and writer of the time, was renowned for supporting the notion that 
women should be sent back home wherein previously they had been confined. Shen defined 
gender equality as the sharing of rights of knowledge, power and social ranking between men 
and w o m e n ] 7 G Biologically male and female did have some differences, but the differences 
alone implied no discrimination.！？丨 The notion of "being different but equally important" 
was fairly similar to the Nazi understanding of the gender division of labour. Since women 
were "fighting" for sharing the basic civil rights with men and the nature of fighting was not 
easy to deal with, Shen did not hold a supportive view towards such form of emancipation of 
169 For further background of the Zhanguo ce Clique, please refer to Jiang Pei 江？市，Zhanguo ce pai sichao 
yanjiu 戰國策、派,思掉月硏究[a study on the thought of the Zhanguo ce Clique], pp. 11-38. 
170 Shen Congwen 沈從文，“Tan jiating,” 談家庭[Talking about Family], in T V " 例 “ “ 女 權 論 辯 [ a 
debate on women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 慕紺弩，p.13. 
171 Shen Congwen 沈從文’ "Nannii pingdeng,"男女平等[equali ty of men and women], in Niiquan lunbian 
女權論辯 [ a debate on women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 慕組弩 ,p.21. 
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women. In other words, women should not be called to be emancipated but rather, they 
should live a good life in the home sphere. He suggested that by making use of "home", the 
gender turmoil so far stirred up since the May Fourth period would be settled. When women 
were placed back in a family, no problem of gender inequality would appear, because, like the 
Nazis suggested, the home could provide women with the power they should have. So long as 
a family remained healthy, there was no reason for women to walk away from home and find 
a position in the community alongside with men. According to Shen, women demanding a 
role outside the family (that is, besides being daughters, mothers, or wives) were against 
1 H   
men. Therefore，before women were satisfied with their roles as wives and mothers, men 
should become more understanding to convince women to respect motherhood which was 
overlooked by most women. ^ ^^  All in all, Shen shared similar ideas with the Nazis in pushing 
women behind the doors of a comfortable home. Gender division of labour, in which men are 
stationed in the public and women are confined themselves to their home (or more 
specifically in the kitchen), would build a perfect society. Individual's needs were 
subordinated to social stability, particularly under the influence of nationalism. The 
cooperation of men and women under this formula was, as defined by Shen and other Nazi 
officials, much more constructive to the well-being of the nation, particularly when the state 
was under threat and preparing for war. 
The Nazis also believed that men and women belonged to different spheres. Nazi 
ideologies and practices showed that the sex-segregated feature was quite common. Youth 
organizations were established separately for boys and girls: Hitler Youth {Hitler Jugend, HJ) 
for young men and League of German Girls {Bund deutscher MMel, BdM) for young women. 
Despite the advocacy on the segregation of sex, men and women should cooperate with each 
172 Shen Congwen 沈從文 ,"Tan jiating，” 談家庭[talking about Family]，in 女權論辯 [ a 
debate on women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 聶紺弩,p.13. 
173 Ibid., p. 14. 
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other as suggested below: 
We therefore incorporated woman into the battle of the community of people 
just as how nature and destiny determine it. As our women's movement, in 
our view, is not something with the agenda to oppose the man, but rather, it 
has the agenda to fight together with the man. Through the joint battle, we 
reinforced the new national socialistic people's community, and we receive 
millions of women who are most faithful, fervent fighters, who do not focus 
on the rights that a Jewish intellectual movement would fight for, but rather, 
on duties that nature imposes upon the nation with responsibility, as nature 
imposes on the female population.' 74 
It was clear that German women should fulfill their duties as defined by nature. Men and 
women, though belonging to separate spheres and worlds, were asked to cooperate instead of 
fighting each other as had been suggested by the feminists previously. Nazi leaders argued 
that “valuable” women and "valuable" men were of equal worth, or in other words, they were 
gleichwertig aber nicht gleichartig (equivalent but different). ^ ^^  
The previous comparison of the rhetoric on women between the Nazis and the 
Nationalist Chinese showed their similar understanding that home was the perfect sphere for 
women and sex-segregated society was beneficial to the nation. As evidence of further 
similarity of the "sending women back home" discourse between Nazi Germany and 
nationalist China, specific Nazi doctrine of the 3K was also incorporated in China. 
Nationalistic elites borrowed the notion of 3K: Kinder, Kuche, and Kirche for the Chinese. 
Yin Ji mentioned that: 
174 Document 256, "Hitlers Riickblick auf die Frauenpolitik der NSDAP vor 1933 in seiner Rede auf der 
Frauentagung wahrend des Reichsparteitages der NSDAP in Numberg am 8. September 1934," in 
Nationalsozialistische Frauenpolitik vor 1933 Dokumentation, ed. Hans-Jurgen Arendt, Sabine Heringand 
Leonie Wagner (Frankfurt am Main: dipa-Verl.，1995), p.299. 
175 Jill Stephenson, Women in Nazi Germany, p.19. 
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In a larger political context, the true position of women is also in the 
“family,，... Where does the force come from? The first is man-force, the 
second is the military-force and the third is the economic force. But man-force 
is the most fundamental one. The 3K doctrine of women {Kirch [Kirche]— 
church, Kurhe [Kiiche] — kitchen, Kindei [Kinder] - children) is another 
version of "virtuous wives and good mothers，’」76 
Yin was quite influenced by the Nazi model of women. He even related the similarity 
between China's “xianqi licmgmu’, type of ideal women to the 3K ideal type. 3K was an 
old-fashioned, conservative understanding of what women should be, and becoming “xianqi 
liangmu” was the traditional guidance for a perfect Chinese woman. A linkage was 
established between the 3K doctrine and the “xianqi liangmu” guidance by Yin and the 
perfect German and Chinese women became never so similar. 
The fundamental tone towards women by the nationalists between China and Germany 
was conservative, yet the focus of duty was quite different. The Nazis placed motherhood as 
the most important task and assumed women to be reproductive, while the Chinese 
nationalists assumed women to be good housekeepers who indirectly brought order to society. 
The tasks advocated by these nationalists were both family-oriented, but the focus on 
women's duty within the family was rather different. 
Nazi leaders believed that women as fertile mothers were natural to the world. Hitler 
was one of the representatives holding this viewpoint: 
The woman also has her battlefield. With each child she gives birth to the 
nation and the world, she fights her battle for the nation. The man steps in for 
the nation as the woman steps in for the family. Equality of the woman exists 
when she receives appreciation in those areas of life that is imposed on her by 
176 Yin Ji 尹及,“Tan funii,” 談婦女 [ ta lk ing about Women], in Nuquan lunbian 女權論辯 [ a debate on 
women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 聶糸甘弯,pp.9-10. 
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nature. 177 
The above excerpt expressed that men and women had their own worlds. In their own 
worlds they should fight their own battles. These battles clearly divided men and women 
between the private and public spheres. This sex-segregated division was once again 
rationalized as a law of nature. Women, especially those who were tempted by the feminist 
ideas, should go back to the family. The outside world was a man's world. "What the man 
gives with courage on the battlefield, the woman gives with eternal self-sacrifice, eternal pain 
and suffering. Every child that a woman brings into the world is a battle, a battle waged for 
1 - T O 
the existence of her people." Women's motherhood was most celebrated and considered as 
important. 
National Socialists believed that women's battle should be in the family to bear children. 
This implied that they wished to control women's body. The breeding of the next generation 
was related to the future of the nation, and thus women's achievement in having children 
topped that of a successful career. Hitler once made a comparison between "a woman lawyer 
achieving great things" and “a mother of five, six, seven children，，. He would comment, 
“from the point of view of the eternal benefit to our people, the woman who has borne and 
brought up children and who has therefore given our nation life in the future, has achieved 
more and done more!"^^^ Once again this gave evidence to the contempt and dismay of Nazis 
towards women's achievement in the public sphere, and in contrast, fertile women would 
receive every Nazi's respect. 
Hitler also expressed that instead of dying as an old maid, it was better for women to 
have a child. He once said, "Nature wants a woman to be fertile. Many women go slightly off 
177 Adolf Hitler, "Worte des Fuhrers an die deutschen Frauen," in Den deutschen Frauen: Frauenkongrefi 
Reichsparteitag Nurnberg 1935, ed. Deutschen Frauenwerk (Leipzig: publisher unknown, 1935), p.3. 
178 Document 326, Frankfurter Zeitung 9. ix. 1934, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 
1919-1945. J. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.449. 
179 Document 1, Hitler and Women, Bundesarchiv, NSD17/RAK, October, 1936, "Der Fuhrer Adolf Hitler Uber 
die Aufgaben der deutschen Frau,，’，in Jill Stephenson, Women in Nazi Germany, p. 141. 
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their heads when they don't bear children. Everybody says, of a childless woman: ‘What a 
1 on 
hysterical creature!,，’ Obviously Hitler favoured motherhood above everything and 
illegitimate child might also be accepted as long as the child was racially pure. He showed his 
distaste of unproductive women. Here revealed his misogyny except towards mothers. Hitler 
and Bormann also supported the introduction of the so-called Volksnotehe (national 
emergency marriage), which permitted racially and physically healthy front-line soldiers to 
• 1 0 1 ^ 
practice polygamy. The traditional practice of polygamy allowed men to have more than 
one wife and it was the legacy of patriarchal families where men could have wives and 
concubines at the same time. As a result of polygamy, more healthy babies could be 
reproduced within a shorter period of time. This was the ultimate goal in the Nazi state. Big 
families became role models of the country since nuclear families became the trend and the 
birthrate per family shrank. The Nazi regime obviously was guided by the goal of having a 
large population size, and they set the minimum number of children per family of a good and 
sound marriage to be four] 82 The legacy of polygamy and illegitimate children which might 
bring social instability and demoralization did not bother the state much, as long as more pure 
blooded children were reproduced. Nazi's racist nationalism urged women to be fertile and 
this is the greatest favour they could do for the state. 
Meanwhile, the Chinese emphasis on women's role at home was different from the 
Nazi's. Li Jingzhai, a GMD official, specified that the responsibility of governing the family 
rested solely upon women since it was the practice from time immemorial. In a speech 
delivered in 1934 in Zhenjiang Chongshi Girls' Secondary School (鎮江崇實女子中學） 
Cameron and R. H. Stevens ed., Hitler ’s Table Talk, 1941-1944: His Private Conversations (New York: 
Enigma Books, 2000), p.92. 
181 J. Noakes and G. Pridham ed., The German Home Front in World War II, vol.4 of Nazism 1919-1945, 
(Exeter: University of Exeter, 1998), p.374. 
182 This ideal family size at a minimum number was suggested by Heinrich Himmler in the founding of the 
organization "Lebensbom e.V.,” 13 September 1936, published in Office of the US Chief of Counsel for 
Prosecution of Axis Criminality, Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression, Vol. V (Washington DC: US Government 
Printing Office, 1946), pp. 465-6 [Doc. 2825-PS], in The Nazi Germany Sourcebook: an Anthology of Texts, 
comp. Roderick Stackelberg and Sally A. Winkle, p.200. 
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during the New Life Movement, he said, 
...However, the responsibility of putting family in order is definitely not what 
men can bear. There is a common saying, “man takes care of the outside world, 
and woman, the inside". Women should do the housekeeping. Women's 
movements in society now are not true women's movements. These are just 
learning-from-men activities. They see what kind of rights men have, and they 
also demand the same rights. They see men go outside, and they also want to 
go outside for the whole day. Women's movements therefore become 
learning-from-men activities. They do not understand [that] the principle of 
governing the household (qijia zhi dao 齊家之道)[is important]... 
If women can emphasize the traditional four virtues, they can handle all 
family affairs perfectly, not to mention the task of cleaning, serving guests, 
cooking and making household goods, decorating the house, planting flowers 
and trees and doing every trifling affair. They can do everything well and thus 
govern the household well. If every Chinese family is tidy and clean, our 
country can be strong and our nation can be healthy naturally. 
Li was displeased with the feminist movement in society as the Nazis did. To him, 
feminist activities encouraged women to imitate men to scramble for power in men's spheres. 
Women who could not understand the importance of their duties at home were attracted by 
the feminists to leave their family and fight for other rights. Instead, they should defend their 
sphere which they were supposed to stay in. While the Nazis were unhappy and accused the 
Jews of initiating women's and feminist movements, the nationalists in China were also 
discontented with these activities. Although not explicitly specified, it could be assumed that 
I83 Li Jingzhai 李敬齋,“Xinshenghuo yundong zhong flinu yinyou de renshi,”新生活運動中婦女應有的認識 
[the basic knowledge women should know about in the New Life Movement], in Xinshenghuo yundong xuzhi 新 
生活運動須矢口 [All about the New Life Movement], ed. Xinshenghuo congshu she 新生活叢書/社，p. 118. 
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the idea of women imitating men was similar to the Communist ideology of women. The 
Communists, the biggest enemy to the GMD, believed that both men and women should be 
equal in kind and equal in rights, and therefore both women and men could take up the same 
responsibilities. The GMD ‘‘sending women back home" notion was attractive in allowing 
women to lead a relatively comfortable life and it was hoped that women would support the 
Nationalist Party instead of the Communists. Yet there was one major difference between the 
ideas of Nazi Germany and Nationalist China. Hitler encouraged women to become mothers 
and thus emphasized on women's duty in child-bearing. However, in China, emphasis was 
put on mother's duty on homemaking. 
Though both National Socialist Germany and Nationalist China sent women back home, 
the tasks assigned to women to help in the national cause were quite different. It was related 
to the practical needs of the countries respectively. Because of the crisis of low birth rates and 
the state's need to boost population, motherhood was much more emphasized by the Germans. 
Meanwhile in China where birth rate was not a troubling issue and the New Life Movement 
was looking for a neat and tidy family and eventually aimed at a neat and tidy nation with 
order and discipline, women's tasks as housewives and home caterers were relatively more 
important than women's role as the child bearers. If the Chinese women would keep the 
family in order as the basic requirement of their national duty, then the country would be 
strong and healthy. This would be easier to achieve the goals in the New Life Movement to 
strengthen and modernize China. 
In addition to the difference in women's major tasks, there were also differences in the 
ways to carry out the "sending women back home" ideology in the two states. Germany made 
use of the legal and welfare systems to urge women to stay home, while China transformed 
the conservative ideas through the nationwide New Life Movement. 
To facilitate the motherhood expectations, laws and welfare policies were designed in 
- 9 0 -
Nazi Germany. For example, in 1933, the marriage loan scheme was introduced. German 
citizens would receive a loan for marriage, provided that the bride who had worked in 
full-time employment for at least six months prior marriage was willing to give up her job 
upon marriage. The future wife should also pledge not to take up employment so long as her 
future husband received a monthly income of more than 125 Reichsmarks before the loan 
• 184 • 
was paid off. The interest-free loan summed up to about four or five months' wages for 
most factory workers, and the repayment was long and expanded to one per cent per 
185 • 
month. The marriage loan reminded people of the old idea of treating marriage as a way to 
provide meal ticket to women who could then readily resign for their jobs before marriage. 
This welfare benefit was only one of the many strategies to tempt women to stay at 
home as full-time mothers in Nazi Germany. There were other subsidies and rewards to 
attract women back home to have children. Families of blue- and white-collar workers with 
income less than 185 Reichsmarks per month would receive ten marks every month for the 
1 o^ 
fifth and every subsequent child. In October 1934 the income tax allowances for every 
dependent child were roughly doubled, and voluntary payments by employers to women 
workers on marriage were freed from tax (again, provided that the recipient gave up her 
1 an 
job). In the same year, Honour Cards for mothers of large families were introduced. There 
were medals awarding fertile mothers: bronze medal to mothers of four, silver to mothers of 
six, and gold for eight children or more. The inscription of the cross delivered to these 
I Q Q • • 
mothers wrote, “The child ennobles the Mother." Divorce criterion was revised and either 
party could divorce the other with the newly introduced reason that the other party is 
184 Document 327, RGBl. I (1933) pp.326-7, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 
1919-1945, ed. J. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.451. 
185 Tim Mason, Fascism and the Working Class, p.162. 
186 Ibid., p. 165. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Document 327, RGBl. I (1933) pp.326-7, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 
1919-1945, ed. J. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.451. 
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infertile�89 All these policies and welfare schemes aimed at encouraging higher birth rates 
and discouraging the giving up of babies. 
While the Nazis encouraged marriage in the hope of having more children from married 
couples, there were some negative measures to prevent reproduction if the parents-to-be were 
racially or physically unhealthy. Sterilization Law came into effect on January, 1934 and 
those deemed "eugenically unhealthy" population were forbidden to r e p r o d u c e . • This 
measure showed that in the Third Reich, despite the goal of requesting women for more 
babies, there was a racial dimension ruling out the possibilities of an increased birth rate of 
people of inferior races. 
In China, the role of women as mothers was also elevated in importance by the 
Guomindang, but it differed from the Third Reich in that it implemented its ideologies on 
women in the form of a social movement. The difference in the method to convey the 
nationalistic rhetoric could be due to the difference in the forces of power between the 
German and the Chinese nationalist parties. While the Nazi was dominant all over Germany 
and the delivery of laws and policies was relatively easy and effective, the GMD held far less 
centralized power and could only carry out the conservative message via a social movement. 
Owing to the difference in their ability to enforce its gender policies, different methods were 
adopted by the Nazis and the GMD. Despite the May Fourth Movement which urged women 
to emancipate themselves and adopted the model of new, modern women, the Chinese 
nationalists reversed the rhetoric and asked women to go back home as eagerly as the Nazis 
did. This “sending women back home" discourse constituted a significant part in the New 
Life Movement. 
To obtain a “new life", the population should return to the old for standard and guidance, 
189 Document 341, RGBl. I (1938), p.807, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 
1919-1945, ed. J. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.468. 
190 Gisela Bock, "Racism and Sexism in Nazi Germany: Motherhood, Compulsory Sterilization, and the State," 
in When Biology Became Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi Germany, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Atina 
Grossmann, and Marion Kaplan, p.279. 
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and women should lead the "new life" according to the traditional Confucian values. The 
GMD aimed at attracting women to commit their lives to the nation by persuading them 
through a social movement. The nature of this movement was to persuade the population to 
return to the old Chinese values and lives in order to lead a new life. Since the emergence of 
new women in the May Fourth period was a huge challenge to the old values, gender became 
an important issue for debate in the New Life Movement. Traditional conservative morality 
was revived and aimed at replacing the immoral newness of the 1920s. 
At the beginning of the Movement, Chen Guofu of Guomindang made no hesitation in 
emphasizing the roles women could take up for the nation as housekeepers as well as the 
educators of the future generation, 
It could be observed that primary school pupils are easier to train. They are 
also the most important group of people to be trained... Beginning from the 
primary school pupils, indirectly they can teach their mothers in the future. If 
the trained mothers have children of their own, they can also teach what they 
know to the next generation once their children can talk. In this way, the New 
Life Movement can become popularized and effective.'^' 
The training of the future generation rested on the shoulders of mothers, and in a broader 
sense, women. Without the possibility to foresee the future of these young pupils, the party 
already revealed its wish for the young girls to be educated and then assigned the duty to 
teach their next generation when they grew up. Like their German counterparts, the Chinese 
nationalists believed that women's position should be related to home and the family instead 
of the public sphere. The Chinese did not openly accuse women who did not pay attention to 
the home sphere of being against the law of nature, but insisted that women's position should 
191 Chen Guofu 陳果夫，"Xiwang xiaoxue jiaoshi zhidao ertung shixing xinshenghuo,“希望 /J�學教師指導兒 
童實行新生活 [The wish on primary school teachers to guide the children in carrying out the New Life 
Movement], in Xinshenghuo yundong xiizhi 新生活運動須知[All about the New Life Movement], ed. 
Xinshenghuo congshu she 新生活叢書社 ,p.79. 
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be, according to the ideal social division of labour, at home. Women should be responsible for 
raising and training children. Motherhood was indispensable and sacred, because they would 
directly affect the future of the nation. Yet the emphasis was quite different from the National 
Socialists whose concern was women's reproductive duty to increase the nation's manpower. 
But the Chinese Nationalists were concerned more about the duty of mothers to teach and 
train the children to become good citizens and nationals. 
Apart from the different means to advocate the patriarchal notion, another apparent 
difference was the racist element embedded in the attitude towards women in Germany which 
did not take place in China. Since China was less influenced by Darwinism, Social 
Darwinism, as well as the movements devoted to eugenics and racial hygiene that originated 
and gained influence in the West, all races on the vast Chinese mainland were defined as 
Chinese so long as they accepted the Chinese culture. The other races besides the Han people 
were also Chinese if they appreciated and submitted their own beliefs in front of the Chinese 
values, which broadly equated to the Confucian values. 
In the case of Germany, however, Nazi propaganda was directed to women in general, 
but the real lives and experiences of women under Nazism differed according to their race, 
1 Q， 
class, religion, political background and gender. Gisela Bock argues that all women under 
Nazism were involved in both racism and sexism, but they shared different experiences.'^^ 
Aryan women should not undergo sterilization if their husbands were of the same race, which 
was a form of state control of procreation due to their s e x �9 4 Meanwhile women of the 
non-Aryan race, most obviously the Jews and the Slavs, were forced to terminate their foetus 
192 Adelheid von Saldem, "Victims or Perpetrators? Controversies about the Role of Women in the Nazi State," 
in The Third Reich: the Essential Readings, ed. Christian Leitz (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1999)，p.226. 
193 Gisela Bock, "Racism and Sexism in Nazi Germany: Motherhood, Compulsory Sterilization, and the State," 
in When Biology Became Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi Germany, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Atina 
Grossmann and Marion Kaplan, p.288. 
194 Gisela Bock, "Equality and Difference in National Socialist Racism," in Feminism and History, ed. Joan 
Scott (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), p.273. 
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so as not to contaminate the racial purity in G e r m a n y . H e i n r i c h Himmler urged the SS to 
encourage their wives to have more children of “good blood". Becoming the mothers of these 
soldiers' children meant serving a "sacred duty" for the nation. ^ ^^  Several laws were passed 
to effectively distinguish the race of the citizen in the Third Reich, including the “Blood 
Protection Law”，“Reich Citizenship Law” and "Marriage Health Law". Selective 
breeding was an important emphasis for the Nazis. But in China, the emphasis on the purity 
of blood was seldom discussed and did not become a trademark of women's experience of the 
time. 
The racist element in the national policies of the Nazi state was nothing new in the 
inter-war period. It was derived from the scientific study on eugenics and Social Darwinism. 
In the 19 Century, there was the popular belief among the Western world that the human 
race could be improved through genetic means after Galton published his study on hereditary 
1 Q O 
health care. At the same time, social Darwinism provided a persuasive theoretical basis to 
legitimize national expansion in the age of imperialism. According to Darwin, the fittest 
animals and plants would survive since these species demonstrated high adaptability and 
were capable of reproduction even in a relatively disadvantaged environment. The weak 
would naturally be eliminated and only the strong would survive with their ability to further 
reproduce their species. ^ ^^  Some expanded the application of these ideas to the human world, 
arguing that only the fittest race would survive. To assure survival, they argued, there should 
be no interbreeding to contaminate racial purity. Hitler was not the only leader in Europe to 
be persuaded by this logic of thinking. However, his Third Reich was the first state in history 
195 Ibid., p.275. 
196 Roderick Stackelberg and Sally A. Winkle ed., The Nazi Germany Sourcebook: an Anthology of Texts, p.201. 
197 Gabriele Czamowski, '"The Value of Marriage for the Volksgememschaft': Policies towards Women and 
Marriage under National Socialism, “ in Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany: Comparisons and Contrasts (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1996)，p. 101. 
198 Michael Burleigh and Wolfgang Wippermann, The Racial State: Germany 1933-1945 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991), p.29. 
199 Ibid. 
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which coined racism in its policies and practices严 Hitler disapproved of the new morality 
that emerged in the 1920s, and chose to return to the “traditions,，developed recently in the 
th th 
18 and 19 Century when racial hygiene was emphasized and women's fertility was guided 
by social Darwinism. 
In China, the discourse on women advocated their return to a much older time in history. 
In Li's speech quoted previously, his concept of the wealth of the nation began with 
governing the family (i.e. qijia 齊家).This was one of the many Confucian values being 
treasured and revived in the New Life Movement. The Chinese nationalists urged women to 
return to a rather ancient past, to the Confucian tradition. The old principle of “", yi, lien and 
c h r definitely had a more ancient source than racism in Germany. While the Nazis also asked 
women to return to the past, it was quite a recent past in the age of imperialism. In China, 
women were urged to look back to a much ancient tradition as the guiding principle. 
To sum up, the nationalistic discourses on women in both the NSDAP and the GMD 
urged them to stay at home. They both believed that home was the best place for women and 
women should fulfil the natural, biologically destined duty. This was not only for women's 
own good; it was the best way to save the nation. Now under a strong nationalistic sentiment 
and the threat of war in the 1930s, the common good held a much higher priority than 
self-interest. Owing to different national contexts, the NSDAP and the GMD adopted 
different means and took different forms in their “sending women back home" discourse. The 
NSDAP, while securing a more absolute power, could make use of this advantage to deliver 
laws and policies to preach this idea. In China, a social movement was adopted instead. Also 
because of the obsessive belief in racial hygiene, the Nazis had a racist dimension in their 
treatment of women. This dimension was absent in China's case. Instead, the GMD used 
• Ibid.,p.23. 
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traditional Confucius ideas to back up their gender ideologies which counteracted socialist 
feminism upheld by the Communists. 
Again, even though both nationalist parties agreed that women should stay home, the 
Chinese were less strict in preventing women from working in the public sphere. It was due 
to the national call for women to participate in the modernization task and to prepare for 
defence against the Japanese. In Germany, the Nazi discourse on women was more restrictive 
and women were limited to the role of mother only. The national socialists did not just send 
women back home. They requested women to stay in the sweet home as a refuge from the 
public world. 
Employment 
The perfect match between women and home was justified by the nationalists' rhetoric, 
and in practice, both the Nazi and the GMD sent women back home especially when the 
states were facing the unemployment problem. However, the labour market and the morale of 
the population also influenced the nationalists' formulation of the ideal engendered world. It 
was the Nazis who cherished motherhood most, and they were more stubborn in insisting that 
women should not be visible in the labour market. Sometimes, contradictory policies of 
"sending women back home" were carried out as a compromise to solve the problems such as 
the shortage of labour. In China, the rhetoric on Chinese women's roles in pre-war and war 
times was more consistent, since within the New Life Movement the rhetoric on women 
already consisted of ambiguities when women were asked to take up the burden at home as 
well as in the labour market. So long as the women possessed such ability, they could make 
contribution to the nation in both ways. Whatever the attitude and policies, the ultimate aim 
was for the benefit of the nation but not for personal gain. For one thing, women being sent 
back home or being invited to take part in the labour market could not act freely according to 
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their own decision and should listen to national calls for dismissal or recruitment. 
In Germany, the question of sending women back home began before Hitler took 
absolute power. The Bruning government introduced a law in May 1932 that married women 
in the civil service team might be dismissed if their financial status was secured and likely to 
• • 2 0 1 
be maintained. In other words, the government held the attitude that women under the 
marriage institution would rely on and be protected by the husband financially. The law was a 
response to the high unemployment rate throughout the nation due to the Great Depression. 
Married women were thought to be the least urgently in need of receiving a salary. 
When the Nazis came to power, further restrictions were established in forcing women 
to return to the home sphere and give up the job opportunities to other "needy" people, 
mainly referring to the unemployed male population. An official decree was issued in April, 
1933, that “[m]anagement is to see to it that all married women employees ask for their 
discharge. If they do not comply voluntarily, the employer is free to dismiss them upon 
ascertaining that they are economically protected some other way." In October, 1933, 
Wilhelm Frick, the Minister of the Interior, issued an official guideline for the employment of 
female civil servants and teachers: 
...I consider it fundamentally right that, in the event of males and females 
being equally qualified for employment in the public service, the male 
applicant should be given preference. On the other hand, I must point out that 
in certain fields, namely in the sphere of youth welfare and the care of youth, 
also to some extent in that of tuition, the needs of the service require the 
employment of female labour as civil servants and as employees... married 
female civil servants and teachers who according to the Law on the Legal 
201 Document 338 RGBl. I (1937), p.24, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 1919-1945, 
ed. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.465. 
202 Document 27, "Women against the Nazis, Germany, 1930s," in European Women: A Documentary History, 
1789-1945, ed. Eleanor S. Riemer and John C. Fout, p . l l2 . 
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Status of Female Civil Servants of 30 May 1932 in the form set out on 30 June 
1933, can be discharged only if their economic maintenance seems 
permanently secured... 
Upon explaining that women civil servants who apparently had a permanent life-long 
partner to support their living, Frick also made it clear that it was the men who were more 
suitable for most civil service positions than women. If male and female applicants for the 
civil service position showed similar strength, Frick believed that in general, it was more 
reasonable for the men to qualify. This decision was deeply related to the notion that men 
were the real breadwinners of the family and women's need of jobs was merely a bonus. The 
ability of women in managing civil service was also challenged since men were believed to 
be the better performers in the same job with the same qualification. 
Civil service was not the only example which the National Socialists showed prejudice 
in respect to gender. Hitler also strongly opposed women becoming judges and lawyers. "He 
[The Fiihrer] has decided that women... trained in law can therefore be employed only in the 
public service.’，2a4 It meant that women could only provide legal advice or carry out legal 
procedures, but they were not allowed to serve in the court to decide on people's guilty or 
innocence. Hitler himself also expressed, "Numerous examples taken from history prove that 
woman — however intelligent she may be — is not capable of dissociating reason from feeling, 
nc • • • 
in matters of a political nature." Therefore, in the first place, the Nazis did not encourage 
women to take up a job at all. If women really desperately required a job to assist the family 
income, they could only serve in very limited aspects. Certain fields were out of the question 
for women to participate in, such as careers involving a lot of rational thinking and 
decision-making, or the political arena, since these jobs did not correspond to the nature of 
203 Document 339，BAK R 43 11/427, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 1919-1945, 
ed. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.466. 
204 Document 340, U. von Gersdorff, Frauen im Kriegsdienst 1914-1945 (Stuttgart 1969), p.292, in State, 
Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 1919-1945, ed. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.466. 
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women's work at home. 
Behind the unwillingness to allow women to work lay the conservative perception that it 
was men who earned money to support the family. Therefore, the notion of Doppelverdiener 
(double earner) was not welcomed by the German nationalists. The double salary earner, 
which means that woman was the second person to receive a salary within the family, was 
harming the nation, because, according to the Nazi ideology, these women were stealing jobs 
from the unemployed husbands of other families. These female wage earners faced hostility 
ever since the Weimar period.^^^ Some employers and authorities wished to demonstrate 
their loyalty to the new regime and thus discharged the married female employees.^^^ It was 
argued that the question of Doppelverdiener was largely solved in the late Weimar period 
when the Great Depression automatically eliminated a huge female population from the 
labour market. However, the double earners were never welcomed back to the labour market 
in the Third Reich. 
Since becoming mothers was the highest priority among all other matters for women, the 
Aryan women should return and stay at home and the working world should be the man's 
sphere. However, when pressure of a labour shortage arrived, contradictory policies were 
carried out in contrast to the "motherhood above everything" discourse. Labour Service for 
men became compulsory from June 1935, and the women's special branch of Labour Service 
still allowed women to join the working population on a voluntary basis until the outbreak of 
war. The year 1938 was known as Pflichtjahr (the Year of Duty). It declared that single 
women under the age of twenty-five who sought a career in the textile, clothing, or tobacco 
industries should serve one year in the domestic service or on the farms in advance.^^^ This 
206 J i l l Stephenson, Women in Nazi Germany, p.51. 
207 J i l l Stephenson, Women in Nazi Society (New York: Barnes & Nobles, 1975), p.88. 
208 J i l l Stephenson, "Women's Labor Service in Nazi Germany," in Central European History, Sept. 1982, vol. 
15 Issue 3，p.246. 
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was an attempt to control women's occupational choices. It was also a contradiction which 
changed its tone form encouraging women to stay at home to skilfully inviting women's 
contribution in the public sphere. Yet the jobs they were invited to take were nurturing and 
caring by nature. This matched with the female nature and created no competition with men. 
The Nazi women were still confined in the private sphere, in the textile and farm domains. 
The discourse on women in China had a higher degree of flexibility than that in 
Germany. Women's identity was first and foremost important as wives and mothers in both 
nationalist China and Nazi Germany, but the GMD was also eager to manipulate the female 
population and their labour force. Women in China were recognized by both their identity as 
wives or mothers in relation to the private sphere, as well as their identity as woman citizens 
and nationals in relation to the public sphere. Dominant public rhetoric pushed women back 
home to take up major duties as housekeepers, but at the same time other rhetoric urged 
women to be active in the public sphere for the realization of China's modernization project. 
For some Chinese nationalistic elites and officials, the issue of women seeking 
employment was perceived rather negatively or disapprovingly. In the debate about women's 
power, there were the following writings published in the Women s Magazine and 
contemporary newspapers, 
Women nowadays are not happy about their family. They must run away from 
the kitchen, leave home, and play a role in the public, step into the factories... 
They cry loudly that they should fight the war and build the nation. They 
desire to share the duty with men, to learn and fight along with men. They 
even self-proclaim that they belong to the cadre. How dare they! This was 
disgusting!... And it is even ridiculous when they got married and become 
mothers of their children.... If women still do not understand how to be 
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contented, and correct from the bad in the past by going back home to be 
daughters and wives, xianqi liangmu, it is sinful and foolish... If women now 
do not work hard in the private sphere but busy themselves to take care of the 
public world, this is against the teaching from the past and even violates the 
spirit of the establishment of the country.^ 
“Being back home" was regarded by women as a restraint. Then, should this 
[taking care of the household] be men's mission? Basically, we ought to serve 
others in our lives. [Serving the] family is a kind of service too. It is different 
1 1 
[from a career] only in the scope and in the approach. 
The above excerpts publicly condemned women who tried to step into the public world. 
This was based on the assumption that women and men were fundamentally different, and so 
their duties and privileges should be in different spheres. The elite did not hesitate to urge 
women back home and serve the population in a different place than the male population. 
This could be interpreted as discouraging women from working in the public sphere. The 
preference for women to be at home and distaste of working women was very similar 
between the Nazi and the GMD. 
Under the conservative belief that women should belong to the private sphere, Chen Yi, 
a GMD regional head in Fujian, carried out certain measures to prevent women from 
obtaining employment. In August 1938, all female civil service staff were asked to continue 
9 19 
to work without payment in Fujian. The reason given was "to save expenses". His 
decision was deeply related to his ideal world, where women would take care of everything at 
210 He Jiahuai 何家槐 ,"Wu fti,"嗚呼[Exclaim]，in Nuquan lunbian 女權論辯 [ a debate on women's rights], 
ed. Nie Gannu 高紺弩,pp.25-6. 
2" Jiang Shan 江山，"Haishi 'funii' yu 'jiating',"還是「婦女」與「家庭�[Still about "women" and "family"], 
in Nuquan lunbian 女權言命籍辛[a debate on women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 聶紺弩，p. 142. 
Lu Fongshang 呂芳上，"Kangzhan shiqi de nuquan lunbian,"抗戰時期的女權論辯[debates on feminism 
during the anti-Japanese War], in Jindai Zhongguo funiishi yanjiu 近代中國婦女史研究[research in women in 
modern Chinese history], p.93. 
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home so that their husband could work outside without worries. Women should thus 
concentrate on her family roles and employment would only distract her from preparing a 
perfect home. A year later, a decree was passed, limiting female employees to under five per 
cent of the total working population in the postal service nationwide. Afterwards, GMD 
regional offices, banks and hospitals at local levels also expelled women from their jobs. 
Moreover, the GMD decreed that all married female civil servants should be discharged?'"^ 
These viewpoints and policies were very similar to the "3K" ideology of the Nazis to confine 
women in the private sphere. 
Yet in China, there were voices which disagreed with this attitude towards women. 
Some argued that family should be a place for both men and women, so when men were 
enjoying both the sweet home atmosphere and developing their own career, women should 
not be restricted only in the tiny area of home. Such viewpoint could be exemplified by the 
following piece of writing by Nie Gannu, 
Women cannot avoid becoming wives and mothers anyway. When they are in 
these positions, it is reasonable for them to be virtuous and good. When men 
become husbands and fathers, it is also important for them to be virtuous and 
good as well. No one suggests that men in these positions to behave fiercely 
and badly. However, why is no one asking the husbands and fathers to be 
virtuous and good? It is because men have far more important things to do: 
their career. Virtuous husbands and good fathers (xianfu liangfu 賢夫良父) 
are not roles within men's career, and so no one cares about it. Women 
actually should develop further and greater career and not to be limited to the 
213 Ji Rong, Tang Yahui and Huang Xiaona 計榮，唐姬輝，黃小娜 ed., 中國婦女 
運重力史[a history on Chinese women's movements] (Changsha Shi: Hunan chuban she, 1992)，p.114. 
Lu Fongshang 呂芳上,"Kangzhan shiqi de nuquan lunbian,"抗戰時期的女權論辯[debates on feminism 
during the anti-Japanese War], in Jindai Zhongguo funiishi yanjiu 近代中國婦女史硏究[research in women in 
modem Chinese history], pp.85-6. 
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roles as virtuous wives and good mothers, since whenever they are mothers 
and wives, they should behave in a nice way... If being active in society and 
being good wives and mothers are contradictory, and when family is the most 
perfect place to achieve the goodness of human beings, then how can men 
become virtuous husbands and good fathers at the same time when having a 
1 c 
successful career? Why shouldn't they go back home as well? 
Gannu suggested a very interesting argument trying to demonstrate that both men and 
women should be capable of taking care of the family and at the same time being active in 
society. Men could not escape from the duties at home, and women should not be restricted 
from making achievement in the community. If this interpretation of the gender relation and 
women's employment question was too ideal and too hard to achieve, the following argument 
by Ge Qin might come closer to reality, 
Women's questions cannot be separated from social questions. In today's 
China, women's questions cannot be separated from the national revolution. 
Only fighting the [anti-Japanese] war with great effort can heighten women's 
political and economic status. Only by doing so can women exert greater 
• • 2 1 6 power and speed up victory in war. 
The above quotation demonstrated the author's belief that women could also play a role 
in the public sphere and strived for the victory in war. It was this fluidity in the rich 
discussion on both sides, consisting of advocates of sending women back home and those 
asking women to contribute to the national revolution and war preparation that equipped 
women with the power both in the family and the public world. Nevertheless, the latter held 
that women should not forget to go home and take care of the household matters above all. In 
215 Gannu 紺弩，"Xianqi liangmu l u n , "賢妻良母論 [ a discussion on the virtuous wives and good mothers], 
in Niiquan lunbian 女權論藉辛[a debate on women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 聶糸甘弩，pp. 105-6. 
216 Ge Qin 葛琴,"Nannu pingdang lun,"男女平等言命[a discussion on the equality of men and women], in 
Niiquan lunbian 女權論籍辛[a debate on women's rights], ed. Nie Gannu 聶紺弩，p. 196. 
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addition to that, they should also contribute, with their inborn nurturing and catering skills, to 
help the war effort in the Nanjing decade. 
War years 
The outbreak of war in Germany and China in 1939 and 1937 respectively put the two 
countries in war mode and they were both troubled by the following question: when men 
were recruited to join the armed forces, and when women were sent back home by the regime, 
what should be done to solve the labour shortage problem in the home front? To find 
solutions for this problem, Germany and China adopted rather different strategies. 
Hitler insisted that women should continue to bear babies in order to back up the nation 
with strong and racially healthy Aryan soldiers. The "sending women back home" notion was 
still promoted despite an urgent need for these mothers to take up jobs in the home front to 
support the country. Yet practically it was difficult not to mobilize the female population from 
home and thus the Nazi ideologies and policies in this period became problematic and 
contradictory. On the one hand the Nazi leaders would show sympathy for the Aryan mothers 
to stay at home and still encouraged motherhood in war time, on the other hand laws were 
passed to mobilize the female population to become women labour force. China adopted a 
rather different approach which spared the conflict between ideologies and policies. When the 
GMD was under an invasion, perfect wives and mothers were apparently not the only roles 
women should concentrate on playing to help the country's survival. Their national identity 
was mainly promoted during the wartime period. Women were not asked to forget their 
inborn talents as wives and mothers, yet these qualities were not appreciated at the individual 
family level but at the national level. Women were asked to contribute their skills to the 
caring of children who became orphans, sewing clothes for the compatriots, and nursing the 
wounded soldiers. Their motherhood and wifehood were elevated from the family level to the 
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national level. They became "mothers" in the home front and their contribution was 
recognized by the GMD. In this way, the nationalistic discourse on women in China showed 
greater flexibility to accommodate both mothers and working women and evaded the 
contradictory conflict as the Nazis did during the war. 
Immediately after Germany was at war, the ideology of sacred motherhood was still 
promoted. In September 1939, days after the declaration of war, Dr. Syrup, the State 
Secretary, decided that married women who were not in the labour force should not be liable 
for labour conscription unless on a voluntary basis. This basic principle became the guideline 
) 1 7  
for the regional labour offices in the entire country. The Reich Ministry of Labour made it 
clear that even under the present circumstance at war, married women who had not worked 
1 o 
previously were not under consideration for universal mobilization. As late as in 1942, the 
“women at home" ideology still existed in Germany. Social order was closely related to the 
well-being of families, and women were the important population to safeguard both the 
family and society: 
...the family stands or falls according to the ability and character of the wife, 
and because the state is made up of families, as its cells, it must therefore have 
the greatest interest in the family's ability to thrive both internally and 
externally, and therefore it must take a hand in the training of girls for their 
future occupation as wives and mothers.^^^ 
The revival of motherhood and women as housekeepers had been regarded as the 
solution to the so-called declining morality since the 1920s, but Nazi Germany might be the 
217 Document 1110 (a), Nuremberg Document (ND) 1456-PS., in The German Home Front in World War II, 
vol.4 of Nazism 1919-1945, ed. J. Noakes and G. Pridham (Exeter: University of Exeter, 1998)，p.313. 
218 Document 1110 (b), Nuremberg Document (ND) 1456-PS., in The German Home Front in World War II, 
vol.4 of Nazism 1919-1945,, ed. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.313. 
219 Document 4, L. Marawske-Birkner, Der weibliche Arbeitsdienst, Leipzig, 1942, pp.251-3, in Jill Stephenson, 
Women in Nazi Germany, pp. 144-5. 
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only country which upheld this viewpoint until the very end of the war. 
Even though the country was at war, the Nazi officials were still confident that Aryan 
women need not be mobilized. There were positive consequences by continuously 
encouraging Aryan motherhood. This could complement the many lives lost in the battlefield 
in the post-war period. According to Ute Frevert, the Nazi hesitancy in conscripting 
able-bodied Aryan women for wartime service might be contrary to the interests of the 
military industry, but this "keeping women at home" notion had a positive impact on the 
population's attitude to the system as a whole?^^ The Nazis tried their best to maintain 
women's livelihood as if they were still in peace. 
The calling of women for war effort in the home front was risky in not only disturbing 
the family and eventually the social order but it might also affect the morale in the war front. 
For years the Nazis were enthusiastically propagandizing that women should and only belong 
to the private sphere. A sudden alternation of this discourse could upset the population who 
was successfully converted to the Nazi discourse on women. The worst case was to stir up 
anxiety among soldiers who worried about the situation of their wives at home. In 1941，an 
irate husband at the Russian front sent a letter to the local Labour Office, questioning why his 
wife was demanded to submit a report for work, “As far as I know women who have small 
991 
children shouldn't go to work, at least that's how our Fuhrer wants it to be.，’ This kind of 
question put the Nazi state in a very embarrassing position, and the extreme support for 
women and mothers who stayed at home was thus carried out continually so as not to upset 
the frontline soldiers who worried about the safety of their wives. 
When the Nazi leaders could no longer deceive themselves about the serious shortage of 
labour, some decrees which contradicted the Nazi views of women were declared. In April 
220 Ute Frevert, Women in German History: from Bourgeois Emancipation to Sexual Liberation, trans. Stuart 
McKinnon Evans, p. 229. 
221 Document 1117, Bundesarchiv Berlin (BAB) R 43 11/652, in The German Home Front in World War II, vol.4 
of Nazism 1919-1945, ed. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.318. 
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1940，a draft Decree for the Increased Deployment of Women for Reich Defence Tasks was 
drafted by the Reich Labour Ministry. The Decree envisaged women between 15 and 40 to 
register for employment availability. In 1941, the NSDAP still insisted that women joining 
on 
the work force should be on a voluntary basis and pressure should not be imposed on them. 
It was only in 1943 when the Red Army began its offensive attack that Hitler reluctantly gave 
in. Women between 17 and 45 years old were compulsorily required to register their family 
status and availability for work. The solution to the escape from recruiting German 
women in the home front was to employ prisoners of war or foreign labours. Fritz Sauckel, 
the General Plenipotentiary for the Employment of Labour, recruited a large number of 
foreign workers and many of whom were women. By 1944，there were 7.6 million foreign 
workers in Germany from western and eastern Europe. 58 per cent of all the eastern European 
workers were women.224 This strategy revealed that women of other racial origins joining the 
working class did not displease the Nazi leader. It was only the racially pure German women 
whose duty of motherhood was top in priority and thus should stay at home. Racist sexism 
was once again illustrated in the Nazi use of non-Aryan women for labour. Non-Aryan 
women whose children would not be helpful to extend the pure Aryan race were pushed to 
work in the public sphere instead of being devoted wives and mothers. 
In the case of China, conscripting women for war did not generate as much conflict as in 
Nazi Germany. One reason was the fluidity in the “sending women back home" notion which 
appeared in China before the war. Even though the rhetoric may not be very popular under 
the general atmosphere to send women back home, it made the calling for women to work 
during the war less contradictory. The GMD was aware of women's duty at home, but at the 
same time the nationalists treasured women's contribution in the public sphere for the 
222 Document 1115, Bundesarchiv Berlin (BAB) R 43 11/652, in The German Home Front in World War II, vol.4 
of Nazism 1919-1945, ed. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.317. 
223 Tim Mason, Nazism, Fascism and the Working Class, p.201. 
224 Noakes and G. Pridham ed., The German Home Front in World War II, vol.4 of Nazism 1919-1945’ p.325. 
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national cause. As a result, when the war triggered off a shortage of labour, it was less 
controversial to call women for duty. Chiang Kai-shek once said, "Our revolutionary tasks 
basically had no gender boundary. Both male and female comrades are important to us... We 
believe that after women are organized and trained, they could take action and work in the 
war zones." Here was an interpretation different from the Nazi discourse that women's 
destiny was biologically determined. Chiang believed that women could be trained up and 
acquired skills, whereas the Nazis held that it was unnatural or abnormal for women to obtain 
skills other than motherhood. 
Soong Qing-ling (Song Qingling), Madame Chiang's elder sister and wife of Sun 
Yat-sen, also believed in women's ability and capability. She claimed that “Women not only 
identify themselves as the wives of important [political] figures, but they are also 
participating in the labour market with the status of citizen."^^^ The promotion of female 
citizenship in China provided sensible reason to mobilize women to participate in war work. 
Another reason which rationalized women's active participation in the public sphere and 
the home front was the cooperation between the GMD and the Communist Party in the late 
1930s. To prepare for war against the Japanese in a more systematic way, women 
organizations from all over China met in 1938 to form the Funii zhidao weiyuanhui 
(Women's Directing Committee). It was an organization established during the New Life 
Movement and it had a special feature in including both Nationalist and Communist female 
leadership in the Committee. Tang Yinchao, Meng Qingshu and Cao Mengjun were leaders 
under Director Madame Chiang. A mixture of the Nationalist and Communist ideologies 
225 Jiang Zhongzheng 蔣中正（Chiang Kai-shek)，"Funii tongzhi de geming zeren,” 婦女同志的革命責任 
[The responsibility of the women comrades in the revolution], in Kangzhan yilai funii wenti yanlunji 抗單戈以來 
婦女『口巧題言論集[a collection of speeches on the women question since the Anti-Japanese War], ed. Qin 
Xiaoyi 秦孝儀(Taibei: Zhongguo guomindang zhongyang weiyuanhui dangshi weiyuanhui, 1976), p.l. 
咖 Sun Song Qingling 孫宋慶齡,"Zhongguo ftmtt wei ziyou erzhan,” 中國婦女爲自由而戰[Chinese 
women fighting for liberty], in Kangzhan yilai funii weiti yanlunji 抗戰以來婦女『口巧題言言命集[a collection of 
speeches on the women question since the Anti-Japanese War], ed. Qin Xiaoyi 秦孝儀，p.3. 
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towards women was implemented. Calling women to work for the war effort was thus 
made reasonable with the penetration of Communist attitude towards women. 
Even though the Chinese women were less disturbed by the previous "sending women 
back home" notion and were willing to be mobilized, the Chinese Nationalist government 
was still reluctant to allow women to work in the war front. Women's efforts were most 
obvious in areas like production in the factory, visiting and nursing the wounded soldiers, 
catering the daily needs of children, particularly when their parents sacrificed for the 
nation.228 There were also women who were close to the frontline, taking care of the soldiers 
as nurses and nannies of the war orphans. Women in the production team manufactured 
cotton, textile and cloths in great efficiency. Women who were literate also helped in the 
home front in propaganda work. They taught other women to read and write and at the same 
229 
time published magazines to spread anti-Japanese nationalistic sentiments. However 
capable the women were, they were not recommended to work in the war front. Conservative 
ideas on women could still be seen. Though the GMD-CCP Alliance provided numerous 
opportunities for women to contribute to the war effort as woman nationals, the GMD was 
still unenthusiastic in drawing women too close to the battlefield. It did not order women to 
fight in the battlefields as 
the CCP did.Du Women 
in China during the war years were limited 
to unskilled jobs, or jobs which matched with their inborn nurturing and caring nature such as 
nursing and babysitting. 
The war years were tough times for the Nazis and the GMD because the solution of the 
咖 JiRong，Tang Yahui and Huang Xiaona計榮，唐姬輝，黃小娜 ed., Z/2o”ggw0/wm^>;wm/o«g«s/2/中國婦女運 
動史 [ a history on Chinese women's movements], pp. 107-110. 
228 Guan Zhigang 關志鋼，Xinshenghuo yundong yinjiu 新生活運動研究 [a study on the New Life 
Movement], pp. 198-201. 
咖 Lu Fongshang 呂芳上，” Kangzhan shiqi de nuquan lunbian,"抗戰時期的女權論辯[debates on feminism 
during the anti-Japanese War], in Jindai Zhongguo funiishi yanjiu 近代中國婦女史硏究[research in women in 
modem Chinese history], pp. 162-4. 
Song Ruizhi 宋瑞芝 ed., Zhongguo funii wenhua tonglan 中國婦女文化通覽[an overview on the culture 
of Chinese women] (Jinan: Shangdong weiyi chubanshe, 1995), pp. 152-3. 
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labour shortage problem was contradictory to what the two parties were promoting in the 
previous years. The Nazis had a firm belief in its ideology and it was only after five years in 
war that women were mobilized compulsorily. Meanwhile, the goal of the GMD was to find a 
relationship between women and the state from which the latter could benefit most, and in 
war times the woman national identity was far more useful than women being simply 
"virtuous wives and good mothers". Thus, the Chinese swiftly focused on a slightly changed 
rhetoric and urged women to contribute their labour force to the home front. It must be noted 
that the gender division of labour still existed, and rather it was the definition of "home" and 
"public" spheres that experienced changes. Even though both nationalist parties in Germany 
and China accepted the fact that women should work for the survival of the nation, they were 
never encouraged to participate in the war front. During the war, the battlefield turned out to 
be the "public" sphere and was still dominated by men. The “home’，sphere was extended 
from the kitchen and the family to the home front. While men were interacting in the public 
sphere and fighting against the enemies, women again stayed in the “home，，，taking care of 
the "home front" so that their husbands in the army need not worry. 
Chapter conclusion 
In conclusion, sending women back home in the Nazi and GMD states was not only a 
slogan but was also carried out in practice, for the Chinese notion was influenced by the 
German ideas of the 3K. It is evident that the Chinese nationalists and elites were adopting 
the Nazi German practices. The leaders of the two countries were both cheering and 
celebrating women's feminine qualities such as loving, caring, and being virtuous and gentle 
mothers and wives. Even though the means to promote the cult of motherhood was different, 
as one imposed laws and population policies while the other preached the idea through a 
social movement, the conservative ideas of women's ideal roles were basically the same in 
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the minds of German and Chinese nationalists. Anti-feminism became the common feature in 
their political ideologies. 
While both Germany and China showed conservatism on women's issues, the two 
countries manifested this in different ways. On the one hand, the Nazi regime consistently put 
a peculiar emphasis on the importance of family, domesticity and child-bearing, the GMD 
stressed women's obligation in housekeeping, educating the children, and serving the nation. 
On the other hand, throughout his leadership Hitler did not change his opinion that 
child-bearing was the most suitable task for women. Thus, New Mother emerged as a counter 
911 
balance to the 1920s' New Woman. Chiang Kai-shek's Nanjing government was swinging 
between women's ideal roles as mothers and women as female nationals. Women sometimes 
were asked to perform both tasks at the same time, keeping the family neat and tidy and 
simultaneously performing their duties as responsible citizens. This type of national identity 
for women was most favoured by and favourable to the GMD. 
The Nazi ideology on women was not totally inflexible, but it was relatively consistent 
in its tone even when the Second World War brought huge changes to the Third Reich. The 
Chinese discourse, meanwhile, reflected a higher degree of fluidity and could easily 
transform from one asking women to go home to one asking women to serve in the home 
front. The Nazis worried that the abrupt change of ideology on gender would cause turmoil 
and affected the morale in the frontline. Yet the reality finally forced them to carry out 
policies contradictory to their original concept. 
According to the “sending women back home" discourse, women were not encouraged 
to be brilliant and popular in the public sphere. Yet it is fascinating that both the Nazi Party 
and the Guomindang had very outstanding female leaders: Gertrud Scholtz-Klink and 
231 Claudia Koonz, "The Fascist Solution to the Woman Question in Italy and Germany," in Becoming Visible: 
Women in European History, ed. Renate Bridenthal, Claudia Koonz, and Susan Stuard (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1987), p.502. 
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Madame Chiang Soong May-ling. They were in the public world being the role model for 
their fellow countrywomen. Despite the attention they received in their respective countries, 
these two women were very different in their background and images. Even though they were 
energetic and enthusiastic in the leadership position, they both received orders from male 
leaders. Their role as women leaders showed us what the ideal type of women in Germany 
and China was at that time. It would be valuable, therefore, to evaluate how the 
male-dominated nationalist parties treated their female staff. 
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Chapter 5 Women leaders in NSDAP and GMD 
“They [Women] assumed burdens and made sacrifices 
without asking what was in it for them." 
-Ger t rud Scholtz-Klink^^^ 
"Women should take care of the household, but at the 
same time they could contribute to the community, 
depending on their preparation and training, determination 
and knowledge, talent, personality, and so forth." 
- M a d a m e Chiang Soong May-ling^^^ 
While the leaders of the NSDAP and the GMD urged women to go home in the 1930s, 
these two male-dominated nationalist parties both introduced to the world prominent female 
leaders: Frau Gertrud Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang Soong May-ling^^" .^ They were both 
the leaders of the women organizations under the Nationalist Parties. They were thus 
significant women representatives of the nationalists. Their efforts to handle women's affairs 
before and during the course of war were particularly worth noting. The Reichsframnfuhrerin 
of the Third Reich and the First Lady of the Republic of China both explicitly revealed 
faithfulness to the leaders of the state and expressed deep nationalistic devotion through their 
eloquent speeches and writings. They both led women organizations in a systematic way. 
They both aroused women's nationalistic sentiments through emotional words and taught 
women to take care of the home in times of war. However, these two outstanding women 
leaders were mainly responsible for women-related issues within the parties only. Policy 
232 Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, Die Frau im Dritten Reich: eine Dokwnentation (Tubingen: Grabert-Verlag, 1998), 
p.493, translated according to Claudia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Family, and Nazi Politics, 
p.169. 
Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡,"Xinshenghuo yundong - Zhonghua minguo ershiwu nian xinshenghuo 
yundong er zhounian jinian zuo , "新生活運動-中華民國二十五年新生活運動二週年紀念作 [ the New 
Life Movement - Republic of China, 1936, a piece of memorial writing for the second anniversary of the New 
Life Movement], in Jiang furen yanlun ji vol.1 蔣夫人言論集 [a collection of speeches and writings by 
Madame Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼，p.46. 
234 In order to emphasize her achievement as a result of her marriage to Chiang Kai-shek, from the time after 
her marriage, the title Madame Chiang would be used in this thesis instead of her maiden name, Soong May-ling, 
which was also always quoted in her publications and biographies. 
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making was never one of their major duties. 
The functions of having these female national leaders were, on one hand, to demonstrate 
the ideal model of women, and on the other, to call for women's contribution to the nation 
following these role models. With a female leader, it would be more effective to spread the 
ideas because the female population would find it easier to follow the propaganda through 
women's voices in the public. As a result, they would find it easier to attach themselves to the 
nationalist policies and practices carried out by the female leaders. Nevertheless, the female 
leaders were not destined to share power with the male leaders in deciding military tactics or 
interfering in the male-dominated public sphere. 
Even though both Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang became significant female leaders 
and influential symbols in their respective country, they were very different in terms of their 
backgrounds and the ideology on the roles women should play. In both cases, the roles they 
played and the efforts they made to convince women to support their governments reflected 
the goals and priorities with regard to women of their respective party. This chapter will 
compare and contrast the backgrounds of Frau Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang. Equally 
important, it will compare and analyze the similarities and differences in the discourses on 
women through their writings and speeches. 
The profile of the women leaders 
In highly militaristic and masculine political parties where women were not supposed to 
be leaders in the public, the selection of women leaders would be difficult. Based on the idea 
of sex-segregation and that women would be more effective in emotionally moving fellow 
women, both the NSDAP and the GMD made a decision to delegate a female representative 
to propagandize and implement party policies concerning women. These tasks were 
perceived to be difficult, and it was believed that the choice of the representative must be 
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made cautiously. 
Potential candidates should themselves possess the qualities that the male-dominated 
parties wished the women nationwide to learn, and she must be submissive enough to 
willingly accept the parties' policies. Their role would be mainly to assist the male leaders in 
building a state capable of defending itself during the war. They would be required to 
exemplify nationalism and at the same time unveil the desired definition of femininity so as 
to appeal to the female population. Above all, female representatives must not manifest any 
signs of feminism, which would have been in direct contradiction to the patriarchal state and 
nationalism envisioned both by the Nazis^^^ as well as the GMD. After all, the benefit of the 
nation was the most important issue. Women should not struggle for their own rights and 
forgot the nations' priorities. 
Frau Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang both fulfilled the criteria demanded by the 
NSDAP and the GMD respectively for the role of the top female envoy. They were both 
patriotic and stepped out as the role models for their country's women: the former being a 
firm, tough, and energetic Aryan mother with many children, while the latter, an educated, 
elegant, and able wife who was fully qualified to be an ideal modern nii guomin 女國民 
(female national). In spite of the strong sense of nationalism they shared, they differed greatly 
in their family background, education, marriage and life experiences before they emerged as 
representative and heroine of the nation. The following will show how the similarities and 
differences between Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang helped them become the figureheads 
among the female population in Germany and China respectively, and the comparison will 
reflect the image of ideal women in the two countries. 
Gertrud Scholtz-Klink demonstrated how an ordinary Aryan woman could be raised to 
the position of Reichsfrauenfuhrerin within the Nazi Party. Frau Scholtz-Klink was born 
235 Jill Stephenson, The Nazi Organization of Women, p.l 13. 
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Gertrud Emma Treusch in 1902. She was the daughter of a civil servant in Adelsheim in the 
Baden region.^^^ She studied in Gymnasium (German grammar high school) and abandoned 
her studies to serve in the train stations and as a domestic helper in the Officers' household 
during the First World War. At the age of nineteen, she married Friedrick Klink, a school 
teacher who was sympathetic with National Socialist ideas. In this first marriage, she gave 
birth to six children, among whom two could not survive their childhood.^^^ The couple was 
fervent in the Nazi indoctrination and involved in the Party activities actively. In 1930, 
Friedrick Klink died of a heart attack, leaving Gertrud Klink a widow. In order to preserve the 
position and privilege she had enjoyed through her husband's membership in the NSDAP, she 
continued and expanded her enthusiastic participation in the Party's activities and achieved 
the position of Gauleiter in (female leader of the region) in Baden in October, 1930. She 
remarried in 1932 to Giinther Scholtz, a country doctor. Her second marriage lasted till 1938 
when the couple d i v o r c e d I n 1933, the Party promoted Scholtz-Klink to the position of 
Frauenleiterin (women's leader) and Letter in des Frauenarbeitsdienstes (leader of the 
women labour service). These positions raised her to become a more significant leader in the 
Nazi regime. By 1934, her popularity and achievements were nationally recognized within 
the Party and she was named ReichsfrauenfUhrerin, the female leader of the whole German 
nation,241 literally the female version of Fuhrer Hitler. 
There were several candidates who could possibly be crowned the leader of all Nazi 
women, but Frau Scholtz-Klink eventually received the title shortly after Hitler took control 
of the whole country. Elsbeth Zander, Lydia Gottschewski and Paula Siber were contenders 
236 Anna Maria Sigmund, Die Frauen der Nazis (Muchen: Wilhelm Heyne Verlag, 2000), p.173. 
237 Ibid., pp. 173-4. 
238 Ibid. 
239 Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, ReichsfrauenfUhrerin, 
http://www.dhm.de/lemo/html/biografien/ScholtzKlinkGertrud/, browsed on 9th July, 2005. 
240 She had a third marriage in 1940 marrying August HeiBmeyer, an Obergruppenfuhrer der Schutzstaffel (SS 
Group Leader). 
241 Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, ReichsfrauenfUhrerin, 
http://www.dhm.de/lemo/html/biografien/ScholtzKlinkGertrud/, browsed on 9th July, 2005. 
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for the leadership position, but it was Scholtz-Klink who secured the position in the end. 
Elsbeth Zander was an experienced female leader but she was provocative, incompetent in 
administration, and suffered from health p rob lem.242 Lydia Gottschewski was relatively 
young. She had become the leader in Nationalsozialistishe Frauenschaft (National Socialist 
Women's Organization, NSF) in early 1933. But later she was considered to be more 
appropriate to be the leader of Bund deutscher Madel, the position she originally held 
because she was displeased by the older NSF leaders.243 Paula Siber was a die-hard Nazi 
member and she did not give up the fighting for the leadership with Scholtz-Klink. However, 
Erich Hilgenfeldt, the head of the Office for the People's Welfare, supported Scholtz-Klink. 
His support ousted Paula Siber from the scene. Scholtz-Klink then emerged as the victor out 
of the power struggle for the women leadership position.244 The internal strife did not 
involve only the female candidates. More often, the power and decisions behind the 
candidates supported by different male leaders counted even more importance. It was certain 
that besides backing the Nazi male officials from behind, Scholtz-Klink possessed the 
personal qualities which were exactly what the Nazi Party looked for. 
Scholtz-Klink represented the ideal type of woman in the Third Reich from her 
appearance to her faith in the Nazis and ability. Having blue eyes, blond hair, fair complexion 
and a healthy body, Scholtz-Klink was in appearance a perfect example of the imagined 
Aryan race. The race ideology which proclaimed that the Aryan was the pure and superior 
breed was a Nazi construct, but Scholtz-Klink's appearance could entirely justify this Nazi 
ideology. She not only looked like a typical Aryan woman, but also set an example as a 
mother of a large family, expanding the population of the Third Reich by reproducing many 
children. She had altogether given birth to 11 children in her three marriages and this identity 
242 J i l l Stephenson, The Nazi Organization of Women, p.98. 
243 Ibid.,p.l01. 
244 Ibid., pp. 106-7. 
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as a fertile Aryan mother was particularly treasured in Hitler's regime. As Jill Stephenson 
comments, "Gertrud Scholtz-Klink was... apparently experienced and responsible enough to 
appeal to the older generation of 'German wives and mothers，.”二斗^  Her identity as a widow 
during her rise of power from 1930 to 1932 also gained a good impression among the public 
and the male leaders. In Nazi Germany where society was patriarchal, widowhood allowed 
women to "transcend the limitations of their sex’’.246 in addition, she also possessed the traits 
of a successful male leader. She was an enthusiastic Nazi and a good orator, faithful and 
obedient to the Fuhrer, accepting the Nazi order unquestioningly. And more importantly, she 
tried hard to maintain a public image of unity among Nazi women.247 She organized her 
workers to pragmatically help the Reich in production without neglecting Nazi women 
ideology. Accordingly, Scholtz-Klink beat other female contenders to achieve the highest 
position a Nazi woman could achieve, and led the whole country's women affairs from 1934 
onwards. 
Madame Chiang Soong May-ling's history was very different from that of Frau 
Scholtz-Klink. In contrast to the Reichsfrauenfuhrerin who grew up in an ordinary working 
class family, Soong May-ling was born in 1897 into a wealthy and influential family in 
Shanghai. Her father was a devoted Christian and he became rich as a merchant publishing 
Bibles. He was educated in the United States of America, and determined that his children 
would be educated in the same system. Soong May-ling was the youngest of the three Soong 
sisters and all of them played important roles in modern Chinese history. They were raised in 
a church-funded school in Shanghai and later were all sent to the United States for further 
studies. Soong May-ling studied abroad and stayed with her elder sisters as early as the age of 
248 
ten. After finishing high school, she entered Wellesley College for Girls in 1917. She 
245 Ibid.，p. 114. 
246 Claudia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Family, and Nazi Politics, p.172. 
247 J i l l Stephenson, The Nazi Organization of Women, p. 113. 
248 Tong Jing 侈靜，Song Meiling quanben Vol.1 宋美齢全本[ the complete story of Soong May-ling], (Taibei: 
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graduated in 1923 with a degree in English literature and philosophy, and then returned to 
China after the Qing Empire was overthrown and the Republic of China was over a decade 
old. 
By merely comparing the family and education background between Scholtz-Klink and 
Madame Chiang, a big difference can be seen. Scholtz-Klink was born in an ordinary family 
in which her father was a civil servant. In contrast, Madame Chiang was the daughter in an 
extraordinary and influential family in China assembling wealth, knowledge and prestige 
together. In terms of education, Scholtz-Klink gave up her high school studies to serve the 
national cause in the First World War. While Scholtz-Klink was sacrificing for the national 
crisis, Madame Chiang was pursuing her tertiary education far away from China in a foreign 
continent. She did not witness and experience the important events such as the overthrowing 
of the Qing Dynasty, the 1911 Revolution, and the May Fourth Movement. Of course she 
knew what was going on in her home country from the newspapers and her family, but she 
did not participate directly in the country's big events herself as Scholtz-Klink did. In 
addition, the education Madame Chiang achieved was prestigious when compared to 
Scholtz-Klink's qualification as a pupil in Gymnasium. When compared to other Chinese 
women, Madame Chiang was still far more educated. In the early Century, few families 
could and would afford sending daughters abroad for studies, and the Soong,s family was 
uniquely prestigious by sending all three daughters to be educated overseas. 
While Scholtz-Klink was a product of her own culture through the local education she 
obtained within the Baden region, Madame Chiang was educated completely according to a 
westernized style, and thus in some respects she became a product of a mixed culture. Even 
within the period she studied in China, the textbooks of subjects such as geography and even 
Fengyun shidai chuban gufen youxian gongsi, 2003), p.73. 
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Chinese history were edited and printed in America and shipped back to China.249 When 
studying in the women colleges in the United States, she once said, "The only thing Oriental 
about me is my face."^^^ The education background opened to her many Western values and 
standards. However, upon her return to China, she worked hard in studying traditional 
Chinese values, culture and even the local dialect. She was a mixture of the West and the East 
and she captivated the nutrition of Chinese values, especially after becoming Madame Chiang 
and assisting her husband in the New Life Movement, which boosted the traditional 
Confucian values and standards in the contemporary world. 
These contrasting family and education backgrounds of Frau Scholtz-Klink and Madame 
Chiang were useful in explaining why the two women eventually became leaders of their 
respective countries. The difference was related to the specific political and social contexts of 
the respective nation. Since the major goal of the female population was to reproduce and to 
appreciate the superior Aryan race, the female leader for the Nazis need not be well-educated 
or from a prominent family. Whoever capable of paying tribute to the Third Reich and 
expressing faithfulness to the Fiihrer was already a good Nazi member. Therefore, 
Scholtz-Klink's outlook and deeds already justified her status as an ideal women leader. Her 
family and education background was not given much attention in helping her to acquire 
power. The NSDAP actually ostensibly despised intellectuals, and thus high social and 
educational background of party members was irrelevant. ^ ^^  But in China, the country 
understood that it was far more backward than other world powers. In the early Republican 
period, modernization and education of women were promoted in the New Cultural 
Movement. The intellectuals began to persuade women to study at schools. Therefore, the 
talented and well-educated Madame Chiang had more advantages to become a female leader 
249 TongJing f ^ f f , Song Meiling quanben Vol.1 宋美齢全本 [ the complete story of Soong May-ling], p.47. 
2
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century — Soong May-ling] (Taibei: Shibao wenhua chuban qiye gufen youxian gongsi, 2000), p.68. 
251 Jill Stephenson, The Nazi Organization of Women, p.150. 
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in China. It was Madame Chiang's wealthy family which enabled her to obtain her university 
degree in a world-renowned girls' university. In China's case, the family and education 
background was an important factor in determining the choice of a woman leader. 
Different from Scholtz-Klink whose marriage bore much less significant meaning to her 
rise in the country, Madame Chiang's marriage was a decisive factor for her “legitimacy’’ to 
become the female leader of the GMD. Soong May-ling was not the only educated woman 
with the support from a wealthy family, but it was her marriage which allowed her to use her 
intelligence in public and granted her power. Madame Chiang married Chiang Kai-shek 
disregarding her parents' opposition. Her family was not in favour of this marriage since they, 
particularly May-ling's brother Song Ziwen, had a very bad impression on Chiang, who then 
still had a wife and a concubine. Chiang was not qualified as a suitable choice for the 
son-in-law in Soong's family also because he was not a Christian.^^^ Yet following her elder 
sisters who married their own heroes according to their own will, May-ling also married an 
influential man of her choice in early Republican China. May-ling became Madame Chiang 
on ist December, 1927.^ ^^ 
The Chiang-Soong marriage was regarded as a perfect match in terms of "political 
marriage" since it united political, economic and military power altogether. Madame Chiang 
became more active in public activities only after her marriage. She naturally became the 
leader in women's affairs in the New Life Movement initiated in 1934. Madame Chiang 
headed the Funii zhidao weiyuenhui, the unified women organization nationwide, to 
participate in the war effort. Meanwhile, the marriage assisted Generalissimo Chiang to gain 
financial support from his in-law family and at the same time the marriage enabled Madame 
Chiang to become the First Lady of China. 
252 Lin Bowen 林博文,Kuashiji diyifuren: Song Meiling 跨世紀第一夫人 -宋美齡 [ t h e first lady across 
the century - Soong May-ling], pp.84-5. 
253 Ibid., p.91. 
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Scholtz-Klink's marriage also had some significance in developing her career since her 
first husband, as a Nazi sympathizer, introduced her into the Nazi party to receive 
indoctrination and participate in the activities. She became active within her region after the 
NSDAP was formally established, and she even succeeded the title as the leader of the region 
after her first husband passed away. However, this marriage, together with the two that 
followed, was not the single decisive factor in explaining her rise of power to the title of 
national women leader. Above all, she was not the wife of the Nazi leader, Adolf Hitler. Her 
marriage was thus more significant in giving her respectable status as a mother of many 
children. The loss of her first husband was also noteworthy in giving her the identity as a 
widow. She alone could exemplify the Nazi population and women's policies, encouraging 
marriage and fertility. Scholtz-Klink became the Reich's female leader inheriting almost no 
family fortune in terms of wealth and power. However, she set an example to the lower- and 
middle-class women that women with ability, patriotism and many children would eventually 
gain great reward. 
In Chinese society, family wealth and connections remained a dominant factor in 
deciding who could be in the leading position. Madame Chiang's family and her own charm 
and knowledge contributed to her popularity, but her identity as the wife of the Generalissimo 
was the most essential for her to become the female leader in the country. Even though she 
had no children herself, her position as the First Lady in China additionally gave her the role 
as mother of the nation to take care of the Chinese people. Even though her mind was very 
westernized, the population was ready to accept her as the mother of the Chinese Republic as 
long as she was the wife of the leader. Therefore, her position as the First Lady elevated her 
to become the mother of the nation even though she had no children herself. After all, 
childbearing was never so much emphasized in GMD China as in Nazi Germany. The symbol 
of Madame Chiang's national motherhood allowed the public to accept her modem and 
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westernized m i n d . 254 in Scholtz-Klink's example, it was quite the reverse that her 
motherhood elevated her to the leadership position. In Madame Chiang's case, she readily 
became the top of all female population and mother of the nation along her leadership 
position. 
Despite the differences in their background and the consequences brought to them 
through marriage, both Frau Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang could fit in the expectations 
of their respective nation when the countries were facing economic and political difficulties 
and preparing for war. In Germany, falling birth rate had become a political crisis. The image 
of mothers of the nation was propagandized and even highly respected. Scholtz-Klink was 
more than an ideal representative in realizing the state's policies on women. She convinced 
the mothers in Germany to be fertile so as to contribute themselves to the Nazi Party. In 
China, a modern state was under construction. Madame Chiang was a good example of 
Chinese modernity because she was ethnically Chinese with a westernized mind. She 
absorbed the modernizing essence of western civilization such as democracy and humanity. 
What she leamt abroad could be implemented in her own fatherland as a solution to the 
backwardness in China. Hence, their respective identity could fit in their respective country's 
needs. After all, qualities of female leaders in the male-dominated states were not universally 
defined. The criteria were rather dependent on the individual national context. 
Women organizations 
Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang possessed the qualities to be the distinctive women 
leaders in Germany and China respectively and both of them were the leaders of the national 
women's organizations. On the German side, the Nazi women group was established 
254 Shi Zhiyu 石之I俞，"Jiang fliren yu Zhongguo de guojia xingzhi - houzhimin fuquan wenhua de jiangou," 
蔣夫人與中國的國家性質——後殖民父權文化的建構[Madame Chiang and the characteristics of the 
Chinese nation state - the construction of post-colonialist patriarchal culture], Jindai Zhongguo funiishi yanjiu 
近代中國婦女史研究[research on women in modem Chinese history], vol. 4 August 1996, p.173. 
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systematically well before the Machtubernahme (Hitler's seizure of power). The many other 
women's groups with communist, Jewish, liberal or religious background were all disbanded 
after 1933 and came under totalitarian control of the Nazis. This unity and central direction of 
women's groups did not take place in China until 1938 when the Sino-Japanese War called 
for the unity of women before the national cause. The structures and the aims of the women 
organizations were thus quite dissimilar. However, they were, in essence, promoting one 
thing: education heightening women's awareness of their own duty under nationalism. 
Gottfried Adolf Krummacher was a male executive leader of the NSF immediately 
before Scholtz-Klink came to power. The appointment of him in a women's organization 
antagonized some NSF members because it contradicted Nazi's sex separated indoctrination. 
Yet when the Nazis were uncertain about who could be eligible for the leadership position 
among the Nazi women candidates, Krummacher was named the leader in the transitional 
period.255 in 1933，Krummacher spoke about the duties and tasks of the Nazi Women 
Organization and Women Labour Service: 
The German woman belongs in the first instance to her family either in the 
sense that as a mother she has to devote herself to her husband and children or 
as a working woman has contacts with the members of her family, her parents 
and relatives. Apart from that, the working woman must be offered a spiritual 
home in the NS Womanhood and be set special tasks of a female nature to a 
9 S A 
greater extent than the married woman and mother... 
According to Krummacher, the first and foremost duty of the Nazi women was to provide a 
warm family environment for the husband and children. Her existence was in relation to the 
family first as a mother and a wife and then as a “working woman". The working women 
255 Jill Stephenson, The Nazi Organization of Women, p.102. 
256 Document 336，Basic Principles and Organizational Guidelines of the National Socialist Worn en hood (NS 
Frauenchaft) Undated c. 1932-33, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 1919-1945, ed. J. 
Noakes and G. Pridham, p.461. 
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should also stay in jobs which were by nature corresponding to the female nature. Within the 
national women's organization, the Nazis still seized the opportunity to preach their values of 
family and women's inborn qualities. 
The function of the NSF was to remind women of what the male leaders wished - to 
send women back home under the prevalence of nationalism. Maintaining the well-being of a 
family would benefit the nation as well, because the principle of the National Socialists 
^ c n  
regarded the family as the cell of the nation. To recognize that there were still working 
women in society, though they were not as much acknowledged as Nazi mothers, the NSF 
should also “provide the working woman with protection and help vis-a-vis all the legislative 
258 
and administrative agencies and introduce appropriate institutions at her place of work." 
Women for any reason taking a job in the public sphere would receive help from the NSF and 
DFW when they encountered problems. It should be noted here that the Labour Service 
Department for men was different from that for women. This difference could be interpreted 
in the following two ways: it was either because women did not belong to the major working 
force equal to men and so they could not fit in the Labour Service Department for men, or 
because they were regarded as working people needing extra help and thus a special branch 
was established exclusively for them. The separation of the Labour Service Departments for 
men and women was also consistent to the Nazi ideology of sex-separated operations and 
organizations. After all, women who were in need of the salary to support themselves and the 
family might not be able to give up a job, and they might need extra help to take up the roles 
both as mothers and workers. 
Scholtz-Klink inherited both Krummacher's position and his ideas on the function and 
257 Document 1156, Rudolf Hess, Aus deutschen Urkunden, pp. 175-7, in The German Home Front in World 
War II, vol.4 of Nazism 1919-1945,, ed. J. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.370. 
258 Document 336，Basic Principles and Organizational Guidelines of the National Socialist Womenhood (NS 
Frauenchaft) Undated c. 1932-33, in State, Economy and Society 1933-1939, vol. 2 of Nazism, 1919-1945, ed. J. 
Noakes and G. Pridham, p.461. 
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duty ofNSF and DFW {Deutsches Frauenwerkf^^. In the late 1930s, Scholtz-Klink delivered 
what she thought about women and work. The following ideology of hers shared a high 
degree of similarity to that of Krummacher: 
We always regarded marriage and maternity as the highest fulfillment of a 
woman's life. In addition, we know that this fulfillment is not dependent alone 
of the will of the woman, but that it is fate. Thousands of German women, 
who failed in having the fulfillment, carry out their occupation with the 
strength of their mental motherhood and promote it to the entire content of 
their lives. This vocational effect of female strength places it beside the 
• 260 
German mothers as further supporters of the nation... 
Scholtz-Klink also put women's identity as mothers and wives in the first place. She also 
recognized working women's contribution, but the emphasis was on women's role as mothers, 
despite having a job in the public sphere. These words from the mouth of a woman 
figurehead strengthened their meaning in that even a woman agreed that motherhood and 
wifehood were the most vital things in life. It was obvious that the NSF's ultimate aim was to 
gather and unite women, convincing them to be mothers of the nation. 
The Nazi women organization carried out different activities to persuade women to 
listen to the Party ideology. During the first few years after becoming Reichsfrauenfuhrerin, 
Scholtz-Klink organized programmes which restored the conventional notion about women's 
roles and encouraged childbearing. The NSF held a series of activities related to the private 
sphere, such as offering cooking lessons, promoting Mothers' Day celebrations, fighting for a 
better welfare for working women as well as housewives, and publishing women's magazines. 
259 DFW was a mass organization for all women's groups in Nazi Germany. In 1935, there were 87 women's 
groups and 2.7 million members. For detail, please refer to Gabriele Czamowski, " T h e value of Marriage for 
the Volksgemeinschaft': Policies towards Women and Marriage under National Socialism," in Fascist Italy and 
Nazi Germany: Comparisons and Contrasts, ed. Richard Bessel (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 
pp.96-7. 
260 Auftr. D. Reichsleitung NSDAP ed., Deutsches Frauenschaften: Jahrbuch d. Reichsfrauenfuhrung 
(Dortmund: Westfalen-Verl., 1937-1939)，p.5. 
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All these activities were launched with the effect to send women back home and asked them 
to concentrate on the duty as mothers. The women's group also tried to organize women's 
social life and their leisure time and educate them to be competent in managing domesticity. 
During the war, the propaganda became more active in getting women involved in voluntary 
war services and mitigating the discontent among mothers in war rationing system and 
material shortages. After all, the major task of the Nazi women organizations was to give 
political lessons to the women so that they would support whatever policies imposed on them 
by the Nazis according to Hitler's design.^^^ The Nazis monopolized women's affairs and 
leadership early enough to avoid women's affairs becoming out of control. Certain non-Nazi 
women groups did survive in the early Nazi years, but they were forced to be affiliated with 
the NSF or D F W ^ Women's activities were highly centralized in Germany to politicize 
womanhood to the organization members. 
On China's side, a unified national women's organization was established in 1934 in 
Nanchong with the aim to improve women's livelihood under the spirit of the New Life 
M o v e m e n t . 265 The Committee directing women's affairs was led by Madame Chiang. 
According to Li Jingzhai, the GMD official who publicly gave speech on the relationship 
between women and the New Life Movement, traditional values and morality should be 
revived among women for the eventual benefit of bringing a new life to the Chinese people, 
The four virtues mean women's virtues, women's appearance, women's words, 
and women's labour. Women possess these qualities from ancient times till 
now. There is still no need to change the following: being filial to the 
parents-in-law, loving the children, respecting the elderly, having neat and tidy 
261 Claudia Koonz, Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Family, and Nazi Politics, pp.185-192. 
262 J i l l Stephenson, The Nazi Organization of Women, pp.182-3. 
263 Ibid., p. 146. 
264 Ibid., p. 137. 
265 Liang Weijin 梁惠錦，“kangzhanqianhoudeflmiiyundong，” 抗戰前後的婦女運動[women's movement 
before and after the anti-Japanese War], in Jindai Zhongguo funu yundongshi 近代中國婦女運動史[women's 
movement in modem China], ed. Chen Sanjing 陳三井，p.291. 
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appearances, working hard and obediently, etc. All these are women's 
virtues. ... Since now women could work in wider fields in society, they 
nowadays need to be faithful to society and the country which was unlike 
women in the past. Being loving and peaceful are women's inborn characters. 
They are always amiable, kind and hoping for the best that no chaos would 
happen.266 
The New Life Movement intended to restore the traditional virtues, and women were 
asked to play their part. In addition, the above quote also suggested that certain "new" virtues 
should also be practiced by women who now had more roles to play in society. The virtues 
women practiced were indeed a mixture of tradition and modernity. Women should be 
familiar with the traditional virtues they bore in the past, and they should also acquire the 
new quality by being faithful to the country they belonged to, which meant that women 
should take the responsibility and civic duty to serve the nation. 
Madame Chiang's speech delivered during the New Life Movement shared a large 
degree of similarity to Li's thought. She agreed that working for the nation was also part of 
women's duties nowadays, 
In this Movement, there is undoubtedly much work waiting for women to 
finish, such as keeping the house clean, supporting social reforms, etc. These 
are indisputably women's responsibilities. Therefore, we can say that women 
are basically the ones who really work out the task of reviving our nation... I 
believe that any woman who possesses knowledge, energy, interest, and target 
in life can pursue whatever career she wishes... our country's female 
comrades should realize that... at least they should make the household clean, 
266 Li Jingzhai 李敬齋，“Xinshenghuo yundong zhong funii yinyou de renshi,"新生活運動中婦女應有的認識 
[What women should know about the New Life Movement], in Xinshenghuo yundong xuzhi 新生活運動須知 
[All about the New Life Movement], ed. Xinshenghuo congshu she 新生活叢書社，pp.113-4. 
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and adjust the family life in order... women with higher education level 
should make use of their intelligence to direct their neighbours how to raise 
the children properly and take care of the household. They should teach 
267 
women nearby how to read and write. 
Similar to the mentality of the Germans, the Chinese male and female leaders alike 
regarded family as a basic entity for the development of the nation state. In the Confucian 
teaching, there was the philosophy that if one behaves properly, then s/he would be able to 
govern the family well. Li Jingzhai stated that women played a significant part to set up the 
foundation for a good family. Women should practice the four virtues and finish all the 
household duties which men alone could not handle. This was the only, yet indirect way 
women could contribute to the modern nation-building process. Madame Chiang also 
emphasized that educated women had a heavier burden because of the knowledge they 
possessed. It was because there were very few educated women and thus Madame Chiang 
asked them to contribute more. 
From Madame Chiang's writing, it was known that women could make the Movement 
successful by developing a clean and tidy household. She further recognized that women 
were not without strength and determination in other aspects of life, and could contribute to 
the Movement and eventually to the country through their own ability and intelligence. Her 
ideas slightly deviated from the voices of certain conservative rhetoric which had the 
message that by nature women were destined to stay only at home. She believed that it was 
the lack of training given to women and the socially constructed gender division of labour 
which deprived women of the chances to become brilliant in spheres other than in the family. 
267 Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，"Xinshenghuo yundong — Zhonghua minguo ershiwu nian xinshenghuo 
yundong er zhounian jinian zuo , "新生活運動-中華民國二十五年新生活運動二週年紀念作 [ the New 
Life Movement - Republic of China, 1936, a piece of memorial writing for the second anniversary of the New 
Life Movement], in Jiang fur en yanlun ji vol. 1 蔣夫人言言命集[a collection of speeches and writings by 
Madame Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼，pp.43-4. 
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In brief, Madame Chiang's basic attitude towards women was very similar to the conservative 
nationalists, but she gave more support to women and believed that women could do well in a 
variety of jobs along with the male counterparts. 
Despite formally establishing the Women's Directing Committee in the New Life 
Movement in 1934 to preach the above women's ideals, women's groups in China were not 
united until 1938. Before the unification of women's groups, women's organizations scattered 
all over China and could be divided into two main types: one being philanthropic, another 
fighting for political r ights.^ The ineffectiveness of women's groups due to the disunity was 
deeply felt once the Sino-Japanese War broke out. Thus, in May, 1938, Madame Chiang 
called a national women's congress in Guling, Lushan. The Congress decided that women 
representatives nationwide should reorganize the Women's Committee and work in a more 
systematic way in order to combat the Japanese.^^^ Even Communist women representatives 
were invited to the Congress and later became committee members of the united women's 
group. The Committee had major duties to contact women nationwide, train them to be 
directors of home front operations, take care of soldiers in the war zones, serve in the rural 
areas, publish the news during the war in newspapers and magazines, and protect orphans and 
children, etc?^^ Since the unity was formed rather late and purposefully to combat the war, 
the nature of this centralized women's group was not so similar to the Nazi's, which aimed at 
educating women politically. However, the urge for Chinese women to sacrifice themselves 
for the goodness of the nation was comparable to the German notion. A strong sense of 
nationalism could be found in both national women's organizations. Under the influence of 
268 Liang Weijin 梁惠錦，"kangzhan qianhou de ftinU yundong,"抗單戈前後的婦女運動[women's movement 
before and after the Anti-Japanese War], in Jindai zhongguo funii yundongshi 近代中國婦女運重力史[women's 
movement in modem China], ed. Chen Sanjing 陳三井，p.256. 
269 Ibid., p.289. 
Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，“wo jiang zai qi—Zhongguo fUnu gongzuo,，，我將再起一中國婦女 
工f乍[I will be strong again - work done by Chinese women], written in June, 1940, in Jiang fur en yanlun ji 
vol.1 蔣夫人言論集 [ a collection of speeches and writings by Madame Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋 
美齡,ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼,pp.206-223. 
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nationalism, both leaders agreed that women's position was in the first place at home. 
Viewpoints of the women leaders 
Despite taking the lead on behalf of the female population, the goals of the women 
leaders were not to emancipate or liberate women as what feminism advocated. Quite the 
opposite, they executed nationalistic policies and practices regarding women's issues. Both 
Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang promulgated definitions of the ideal womanhood that 
were defined under the influence of nationalism. They further assisted their male counterparts 
in showing that women should possess the motherly qualities and that they should love the 
fatherland as much as men did by playing their prescribed supplementary roles. 
It was obvious that both Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang conceptualized women's 
role in the nation according to the articulated policies and ideologies set by the nationalistic 
parties. They were both ready to provide women with the reason that men and women were 
companions and so they should co-operate with each other for the war cause. The female 
leaders would ignore any signs between men and women which implied inequality. 
Scholtz-Klink denied that there were any gender-related questions such as "women's 
question" or “men's question". There was only one question that the Germans were facing 
altogether, i.e. how to strengthen the nation.^^^ Scholtz-Klink appealed to the women that 
they should serve the Volk (people) alongside with the male counterpart for the future of the 
nation. 
The speech/writings delivered by a woman like Scholtz-Klink magnified the degree of 
persuasiveness. She claimed that father and mother possessed different important qualities 
respectively which complemented each other and enabled harmonious co-existence. The 
father provided the shelter and thoughts and the mother offered heart and love.272 in another 
271 Auftr. D. Reichsleitung NSDAP ed., Deutsches Frauenschaften: Jahrbuch d. Reichsfrauenfuhrung, p.5. 
272 Ibid., 1939, p.5. 
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speech given by her in 1939, she stated, “So today the German women in each situation stand 
along with the German men, for both have the most precious thing to protect. What is there 
for us is the German nation." Once again, women should contribute to the nation instead 
of thinking of themselves. To heighten the status women enjoyed, Scholtz-Klink even used 
the word Kameraden (comrades) to describe men and women working “hand in hand" to 
serve the nation.274 She helped Hitler to promote the idea of nationalism to the female 
population so that the many Nazi gendered policies concerning marriage, population and 
employment could be carried out smoothly and convincingly. 
In the case of China, Madame Chiang also convinced the fellow woman nationals that 
men and women working hand in hand together was perfect for the development of the state: 
Based on the equality of men and women in recent years, women have already 
participated in the country's political, social and scientific fields. They became 
a leading force in the New Life Movement. The New Life Movement is a 
movement which aims at reviving the nation. It is intended to be carried out 
throughout the country, promoting the importance of education nationwide, 
establishing new spirits for living, and raising the living standard of the 
population.... Women have shared with men the most difficult task - they 
have become the vital participants in China's great advance.^^^ 
Similar to Scholtz-Klink who chose to be blind to the gender-related problems which 
might exist in the nation, Madame Chiang was also silent about the possible gender inequality. 
Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, Rede uber die St el lung der Frau im nationalsozialistischen Deutschland, Herbst 
1939, from Deutsches Rundfunkarchiv, http://www.dhm.de/lemo/html/dokumente/scholtz-klink/, browsed on 
15th June, 2005. 
274 Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, Rede An die Deutsche Frau, Reichsparteitag, Numberg, 8. September 1934. in Die 
Frau im Dritten Reich: eine Dokumentation, Gertrud Scholtz-Klink, p.505. 
275 Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡,"Zhuanbian zhong de shijie - Zhongguo funti zai guonan qijian suojin 
dezh ize , “轉變的世界-中國婦女在國難期間所盡的職責 [ the changing wor ld- the responsiblity of 
Chinese women in the difficult period of the state] in Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，Jiang fur en yanlun 
xuan ji 蔣夫人言論選集[selected speeches by Madame Chiang], ed. Zhongyang funti gongzuohui 中央女帚女 
工作會(Taibei: Zhongyang wenwu gongyingshe, 1980), pp.20-1. 
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The two women leaders both assumed and repeatedly emphasized that the gender relation 
within their countries was already perfect. It was meaningless to fight for anything if the 
country was defeated and collapsed in front of the enemies. Therefore, nationalistic 
sentiments were heightened instead of feminism. Both the German and Chinese women 
leaders praised women's efforts and reminded them that they were not working alone but 
sharing the burden with men. The persuasive words from the mouths of women leaders 
developed a stronger sense of resonance in women who would follow their example. 
Even though a partnership was established between men and women as comrades 
helping each other, the ReichsfrauenfUhrerin and the First Lady in China were both conscious 
of what women could do and what they were not recommended to. Since the outbreak of the 
War, men were pushed to fight in the battlefield. However, women's cooperation with men 
was advocated in every aspect except fighting with them alongside in the warfront. Both the 
German and Chinese leaders did not encourage women to cross the border of the home front. 
Women were asked to finish their tasks at home, and if they had extra energy, they might 
serve in the home front to fill up the positions men used to occupy in peacetime. The 
principle of NSF asked women to be solely working towards motherhood. It is obvious that 
promoting the roles as mothers meant that German women were not ready to fight in the 
battlefield with the identity as mothers. 
In China as well, women were not recommended to fight in the battlefield. Madame 
Chiang once spoke to the British women that in China, women took different roles as the 
British women did. It was only because the population size in Britain was so small that 
women had to be enlisted?^^ Women should instead stay in the home front taking up men's 
duty to defend the country, 
Chiang Soon May-ling 蔣宋美齡，"women de Yingguo zimei men,"我們的英國姊妹們 [our fellow 
English sisters], in Jiang furenyanlun ji vol.2 蔣夫人言論集 [a collection of speeches and writings by Madame 
Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼（Taibei: Zhonghua flinu 
fangong lianhehui, 1977), p. 1050. 
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During the war time, women should stay in the home front and take up job 
vacancies left by men. In this way, men can march forward to the war front 
and defend the country. This is women's duty.". Women indeed also have a 
role to play in war times. In regard to the war work, women were not trained 
and not prepared...In my own opinion, I doubt whether women in general 
have the physical strength and power of resistance in the battlefield. Therefore, 
they'd better stay and serve in the home front.^^^ 
Madame Chiang also referenced Chinese history that some brave soldiers had good 
mothers to inspire them. Therefore, she concluded that soldiers' morale relied on the full 
• 278 
support and maintenance of a healthy and united family organized by women. After all, 
women were not encouraged to take risks in the war front. No matter how capable she could 
be, she was just suitable to play a role in the home front. When several women offered to play 
a role in the warfront, Madame Chiang had the following comments, 
Women were sent to do different duties according to their ability. There were 
several Chinese woman pilots who requested to ride war aircrafts and asked 
for our permission. There were indeed woman pilots working in other 
countries. Unfortunately, we have to turn down their brave request, and at the 
same time we praise their interest [in serving the nation] 
Madame Chiang did not explain why she turned down the offer of the women pilots. 
277 Chiang Soon May-ling 蔣宋美齡,“Zhongguo funU zhanshi zhize,” 中國婦女的戰時職責[the duty of 
Chinese women in war times], in Jiang fur en yanlun ji vol.2 蔣夫人言言命集[a collection of speeches and 
writings by Madame Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼， 
p.1521. 
278 Chiang Soon May-ling 蔣宋美齡,"Zhongguo ftmU kangzhen de shiming,” 中國婦女抗戰的使命[the 
mission of Chinese women in the Anti-Japanese War], in Jiang fur en yanlun ji vol.2 蔣夫人言論集 [a 
collection of speeches and writings by Madame Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，ed. Wang Yaquan, 
Li E王亞權，李萼,P.737. 
B Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，“Zhanzhen yu Zhongguo niixing,” 戰爭與中國女性[war and the 
Chinese women], in Jiang fur en yanlun ji vol. 1 蔣夫人言論集 [a collection of speeches and writings by 
Madame Chiang], Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡,ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼，p.99. 
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Her rejection, to the disappointment of the women pilots, could be due to her insistence in 
keeping women away from participating in the war directly. It was too dangerous for women 
to take up such mission on the one hand, and on the other, it would violate the nationalist 
rhetoric of keeping women at "home (front)" during the war time. 
It is clear that during the war both German and Chinese women should love the nation 
and sacrifice their own rights for the country's good. But what identity was perfect for 
women to play to contribute to the war effort most? Scholtz-Klink insisted that women's 
identity as mothers was most powerful in helping the nation, while Madame Chiang believed 
that women's identity as female nationals was more suitable to China. 
Throughout the Nazi regime, the following basic principle of the NSF was insisted: 
We desire the awakening, the training, and the renewal of women's role as the 
preservers of the nation's springs: the nation's love life, marriage, motherhood 
and the family, blood and race, youth and nationhood. The whole education, 
training, careers and position of women within the nation and state must be 
• • O O A 
organized in terms of their physical and mental tasks as mothers. 
Women should be physically and mentally ready for the task of being mothers. This 
meant that they should breed more children and use their nurturing and loving qualities to 
serve the nation. Thus, women's identity as mothers was most treasured by the nation. 
What Madame Chiang expected of her female subjects was not only motherhood. Her 
greatest wish was that women could fulfill duties as woman nationals or citizens, 
We have to preserve the integrity of the country and protect the life of the 
nation. We should exert all powers to resist the invasion of the enemies. We 
women are citizens as well. Although our social status and ability are different, 
280 Document 336, "Basic Principles and Organizational Guidelines of the National Socialist Womenhood" (NS 
Frauenschaft), Undated c. 1932-33, in Nazism, 1919-1945, vol.2, ed. J. Noakes and G. Pridham, p.461. 
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everyone would still do all they could to save the nation... During the war, 
men would kill the enemies in the warfront, and it's our responsibility to finish 
the work left behind in the home front. We should encourage the men and let 
them know that we would use every means to assist them, causing no troubles 
to them. We are also ready to sacrifice ourselves to support the brave soldiers 
)C 1 
in the warfront. 
In another speech given in 1940, Madame Chiang again emphasized women's identity 
and ability as female citizen: “Even though women's status and ability are only recently 
recognized as outside the home sphere, they are definitely human beings, citizens, as well as 
women. ”282 
Indeed, ever since the late Qing period, the Chinese women's identity as nil guomin 
，ft 7 
(women nationals) was imposed. When society underwent structural changes politically 
and economically, socio-cultural values towards women also experienced changes. With the 
birth of the Republic, women in China did enjoy further rights and protection under the law 
and constitution. Madame Chiang believed that women's status was often used as an 
indication of a country's civilization, and she wished that all Chinese women could reach a 
certain level of consciousness as citizens. In this way, China would be recognized by the 
world as a country with higher degree of civilization. Yet in Madame Chiang's rhetoric on 
women during war times, her emphasis on women's citizenship fell more strongly on their 
obligation to the nation instead of struggling for further rights women deserved in a modern, 
281 Chiang Soong May-ling 蔣宋美齡，“Gao Zhongguo funii，’，告中國婦女[to the Chinese women], in Song 
Meiling zishu 宋美齡自述[Soong May-ling's self-narration], Chiang soong-May-ling 蔣宋美齡，ed. Yuan Wei, 
Wang Liping 袁偉，王麗萍（Beijing Shi: Tuanjie chubanshe, 2004), p.63. 
Chiang Soon May-ling 蔣宋美齡,“Wo jiang zai qi - funii yu jiating，“ 我將再起 -婦女與家庭 [ I will be 
strong again - women and family], in Jiang furen yanlun ji vol.2 蔣夫人言言命集(a collection of speeches and 
writings by Madame Chiang), Chiang Soong May-ling, ed. Wang Yaquan, Li E 王亞權，李萼(Taibei: 
Zhonghua funii fangong lianhehui, 1977), p.176. 
283 Luo Suwen MM>C ed., Niixingyu jindai Zhongguo shehui ^ ' l ^ l ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ l ^ / l i f # [Women and modem 
Chinese society] (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chuban she, 1996)，p.331. 
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civilized state. She was, similar to the nationalistic discourse developed in the public, aware 
of highlighting women's contribution as citizens and nationals, but avoided mentioning the 
individual benefits that the women population could enjoy as nu guomin. 
Germany's question in the Second World War was related to demographic problem 
instead of social backwardness. Their female citizens were already aware of the benefits and 
social welfare granted to them previously in the Weimar Republic. However, in the National 
Socialists' viewpoint, these German women citizens were not conscious enough about the 
advantages to the state as mothers. They were therefore asked to fulfill the maternal duty 
under the identity as mothers of the Volk. Since the Third Reich was a racist state, only Aryan 
women like Scholtz-Klink were encouraged to become mothers. While Madame Chiang 
elaborated more on women's duty to the nation as woman nationals, Scholtz-Klink put 
emphasis on motherhood, children, and racial purity. 
Chapter conclusion 
Analysing women leaders in the male-dominated state helps us understand what the 
ideal women should be as perceived by the nation, and how women themselves were 
influenced by nationalism and patriotism. There was no lack of women leaders and women 
organizations under the nationalist leadership in Germany and China. However, the women 
leaders allied with the male leaders instead of fighting for further individual rights for women. 
The rhetoric in their speeches and writings answered the call for women to serve their 
countries at war. The female leaders made use of their female identity to appeal to women in 
the nation, and urged the female population to follow their own examples. In China, some 
women even stepped out from the family and work for the larger "home" — the home front. In 
war times, the battlefield turned out to be the public sphere still dominated by men. The 
public sphere in peace time was considered as the "home" when war broke out, and women 
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were still confined in the ‘‘home,’ sphere, only in another sense. 
Both German and Chinese women organizations did not encourage women to cross the 
border of the war front. Women, be they mothers of the nation or dutiful female citizens, 
should play their part well in the home sphere first. It was more logical and convincing for 
women to encourage fellow women to stay in the home sphere. However, in Germany, 
Scholtz-Klink stood in the public as leader and urged women to go back home. What she did 
was rather contradictory to what she was promoting. Even though it was doubtful whether all 
speeches and writings of the women leaders were out of their own hands, the delivered 
speeches and published writings with their status as leaders of all women had a persuasive 
effect to attract attention of their female country folk. These speeches and writings thus 
'•y QA • • 
became important and influential. The work done by the female leaders was indispensable 
to the male leaders in delivering the nationalistic discourse to women more convincingly. 
Despite being called leaders, Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang were still led by men. 
NSF was under the Department of Home Affairs which was led by Erich Hilgenfeldt. He was 
the man behind Scholtz-Klink, empowering her to take care of women's affairs for the whole 
country. Madame Chiang's source of power was also from a man: her husband Chiang 
Kai-shek. Indeed, Madame Chiang entered into some new spheres that traditional Chinese 
women could not dream of. She was a successful diplomat, negotiating with the world leaders 
in international conferences. She was also named the leader of the Chinese Air Force when 
she realized how poor the Chinese aircraft was. She received such power, however, mainly 
because of the trust from her husband. Her achievements were rather extraordinary, but it was 
highly doubtful if she could accomplish all these things without the marriage connection with 
the leader of the GMD. 
284 Shi Zhiyu 石之瑜,"Jiang furen yu Zhongguo de guojia xingzhi - houzhimin fuquan wenhua de jiangou," 
蔣夫人與國的國家性質~~後殖民父權文化的建構 [ M a d a m e Chiang and the characteristics of the 
Chinese nation state — the construction of post-colonialist patriarchal culture], p.176. 
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Even though both Scholtz-Klink and Madame Chiang encouraged women to exert their 
power and ability to the fullest extent, their activities could not be said to be of the feminist 
nature because they put the national cause above everything, including women's rights. The 
sacrifice of women's rights in front of the country's needs was the key discursive notion of 
nationalism for both China and Germany during war time. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion: Nationalism and women 
The inter-war period is an interesting time that is worth studying to shed light on the 
great transformation of the world. Many countries experienced rapid changes in political 
systems and structures. In the first half of the twentieth century, empires collapsed and were 
replaced by constitutional democratic republics, and some found themselves marching 
towards totalitarianism. Both Germany and China shared this experience of alteration in their 
political systems and structures during the two World Wars. Drastic transformations took 
place not only in political but also in socio-cultural aspects. The identities of the population 
were transformed from subjects of an imperial monarchy, to citizens protected by constitution, 
and to people in the nation states under strong influence of nationalism. 
To engender this transformation is to have a deeper understanding of the relations 
between the state and society in times of national crisis. Different political systems and 
structures affected the division of labour within the nation in critical moments, and gender 
was one of the most important dimensions affecting that division of labour. When China and 
Germany faced wars that threatened their very existence, both turned to nationalism to justify 
the tremendous sacrifices demanded from their people. Both men and women were called to 
contribute to their nation in difficult times. Ultimately the coming war became a world war. 
In this time of troubles, some countries did not hesitate to invite women to play various roles 
during the Second World War and recognized women's ability in the public sphere during the 
age of "new women". Nevertheless, despite the desperate need for manpower during the war, 
nationalists in certain countries chose a different course. Through the nationalistic discourse, 
they called for women to return home, and sought to limit their roles to the private sphere, 
claiming that this would be the best for the state and the nation. The rhetoric that called for 
"sending women back home" challenged the achievements that had been made in the 
previous decades by the women's movement. The discourse was infiltrative to the lives of the 
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women, and set up barriers in women's spheres of activities. When women were celebrating 
the gains they could not successfully achieve under the shadow of an empire in the 
Century, they were disappointed soon afterwards when the various new roles and images of 
women in the public sphere were discouraged under the nationalistic discourses. Moreover, 
this phenomenon did not take place in one country only. Germany was a representative 
example which pursued such practices, and nationalists in China were somehow attracted to 
this notion as well. 
The “sending women back home" discourse in Germany and China was not just a 
coincidence. The two countries shared similar post-First World War experience, and Germany 
became the role model for the Chinese. Both nations were disadvantaged in the First World 
War settlement by treaties defined by the international powers. China wished to have as quick 
a recovery as the Germans and began to regard Germany as a model to be emulated. A close 
Sino-German relationship was developed with the importation of German advisers, military 
technology and economic investments in the 1920s and 1930s. Even in the gender aspect, 
certain Chinese nationalists were attracted by the conservative German notion of women，the 
3K, which was also adopted by the Nazis as the ideal doctrine for women. The appearance of 
new women in Germany and China in the 1920s thus turned out to be ephemeral, and these 
new women were pushed and persuaded by the nationalists to return to the traditional model 
to become ideal women. As Gisela Kaplan succinctly describes the situation in Europe, "the 
doors for emancipation [of women] closed almost as quickly as they had o p e n e d . T h i s 
phenomenon spread from the European continent to China as well. “New women" had won 
further rights and more public space in the 1920s, but they could not extend their victory, 
losing it to the nationalistic discourse which requested women not to forget the domestic 
sphere. They were persuaded to return home and embrace wifehood and motherhood once 
285 Gisela Kaplan, "Comparative Europe: Feminism and Nationalism: The European Case," in Feminist 
Nationalism, ed. Lois A. West, p.20. 
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again. The specific connection in the political contexts and particularly the similar gender 
attitude between Germany and China provided a common background to investigate this 
“sending women back home" notion. With a focus in this similarity, a comparison on the 
conservative rhetoric on women between Germany and China is made. 
Nationalistic sentiment in the NSDAP and the GMD turned out to be the major force to 
send women back home. Nationalists in Germany and China believed that traditional roles of 
women as mothers and wives would build warm families and guarantee social stability. Even 
though some nationalists in China agreed that women could acquire the citizen status and 
have a role to play in the public sphere, these women first and foremost should not forget 
their primary tasks at home. Women leaders did exist in the two nationalistic parties, but they 
were merely “inferior，’ colleagues or figureheads. Their influence on the respective policies 
and practices of their parties with regard to women were defined by men. Women leaders 
only reinforced the conservative notions of women. They executed the policies towards 
women but they were not the decision-makers. Their female sex made their words more 
convincing as if they were speaking on behalf of all women. Nationalism in both Germany 
and China thus had a strong sense of conservative tone. Nationalists asked all women not to 
neglect the home sphere. This was a backward tide compared to the liberal age of new culture 
and new women of the 1920s. 
Even though “sending women back home" was just a kind of rhetoric which existed 
among the nationalists in Germany and China, it constituted significant symbolic meaning of 
the time. The nationalistic discourse generated a strong anti-feminist force. Feminist 
movements advocating individual woman's rights experienced setbacks when confronted by 
extreme nationalism which called upon women to sacrifice their rights and contribute to the 
national cause. By sending women back home, the state and society experienced a retreat 
from the success of liberation and the emancipation of women in the 1910s and 1920s, a 
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period when women did gain more rights. For nationalists, women should subordinate their 
needs to the needs of the nation. This ‘‘backward,，phenomenon to send women back home by 
the nationalists hence showed a discontinuity in the history of women's movement. Women 
withdrew from the public sphere. Whether the “sending women back home” rhetoric was 
effective or not, this notion already brought great setback to the development of feminist 
ideas in this period, creating great obstacles to women's movement and feminism in the 
1930s and 1940s in Germany and China. This rhetoric was also an example of the 
incompatibility between feminism and nationalism. 
Even though both countries were influenced by nationalism and showed a similar 
discursive tendency to send women back home, the unique national contexts, traditions and 
practical needs of the two nations did play a significant role in the formulation of the 
conservative discourse. 
Above all, the nationalist rhetoric was quite different between Germany and China. 
Nazi Germany defined nation as the Volk of superior blood and the whole nation should only 
consist of people who were racially pure. Racist nationalism was the dominant force that 
determined policies on women. The Third Reich had demographic crisis and more purc-blood 
Aryan babies had been urgently called for. Pro-nationalist idea prevailed and as a result, 
Aryan women's national service was to enhance this racial stale with more children via 
becoming fertile mothers. The racist nationalism imposed a double standard on women with 
ditTerent national origins: healthy Aryan women should become reproductive mothers and 
sterilization was forbidden, but women of other races were not rccommendcd to reproduce. 
Certain races such as the Jews were even forced to undergo sterilization operation because 
their babies would only contaminate the nation. 
On the other hand. China's interpretation of nationalism was not racist at all. First of all, 
there was no birth crisis in China. If there were any problems with the composition of the 
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population, there was only a lack of educated and "civilized" citizens, particularly women, 
for the urgent modernization project to empower China against imperialism especially when 
Japanese invasion was in the foreseeable future. Women should not forget that their primary 
tasks were to be wives, mothers, and housekeepers at home. If they had finished the tasks at 
home well enough, the Chinese women were then encouraged to participate in the public 
sphere with the identities as female citizens and nationals. Being good housekeepers, women 
would keep the family and thus society in order, while being woman citizens, they could 
directly contribute their strengths and talents to the national projects of modernization. This 
was what Chinese nationalism, under the threat of Japanese imperialism, required women to 
do, especially in the post-May Fourth Republican period. 
Yet as for motherhood and the status of citizen, the German and the Chinese 
interpretations through their nationalistic rhetoric were not the same. Hitler urged women to 
become mothers of Aryan boys to back up the Aryan manpower. This was the most effective 
way to prolong the Nazi rule under racist nationalism. Thus, women's duty of bearing 
children was emphasized. Meanwhile, the Chinese in the New Life Movement emphasized 
the role of mother in rearing children and educating the next generation to become neat, tidy, 
polite and disciplined. This was claimed to be able to strengthen the nation. Children with 
these qualities would, when they grew up, became good-mannered and civilized citizens and 
could contribute to the nation. It was the educated and civilized younger generation who led a 
new life to save China from backwardness. Even if every Chinese mother became very fertile 
and China had a larger population, this alone could not save the country from falling into the 
victims of colonialism and imperialism. Thus, German motherhood and Chinese motherhood 
had different focuses out of very specific needs of the respective countries. 
The understanding of citizenship in Germany and China was not the same either. In the 
Western world, and with no exception to Germany, the concept of citizen referred to a 
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population who would enjoy basic civil rights such as voting and freedom of speech. It was 
the state who would provide the citizens with a society under law and order, freedom and 
liberty. It was generally accepted that true citizenship meant the rights citizens enjoyed 
instead of obligations and duties they should pay to the state.^^^ However, in the Chinese 
context, the rhetoric of the nationalists emphasized the duty of “citizens，，and "nationals" with 
a "Chinese" interpretation. It was the state that granted the population with citizenship, but 
citizens should not ask for their rights from the state first. Instead, they should bear 
responsibility to the state as citizens who could modernize China. Therefore, in China, the 
special emphasis on female citizens or female nationals was to urge the female population to 
make contribution to the state; while in Germany, women's citizen identity was irrelevant. 
Women in the Third Reich were simply urged to become fertile mothers. Hitler mentioned 
about the female citizenship issue only to give more incentives for women to get married. 
Only men and married women would become citizens of the Third Reich, enjoying basic civil 
rights as well as social welfare benefits. 
Owing to a different degree of authoritarian rule in Germany and China, the 
nationalistic discourses on women were carried out differently. Germany was under absolute 
control by the Fuhrer and he could effectively implement his plans through laws and policies 
he drafted. Since he had secure and absolute power nationwide, the enforcement of the laws 
and policies met relatively fewer obstacles. Nonetheless, it was a different story in China. 
Since Chiang Kai-shek united China only superficially, the effects of laws and policies from 
the central down to the local government would depend on the loyalty of officials at the 
regional and local levels. Instead, spreading the nationalistic rhetoric through a nationwide 
social movement might be more effective to extend the atmosphere reminding women not to 
forget the tasks at home. As a result, the nationalists in the two countries executed different 
286 Chizuko Ueno, Nationalism and Gender (Melbourne: Trans Pacific Press, 2004), p.165. 
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methods to send women back home. 
From the above similarities and differences, it is obvious that the nationalistic discourse 
on women developed in Germany was much more consistent, consolidated and systematic 
than that in China. Not only the speeches by leaders but also the laws and the policies 
systematically constructed the conservative discourse on motherhood and women at home in 
Germany. Even in the war years, Hitler was still adamant in pushing women to the home 
front instead of asking them to fight in the battlefield. However, the Chinese “sending women 
back home" discourse had a high degree of fluidity. Some relatively more conservative 
Chinese nationalists did firmly believe that women chould only be beneficial to the state by 
staying at home and taking care of the family. However, nationalists in the GMD as well as in 
the intellectual circles generally requested women to bear the “double burden", i.e., women 
should not forget their family in the private sphere but they should also serve the nation as 
female citizens. In the war years, women should apply their inborn, natural skills, such as 
nursing and sewing, to be productive and helpful in the home front. The various roles 
Chinese women could play showed that the "sending women back home" discourse was not 
as rigid as the German model. If the German discourse was one known as fascist or national 
socialist, China was still far from being qualified as a fascist model. After all, the Chinese 
women were not invited to stay at home performing only the tasks of productive mothers as 
strictly as the German national socialists requested their women. Thus, it could hardly be 
concluded that GMD China was a fascist state in terms of its gendered practices and policies. 
Chiang Kai-shek might be learning from the German example and wished to achieve an 
absolute control of the country, including the total manipulation of the female population, but 
he did not succeed. “Chinese fascism" might only be noticeable at the conceptual level but 
could not be carries out in practice. 
The study on the similarities and differences of the “sending women back home" 
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discourses between Nazi Germany and Nationalist China allowed us to understand that 
political contexts, state power, cultural tradition, and practical needs played significant roles 
in determining the discourse content as well as practices. Different terms and ideologies 
could be interpreted rather differently by different countries. This posed challenges to the 
claim by certain feminists that all women shared the same experience and all countries 
showed the same development in women's movements. The myth on sisterhood that women 
across nationality, class and religion would have universal experiences was questionable. 
Third World feminists have already alerted us that this has never been the case. Developing 
countries having socio-political backgrounds and experiences different from that of the 
developed countries would show a different pattern of development. Women in the 
developing world, such as China in the 1920s and 1930s, compared to industrialized 
Germany, could tell the world a different story in the women issue despite the existence of 
some basic similarities. According to Chandra Talpade Mohanty, histories of the third world 
women and the western world were never the same since the m i d - c e n t u r y of European 
hegemony. Nevertheless, the study of third world feminism was still underdeveloped even 
though the feminist waves of movements swept the academic world. Her words remind us 
of the need to contextualize women's movements in different countries, and how a 
comparative study is effective in analyzing the uniqueness of each country. In this 
comparative study, the “sending women back home” rhetoric appeared to be the same in 
outlook in Germany and China, but the content of the discourse and the practices concerned 
could vary a lot. 
Based on this study focusing on the nationalist discourse on women, there are further 
questions to be raised. Indeed, a comparative research of how women in Germany and China 
287 Chandra Talpade Mohanty, "Cartographies of Struggle: Third World Women and the Politics if Feminism," 
in Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism, ed. Mohanty, Russo, and Torres (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1991), pp.3-4, and 10. 
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responded to the nationalist calling should be conducted in the future. It was said that the 
288 
number of working women did not decline from the 1930s to the 1940s in Germany. It 
was also argued that the New Life Movement in China was not successful?^^ In effect, did 
women welcome the “sending women back home" notion, or did they fiercely reject its 
imposition on them? How did the expectation on women by the nationalistic states actually 
affect them? The expectation on women from the nation was one issue, but the effectiveness 
of the practices executed in reality might be another story. In addition, it would also be 
interesting to study if there were any feminists fighting against the tide of anti-feminism in 
this period. Despite the conservative tone of "sending women back home", feminist activities 
did not completely cease after the first wave of feminist movement in the Century in 
most of the countries in the world. Therefore, women's resistance to the nationalistic waves is 
worth examining as well. After all, there is still much room for further investigation and 
exploration in the relationship between nationalism, the state and women. Understanding 
better how the three components are inter-related is likely to help discovering the direction of 
feminist movements within nationalistic states in the future. 
288 Jost Dulffer, Nazi Germany, 1933-1945: Faith and Annihilation, trans. Dean Scott (London: St. Martin's 
Press, 1996), p.215. 
289 Guan Zhigang 關志鋼，Ximhenghuo yundong yanjiu 新生活運動研究 [a study on the New Life 
Movement], p.206. 
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